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SUMMARY _

i holder
-

Houston Lighting & Power Company, the construction perm t
Units 1 and

for South Texas Project Electric Generating Station,
1980 in an order to show Cause by

2, was directed on April 30,
ion and

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Of fice of [nspect
i

to review the safety-related structural and pip ng
Enforcement

The Order to Show Cause was
welding at the South Texas Project.

findings of a special NRC investigation (No. 50-
based on the

conducted between November 1979 and
498/79-19 and 50-499/79-19)

of the Order, HL&P and Brown and
February 1980. As a result

formed a
the plant architect-engineer and constructorRoot,

welding Task Force to perform the review.

he

The emphasis of the Task Force investigation was on reviewing t.

pli-

completed safety-related piping and structural welds for com
d primarily

ance with the construction codes and was accomplishe
Reviews

by evaluating the original nondestructive examinations.
welder and inspector

were also conducted of weld documentation,

construction and nondestructive examinationqualifications,
filler material certifications and other items toprocedures,

w
determine code compliance.

there
the Task Force concluded thatBased on their investigation,

These
safety-re' ated welding program.

were deficiencies in the in Sections 2.0 through 5.0 of
deficiencies, reported in detail

are briefly summarited.this report,
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ASME Piping Systems

safety-related piping fabricated in accordance with American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III was found to be in the early stages of completion,

with approximately 1300 piping welds and an additional 600 pipe

hanger welds completed or in process.

All of the radiographs of completed ASME piping welds were

reviewed by the Task Force. Approximately 25% of these welds

either in the filmfound to have Code noncompliances,were
Fifteen percent ofquality or the interpretation of defects.

these contained indications of weld defects which w,ill require
.

repair.

A random sample of thirty-seven socket welds and fifty groove

welds was examined by visual (VT) and liquid penetrant (PT)
socket welds were

methods. Thirteen PT noncompliances in the

for linear indications in the basedisclosed, eight of these were

metal adjacent to the weld. The maximum length for weld metal

indications was 3/32 in., and 3/8 in. for the basa metal
Three noncompliances were noted in the groove

indications.

welds, one 1/8 in. long PT indication in the base metal adjacent
and two instances where the weld groove wasto the weld,

underfilled by approximately 1/32 in.

v
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Construction procedures, welding procedure specifications and

weld documentation for ASME piping were reviewed and found to be

substantially in compliance with the Code, although a number of

minor noncompliances were disclosed.

~

All weld filler materials for both safety-related piping and
structural welding were found to have been purchased from

project-approved vendors and were traceable to the purchase
documents and a Certified Material Test Report (CMTR). A review

of' the CMTR's disclosed that the materials complied with the

There was one instance of a minor noncompliance with anCode.

NRC Regulatory Guide regarding delta ferrite measurement.

A potentially significant noncompliance was disclosed in the

radiographic evaluation of a number of welder qualification
*

tests. Placement of the penetrameter on the film-side rather

than the source-side could have resulted in a decrease in the
small discontinuities to a level below thatability to detect

required by the Code. Other than this, the qualification of ASME

welders was in compliance with the Code.

16 accessibleReexamination by VT and PT of twelve of the

Essential Cooling Water System welds revealed only are strikes, ,

i

indications. The PTweld spatter and four liquid penetrant
The Code requires j

indications are believed to be nonrelevant.
that nonrelevant indications be removed so that they do not mask

relevant indications.

vi
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Safety-related Structural Welds

A random sample of 79 welds were visually reexamined and were

found to contain a significant number of noncompliances with the
" Structural -Welding Code" .

~ American Welding Society's D1.1,

These noncompliances ranged from weld spatter to undersize

welds. No cracks were found.

The construction procedures were found to contain a number of

minor noncompliances and two that were considered significant
inspections . Seth

enough to question the adequacy of some of the
,

pertained to the frequency of inspection.
%-

*
.

. -

AWS welding procedure specifications were found to be
although a number ofsubstantially in compliance with the Code,

minor noncompliances were disclosed.

The structural weld documentation was found to be deficient
because in many instances it was not possible to trace an

was written.
inspection report back to the weld for which it

ASME radio-The review of welder qualifications revealed that
some AWS

graphic acceptance criteria had been used to evaluate
Both codes have similar, but notwelder qualification tests.

This noncompliance was judged toidentical acceptance criteria.
have no ef fect on the weld quality.

vii
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It was not possible to verify through documentation that the
structural welders were qualified for each weld that they made

because the documentation system did not require that cach wc1Cer
However, a system was established which required

be identified.

the weld supervisor,~'the CC inspector andthat three individuals,

the weld technician who issued filler material verify welder

qualification.

Review of the PSAR and FSAR revealed inconsistencies in the
Otherspecified edition of AWS Dl.1 for structural welding.

similar inconsistencies were disclosed when the Engineering
I

'

Specifications were compared with the implementing construction

pr'ocedure. However, these incons,istencies were not judged to
,

have af fected the quality of the welding.

from the records it wasFourteen audit reports were reviewed, but
It was disclosedpossible to determine their thoroughness.not

that written audit plans had not been used as was required.
I

l
| Corrective Action Reports and FieldNonconformance Reports,

not inRequests for Engineering Action were reviewed, but
suf ficient detail to provide meaningful results.

HL&P and Brown and RootAs a result of the Task Force findings,
have undertaken a comprehensive reexamination and repair

All accessible ASME Section III pipe and pipe hangerprogram.

viii
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welds will be reexamined by the or iginal ~ nondestructive .

examination method, visual, liquid penetrant or both. All

deficiencies identified in this reexamination will be repaired.
In addition, all radiographic discrepancies identified by the

into CodeTask Force will also be repaired and brought
The Essential Cooling Water System (ECW) will becompliance.

those weldsunearthed and all welds will be raradiographed except

Which had previously been entirely radiographed and accepted by
All of the ECW system welds will also bethe Task Force.

All deficienciesreexamined visually and by liquid penetrant.

identified in this reexamination will be repaired. .All ASME
welds Which are now inaccessible because of subsequent

construction activities will be analyzed for acceptability. .

.

. .

All accessible safety-related structural steel welds will be

visually reexamined and repaired. All of the reexaminations and

repairs will be performed by requalified and recertified
Welds which are now inaccessible forinspectors and welders.

constructionreexamination and repair because of subsequent

activities will be analyzed for acceptability.

ix
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1980 the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,In April,

Of fice of Inspection and Enforcement issued a report of their -

investigation of the safety-related construction activities at
Electric Generating Station (1) Based on.

the South Texas Project

the findings of this investigation, the Commission directed
the designated manager forHouston Lighting and Power Company,

to conduct a review of weldingthe joint utility-owned project,
Inof safety-related piping and safety-related structural steel.

response to this directive,' Houston Lighting and Power in
Inc., the plant architect-conjunction with Brown and Root,

engineer and constructor formed a special Task Force to assess
South Texas Project. This

the state of safety-related welding at

is the report of that Task Force.

the ReviewThe welding Task Force was made up of two groups,

Team, ar.d the Independent Review Committee. The Review Team was

the working group which formulated the investigation plan and

conducted the investigations. The Independent Review Committee

reviewed and approved the Task Force investigation plan and
the

monitored the activities of the Review Team to assure that

Office of InsepetionNuclear Regulatory Commission, 50-498/79-19,(1) U. S. IE Investigation Report,and Enforcement,
50-499/79-19, April 28, 1980,

1-1
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Occasionally, the Review
approved plan was being knplemented.
Committee was asked to provide advice on ASME Code questions.

,

The Review Team was headed by personnel from the Materials
and by personnel fromEngineering Discipline of Brown and Root

i

Inc., an engineering consulting firm.' AdditionalNUTECH,

personnel for the investigation were provided by other

departments from Brown and Root and Houston Lighting and Power.

NUTECH obtained a number of specialists in nondestructive

examination from Southwest Research Institute to assist in
reviewing the radiographic, visual and liquid penetrant

examinations.

%

The Review Tend was empowered to investigate all . aspects of
,

safety-related welding which they considered necessary, within
No otherthe scope specified in the NRC Order to Show Cause.

constraints were placed on the Review Team investigation by Brown
>

and Root or Houston Lighting and Power.

i

Review Committee was composed of two engineersThe Independent

experienced with the American Society of Mechanicalfrom NUTECH,

Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and nuclear power plant
and one engineer from Southwest Researchdesign and construction,

experienced in nondestructive examination.Institute,

1
1
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1980 at the South Texasinvestigation commenced on May 19,The
The initial period of the

Project site near Bay City, Texas.
investigation was spent in orientation and familiarization with

determinatien of the scope and depth c.! the
prcject procedures,
investigation and formulation of the investigation plan.

.

..

On June 9th the prelf ninary investigation plan was issued for

canment to the Independent Review Committee, Brown and Root, and
After the comments were incorpor-

Houston Lighting and Power.
the investigation plan was issued on ' June 23, 1980 as a

ated,
(TRD)

South T9xas Project Technical Reference Document,
The TRD was" Review of Safety Related Welding" .SA700GP004,

revised several times to provide additional detail, modify task*

descriptions and . incorporate the results of the investigation..

the STP site
The major part of the investigation was conducted at

between May 19, and July 20, 1980.
During that pe riod , the

Review Committee visited the site to monitor theIndependent
Independent Reviewand review changes to the TRD.inve stig ation,

the Brown and Root officesCommittee meetings were also held at

in Houston and at NUTECH in San Jose.

in Houston to review
On July 21, 1980, the welding Task Force met

During this
the draft of the Review Team's investigation report.

for
Review Committee made recommendationsmeeting the Independent

redirecting the investigation based on the initial results and

1-3
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Thefor correcting deficiencies identified in the review.
Review Committeecomments and recommendations of the Independent

were incorporated into the report and it was issued as an addenda

to the Technical Reference Document on August 15, 1980.
.

..

After August 15, the Review Team continued ifs investigations,

but on a reduced scale, working toward comoleting the work
the last

previously started. After reviewing the Interim Report,
Review Committe.e was to attend the publictask of the Independent

meeting held by the NRC on August 19, 1980 in Bay City. With the

consent of all parties, the Independent Review Committee was

dissolved i,n the later part of August.

This is a rep' ort of the entire welding Task Force investigation

from May 1980 through April 1981. It supersedes the Interim

Report. With its issuance, all Review Team investigations are

brought to a close. Those items identified in this report as

requiring corrective action or further investigation are the
and Houston Lighting and Power.responsibility of Brown and Root,

The charter of the welding Task Force was to evaluate the state

of safety-related welding at STP. This was accomplished by
|

repeating the nondestructive examinations required by the
constructionconstruction codes, and by reviewing NDE records,

personnel qualifications and documentationand NDE procedures,
The basic assumptionfor compliance with the governing codes.

~

1-4
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the code |the welds were suitable for service if they metwas that

The two major fabrication codes were the ASMEt

| requirements.

! Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, for pip'ing and AWS

Dl.1 " Structural Welding Code" for safety-related structural
All examinations were evaluated in strict compliance withsteel.

the acceptance criteria of the governing Asky or AWS code.
.

The Review Team did not address the question of whether the welds
for service even though they did not complymight be suitable

with all of the acceptance criteria. Therefore, it is possible

that some noncacpliances are acceptable without repair, but this

determination can only be made by the designer after appropriate

analysis.

o-

In the Interim Report the Review Team recommended that Brown &

correct the noncompliances identified to date and reexamineRoot

nearly all other safety-related welds in order to identify all
other noncompliances. Based on these recommendations, Brown and

instituted a comprehensive Reexamination and Repair ProgramRoot
In1980 to identify and repair all noncompliances.in October,

this program Brown & Root committed to:

1) Visually examine the accessible safety-related struc-

tural welds and repair the noncompliances. Analyze the

inaccessible structural welds to determine whether they

are adequate for the intended service.

1-5
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2) Reexamine by visual, liquid penetrant and radiographic

methods all girth welds made by Brown and Root in the

Essential Cooling Water system except those from welds

buried in or beneath concrete, and repair all the
..

noncompliances. ,,

3) Reexamine by visual and liquid penetrant methods the

accessible welds in all other ASME Section III piping

systems and repair the noncompliances.

4) Repair all welds identified by the Review Team as con-

taining radiographic discrepancies.

.
,

5) Visually reet: amine the accessible ASME pipe support,

velds and repair the noncompliances.
.

Although this program was based on the Task Force recommenda-

tions, it is being conducted by site Quality Assurance and Con-

struction personnel and is not part of the Task Force activities.

.

1-6
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' 2. 0 REVIEW OF ASME SECTION III PIPE WELDING

REEVALUATION OF RADIOGRAPHS OF COMPLETED ASME SECTION2.1

III PIPE WELDS

..

..

2.1.1 Scope

the radiographs for all
The scope of this task was to reevaluate

The reevaluation wascompleted ASME Section III pipe. welds.,

performed in accordance with the acceptance criteria established
1974 Edition with Addenda through Winterin ASME Section III,

ST-NDEP-2.1, " Radiographic Exam-1975, and the STP NDE procedure,
Included in this task was an investigation to .

ination".
for eachthe original radiographs were uniquepotermine that

.

weld.

2.1.2 Method

2
All of the radiographs for completed ASME Section III Class 1,

and' 3 piping welds were evaluated by the Review Teen for
and acceptance

compliance with the radiographic technique
procedures.criteria required by ASME Scetion III and project

Excluded from t e review were the radiographs for welds stillh

Radiographs
"in-process" and % nase taAsn for "information only".
were considered complete when accepted by Brown and Root Quality

Assurance.

2-1 .
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The reevaluation was conducted by members of the Review Team

qualified as NDE Level III examiners in radiography in accordance

with the ASME Code.

Each radiograph was examined for two categories of
to theThe first category, more significant,

discrepancies.

integrity of the welds, was the proper identification and
This means that all the images of

interpretation of defects.
The second

weld defects were located and properly interpreted.

category was discrepancies in specific film characteristic

required by ASME Section III and project radiographic

These characteristics includeprocedure.
.

-

The radiographs are required 'to be identified b
>

2

Jdentification_. In addition,
a permanent mark traceable to a particular weld.

h are
the manufacturer's name and the date of the radiograp

required to be permanently marked on the radiograph.
i

The radiograph is re-
and Documentation of the Penetrameter.Use its essential hole

quired to show the 12. age of the penetrameter,
In

identifying numbers and letters of the penetrameter.and the
the Code provides specific rules on penetrameter

;

addition,

*

placement.

|

i
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The Code requires that the image of the specified
i sensitivity.

diograph
essential hole of the penetrameter be visible on the ra

small defects. In |

in order to demonstrate the ability to detect
.

this category includes the assurance against back-'

addition,
f the

scattered radiation which is manifested by the appearance o
..

letter "B" on the processed film. ..

ender the
The film processing and handling mustProcessing.

film free of blemishes to the extent that they cannot mask or be
confused with the image of any discontinuity in the area of in-

streaks, water marks,fogging,Typical blemishes includeterest.

and scratches.

befilm density (film darkness) dThe Code sequires thatDensity. -

The density is normally
_ controlled within specified limits.

measured by a calibrated densitcmeter.

The Code requires that the image of the location,

Coverage.

appear on the film in order to locatemarkers placed on the part
and to provide evidence of complete cover-

the area of interest
age.

The initial results of the reevaluation were reported in the
all the radiographs

Interim Report.
Subsequent to that report,

to contain discrepancies were
determined in the initial review

Root NDE Level III with the Ievaluated again by the Brown & \

,

2-3 \
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III. This joint review was
concurrence of the Review Team Level

Brown & Root Quality Assurance-could endorseconducted so that
the final list of discrepant radiographs.

.
,

I

The Review Team verified the authenticity of ten original radio-
Six original radiographs which exhibited readily identi-graphs.

fiable surface indications were compared with the actual surfaces
New radiographs were taken of the remaining fourof the welds.

No discrepancies
welds and compared to the original radiographs.

were found between the original and new radiographs or between

the original radiographs and the weld surfaces.

2.1.3 Results

of all 545 welds for which the radiographs w*are'reevalu-The list

ated by the Review Team is given in Appendix A1. 'Of this total, I

final joint
the radiographs for 143 welds were determined in the

and the Review Team to contain discrep- |
review by Brown & Root

ancies which require either weld repair, reradiography, or visual

examination of the weld surface. The results of the raradiography
the weld isor visual examination will clarify whether that

acceptable or requires repair. Appendix A2 lists these welds,

the location and type of indication and the required corrective
A summary of the number of welds with each type of dis-action.

In this table the resultscrepancy is provided in Table 2.1-1.
are reportedfor the Estential Cooling Water System (ECW)

2-4
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radiography was performed for the purpose ofinstances, only spot

There was no ASMU Codemonitbring welder performance.
Thefor the radiography for this Class 3 system.requirement

radiography performed on all other ASME systems was required by.
for a few Class 3 welds which were radiographedthe Code except

in order to comply with NRC regulations for Limited accessibility
,

welds.

82 welds con-of the 143 welds with radiographic discrepancies,

tain one or more indications of weld defects which require re-
An additional 23 require visual exa=ination of the weldpair.

sarface or reradiography to determine whether the radiographic
The radiogr&,'hs ofindication is relevant and requires repair.

36 welds did not meet the minimum Code sensitivity requirements,
. .

6 did not meet the density requirements, 24 were not processed
.

,

Tharadiographed in its entirety.1

properly, and one weld was not
radiographs in Table 2.1-1 isnumber of welds with discrepant

sum of number of welds in the " type of discrepancy"less than the
column because one weld may have more than one radiographic dis-

crepancy.

I

2.1.4 Discussion

interpretation of theBrown and Root discovered problems with the

radiographs and had initiated an internal reevaluation of
i

1979. By June, 1980, when the
completed radiographs in November,

1

2-5
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Review Team began its reevaluation, the Brown'and Root effort was |,.

i

The Brown 'E Root reevaluation also found lsubstantially complete.

that a significant number of radiographs which had been

originally accepted contained discrepancies ranging from film

artifacts to weld defect indieetions. ..

..

A comparison of the final results reported here with those
shows a number of changes. The

reported in the Interim Report
for each type of discrepancy reported herenumber of occurrences

while theis generally less than reported in the Interim Report,

total number of welds reviewed and the total number of welds with
discrepancies increased. The changes occurred for three rea-

sons.
;

.

a number of radiographs initially considered discrepant byFirst,

the Review Team were accepted in the final joint review by brown

and Root and the Review Team.
The changes in status were made .

with the full concurrence of the Review Team for one or more of
the following reasons:

A change was made in the interpretation of the type of1.''

I
| defect.
I

Unsatisfactory identification was corrected by annota-2.
j

tion on the reader sheet or film by the Brown and Roct

Level III.

t 2-6
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Processing was determined to be acceptable in the area3.

of interest on at least one of the two films.
Annotation was made to the reader sheet by the Brown and

Root Level III.
..

..

leastSensitivity was determined to be acceptable on at4.

one of the two films. Annotation was made to the reader
sheet by the Brown ar.f Root Level III.

5. Unsatisfactory documentation of the penetrameter was

corrected by annotation to the reader sheet by the Brown

and Root Level III.
.

.

least one
6. Density was determined to be acceptable on at

of the two films . Annotation was made to the reader

sheet by the drown and Root Level III.

The second reason for the change in results was due to the

evaluation of 30 additional radiographs. The third ~ reason was

because there were approximately 20 welds which were acceptable

to the Review Team in the first reevaluation but unacceptable to

Root based on their internal reevaluation. These
Brown &

it was agreed toradiographs were never evaluated jointly, but

classify them as unacceptable.

.

2-7
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The question of the number of radiogrdphic discrepancies which

should be expected in a detailed reevaluation was not
Review Team. Judging from

specifically addressed by the
there does not appear to be universaldiscussion on the subject,
However, a recent study of the

|agreement on the question. ..
1

detectability of flaws in heavy section welds.by one of the

Review Team Level III radiographic interpreters from Sduthwest
II) concluded that the agreement among six

Research Institute
teams of experienced radiographers approached 90% for three

dimensional flaws (slag,' lack of fusion) but was significantly
This means thatlower ' for planar indications such as cracks .

some team failed to detectamong the six , teams in the study
Although

approximately 10% of the flaws detected by other teams.
the situation in the study is not precisely the same as at the
South Texas Project, the study points out that there can be

, ,

in radiographic interpretation even,

considerable disagreement

among experienced comp 2 tent radiographers.

2.1.5 Conclusions

The reevaluation of radiographs for all completed welds disclosed
require-

a number of noncompliances with the Code and project

ments. -The radiographs of approximately 25% of the 545 completed

.

" Analysis of the Radiographic
H., Graber, H. C., 202, 203, and 251J",(1) Ruescher, E.

Evaluation of PVRC Weld Specimens 155,
Welding Research Council Bulletin No. 259, June 1980.

2-8
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welds were found to contain discrepancies either with technique,
i

fila quality or interpretation of indications. j

Fifteen percent of all the completed welds were found to contain

relevant defect indications which will require repair. The

reviewnumber of minor noncompliances corrected du ing the joint
and the number ofby Brown and Root and the Review Team,

significant noncompliances reported here indicates that

inadequate attention was given to the radiograhic program at
South Texas Project to ensure compliance with the Code and

project requirements.
;-

2.1.6 Recommtndations

in thisAll of the radiographic discrepancies indentified

investigation should be corrected in order to comply with ASME.

Code and project requirements. The specific discrepancies and

the corrective action required are listed in Appendix A2.

should identify the causes of their problems withBrown & Root
recurrence.radiography and take positive action to prevent

d
- Among the possible corrective actions are improved training an

supervision of the Level II examiners and increased surveillance
of the radiographic interpretations by Level III examiners,

!
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Table 2.1-1

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE REVALUATION OF RADIOGRAPHS

NUMBER OF WELDS WITH DISCREPANCIES '
ECW NON-ECW

TYPE OF DISCREPANCY ALL SYSTEMS SYSTEMS (2) SYSTEMS _,

0 0 0
improper Identification
of Radiograph

Improper Use or Documen-
0 0 0

tation of Penetrameter
36 34 2

Improper Sensitivity
24 21 3

Improper Film Processing
6 3 3

Improper Density
1 0 1.

Improper Coverage ,

I1) 61 21
Relevant Weld Defects 82

ECW NON-ECW

ALL SYSTEMS SYSTEM SYSTEMS

Number of Welds 545 427 118

Reevaluated

Number of Welds with 143 113 30

Radiographic Discrepancies
i .

Twenty-three additional welds require visual ext.nination or(1)radiography to- clarify whether radiographic indication is
relevant and requires repair.

i (2) Spot radiography
.

2-10
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EVALUATION OF WEiD SURFACE EXAMINATIONS2.2

: 2.2.1 Scope

The scope of this task was to verify that the original liquid.

for final acceptance of ASMEpenetrant and visual examinations
in accordanceSection III pipe welds were performed and eval'2ated

with the Code and other project requirements defined in
" Field Fabrica, tion and Welding of Piping SystemsA040KPMECP-4,

and Component Supports for Nuclear Systems".

2.2.2 Method

verification of the original surface nondestructive examinations

(NDE) was accomplished by reexamining randomly selected completed

welds which had been accepted by Brown and Root Quality

Control. The reexamination methods were the same as those used

in the original examination, namely, liquid penetrant (PT) and

visual (VT).

sta random selection the ASME welds were divided intoTo faci;
in the

two populations. The first population was the 26 welds

Essentf.al Cooling Water system (ECW) which were still
The remainder of the ECW system welds were eitheraccessible.

The second populationburied under earth or coated with epoxy.

was all the remaining ASME pipe welds. Random samples were drawnt

:. 2-11
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dated
from these two populations in accordance with MIL-STD-105D,

1964, " Sampling
1963 with change 2 dated March 20,March 29, The general

Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes".
utilizing sampling by replace-

inspection level was Level III,
12 of the 26 welds were selected for

ment. In the ECW system,
80.. welds out of a

reexamination. In the other ASME systems,
These

population of approximately 400 were originally selected.
Later

80 welds consisted of 43 socket welds and 37 groove welds.
d r to

the sample size was increased by 13 groove welds in or e

increase the level of confidence in the results for groove

welds.

l

Reexaminations were performed by South Texas Project QC personne

qualified to Level II in the applicable visual and penetrant' .

.

Each reexamination was witnessed by a me:nber of the >

method.
with the ASME

Review Team certified to Level III in accordance Technique
in the penetrant and visual examination methods.Code

or procedural errors noted during the reexamination were
The proce-

immediately by the witnessing Level III.corrected
examination, ST-NDEF 4.1, Rev. 7 dated ,

dures for liquid penetrant
1/14/80, and visual examination, ST-NDEP 3.1,

dated 8/12/79, were

fonas cpecified in the referenced ;

;

utilized. The standard report! ;

PT and VT procedures were used.

(
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.2.2.3 ,Results ;

|
|

2.2.3.1 Essential Cooling Water System

The results of the penetrant and visual reexaminations of the ECW !-

The liquid penetrant
system are presented in Table 2.2-1
reexamination results indicate four discrepancies, two for weld

indications. The
spatter and two for other nonrelevant

FW 0024indication discovered in line number EW 2205, ,
nonrelevant

resulted from an abrupt contour change at the toe of the weld .
indications andThe remaining welds contained other nonrelevant

All of the discrepancies were due to improper orweld spatter.

incomplete surface preparation.
.

surfaces, are
During the visual reexamination of the outside
strikes were noted near two welds and spatter was noted near

another weld. The visual reexamination of the inside surfaces of

the welds revealed are strikes near two weAds .

2.2.3.2 Other ASME Systems

A summary of the results of the liquid penetrant and visual
re-

examinations is given in Table 2.2-2. Of the fifty groove welds

the only PT indication was a 1/8 in. long linearreexamined,

to the weld in line CC
! indication in the base metal adjacent

one inThere were also two visual discrepancies,1120, FWOOO3.

i .

2-13
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line CC 1413, FWOOO1 and the other in line CC 1414, FWOOO4. Both

that is, the weld facewere for inadequate weld reinforcement,

was 1/64 in, to 1/32 in below the base metal surface in some

locations around the circumference.

*%

of the 43 socket welds reexamined, all had been fabricated in the

shop at the construction site. Thirteen had PT indications, and

one of these welds had both a PT indication and an unsatisfactory

visual indication. Eight of the PT indications occurred in the
-

base metal, either in the pipe or the fitting . It is believed

that PT indications which occurred at the wald toe and similar
locations are probably nonrelevant indications which could be

The indicatiens inremedied by blend grinding and reersmination.

the weld metal (excluding those judged to be nonrelevant ,

indications) were 3/32 in. or less in length. The indications in

the fittings were 3/8 in. or less in length.

2.2.4 Discussion

2.2.4.1 ECW System

i
L

! and visual reexamina- ,

The conditions noted by liquid penetrant I

is are strikes, v ld spatter and other nonrelevanttion, that

indications are surface indications that should have been
corrected by appropriate surface preparation. The ASME Code and

the PT examination procedure require that an indication believed

2-14
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to be nonrelevant be regarded as a defect and be reexamined to
exista. Nonrelevant

verify Whether or not an actual defect
indications and broad areas of pigmentation which could mask

defect indications are not permitted. Although the Review Team

indica-

Level III examiners did not believe that the nonrelevant..

it was their opinion that thesetions were actually weld defects,
nonrelevant indications should have been removed by carefully'

grinding the surface prior to acceptance of the original PT
examination in order to verify that no relevant indications had

been masked.

i.e., weld spat-
The discrepencies noted by visual reexamination,

1 hip
ter and are strikes are violations of self-imposed workmans

standards.
. .

Due to the small sample size and .the n'onrandom sample distri-

the results obtained in the reexamination are notbution,
to assess the acceptability of the

statistically sufficient
examinations performed originally onvisual and liquid penetrant

the inaccessible portions of the ECW system.

1

2.2.4.2 Other ASME Systems

the ECWfor all other ASME systems exceptThe initial sample size
welds. In the

37 groove welds and 43 socketsystem was 80 welds,
it was recommended that an additional 13 groove

Interim Report

2-15
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welds be reexamined to increase the sample siza to 50 in order to

meet the requirements for a Level III random sample size per
The intent was to separate the population of

MIL-STD-105D. from the
~from the socket welds since it was apparentgroove welds

initial reexamination that there were a significant number of_,

in the socket welds and only one discrepancydiscrepancies (13)
However, since two additional descrepanciasin the groove welds.

l groove
were found during visual examination of the 13 additiona

rigorous' statistical
welds, the Review Team concluded (without

analysis) that an acceptable level of quality had not been

attained for groove welds either.

2.2.5 Conclusions
.

.

Essential Cooling Water System2.2.5.1>

The ECW system reexamination was inconclusive because of the
l for

small size and nonrandom distribution of the sample availab e
no relevant veld defectsOf the welds inspected,reexamination.

The indications caused by weld spatter and the
we re found .

edge of the weld reinforcement can be corrected by blendabrupt
The fact that the

grinding and subsequent reexamination.
the time of the

indications had not been removed atnonrelevant f

original examination indicates a deficiency in implementation o

the surface examination program.

2-16
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2.2.5.2 Other ASME Systems

The high discrepancy rate in the liquid penetrant examination of
cocket welds indicates that the original NDE was not effective in

indications. Thesedetecting and correctly interpreting relevant
the time of theindications should have been repaired atrelevant

original examination. Although the nonrelevant indications are

not evidence of actual defects, they should also have been

removed at the time of the original examination.

The three discrepant conditions noted in the reexamined groove
| welds, one base metal PT indication and two welds exhibiting

inadequate reinforcement, indicate a deficiency in the ,

to the extentimplementatio'n of the NDE program, but not

exhibited in the socket welds.

2.2.6 Recommendations

is recommended that all the discrepancies found by the ReviewIt

All of theTeam in all ASME systems should be reprtred.i

accessible ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 socket and groove welds, except

should be reexamined by the visual andthose in the ECW system,

and all discrepancies
liquid penetrant methods by Brown and Root,

!
should be repaired.

2-17
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The data available to v.he Review Team on the ECW welds, was
!

insufficient to allow conclus' ions for the entire system to be - |
'

it is recommended chat Brown and Root gather |
drawn. Therefore,,

'

sufficient data to allow conclusions to be drawn on the adequacy
One

of the surface examination for the remainder of the system.

method of accomplishing this is by reexamining by visual and

liquid penstrant methods those welds which must already be
These

unearthed for repair of radiographic discrepancies.
surface examinations should be done after the epoxy coating has

been carefully removed, but before any repairs are made.

should determine the reason why the PT and VT
Brown and Root
discrepancies were not detected and corrected in the original

examination and taNe positive steps to precludh their
'

.

Possible corrective action includes additionalrecurrence.
increased supervision, and surveillance byinspector training,

.

the Level III Examiner.

An engineering evaluation should be made of the welds not
and visual reexamination.

The types and |
accessible for penetrant

in the inaccessible welds should be inferedextent of th 'sfacts

aken in the reexamination of the accessible A5MEfrom the data

welds.
l

1
1
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| Table 2.2-1
!

SUMMARY OF PENETRANT AND VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
i

ESSENTIAL COOLING WATER SYSTEM

~~ ,
.

6-

- WELD' PT OF VT OF VT OF

IDENTIFICATION OUTSIDE SURFACE OUTSIDE SURFACE INSIDE SURFACE

!

Accept Accept
EW1105, WOO 25 Accept

Arc Strike Accept
EW1205, FWOO26 Weld Spatter

Arc Strike Arc Strike
EW1305, FWOO24 Accept

Accept Accept
EW1305, WOO 26 Accept

EW2102, FWOOO4 Nonrelevant Indications Accept Accept
-

Accept Accept
EW2105, WOO 22 Accept

Arc StrikeAccept
EW2105, FWOO23 Accept

Accept Accept
EW2105, FWOO24 Accept

Accept Accept
EW2105, WOO 25 Accept

EW2205, WOO 24 Nonrelevant Indications Accept Accept

Accept Accept
EW2205, WOO 25 Accept

Weld Spatter Accept
EW2302, WOOO3 Weld Spatter'

4

indication in penetranti

| (1) Weld' spatter is considered a nonrelevant-

i

exar.ination

2-19
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Table 2.2-2

SUMMARY OF PENETRANT AND VISUAL REEXAMINATIONS

OF ASME PIPE WELDS IN SYSTEMS OTHER THAN ECW

..

NUMBER NUMBER OF
LOCATION OFOF WELDS UNSATIS-

SYSTEM EXAMINED FACTORY WELDS JOINT TYPE FABRICATION

BR 5 0 Groove Weld (l) MEAB-1 Field

CC 7 3(2) Groove Weld (1) MEAB-1 Field

* O Groove Weld (l) MEAB-1 Field
CH

CV 16 0 Groove Weld (1) MEAB-1 Field

RC- 2 0 Groove Weldll) RCB-1 Field

CS 13 3(3) Socket Weld Fab Shon
6.

.

SI 30 10(3) Socket Weld Fab Shop *

CRDM
(FSP-0241) 17 0 Groove Weld (l) CRDM Controlled

Area

TOTALS 93 16

Consumable insert , full penetration(1)
(2) One weld with a PT indication and 2 welds with underfill.
(3) Eight of the thirteen socket weld indications were in base

metal.

|

l
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REVIEW OF SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURAL STEEL WELDING30

EVALUATION OF VISUAL EXAMINATIONS3.1 . ' . . .

t

3.1.1 Scope

The scope of this tas}c was to evaluate the adequacy of the visual

examinations that had previously been performed on safety-related

structural welds.

.

3.1.2 Method
-

.

*

.

.

It was accomplished by reexamining a sampir of the welds in ac-
" Structural Welding

cordance with the requirements of AWS D1.1,

Code", 1975 Edition, and the project requirements stated in MEOP-

" Field Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel to the2,

Requirements of AWS D1.1" .

structuralA random sample was taken from the safety-related
task (see Section

welds identified in the documentation review
Random sampling

3.3). The original sample size was 200 welds.
in accordance with MIL-STD-105D, dated April 20, 1963,

was done

with change 2, dated March 20, 1964, " Sampling Procedures and

Tables for Inspection by Attributes". The general inspection
Based on

i
level was Level III, utilizing sampling by replacement.

! .

;

I
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the large number of discrepancies found~in the initial 50 welds
Twenty-nine weldsexamined, the reexamination was terminated.

.

sample,
which had previously been examined were added to the

;

Welds were
bringing the total number of welds examined to 79.

distributed as follows: I',
.,

i Reactor Containment, Unit 1 39 welds

Reactor Contairment, Unit 2 2 welds/

13 weldsFuel Handling, Unit 1

8 welds -

Fuel Handling, Unit 2
.

.,.

15 weldse

Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary

Unit 1

2 weldsMechanical Electrical Auxiliary

Unit 2

All 79 welds were examined by Brown & Root Level II inspectors

and witnessed by a member of the Review Team certified in

accordance with SNT-TC-1A as Level III in VT and certified by the
The

American Welding Society as a Certified Welding Inspector.

examiners performed the examinations in c Tordance with
Revision 7, dated March 5,

construction procedure A040KPMECP-2,

3-2
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Revision 8, dated19P9, visual examination procedure ST-NDEP 3.1,

December 14, 1979, and in accordance with the requirements of AWS*

Dl.1.
I

!

The majority of the welds to be examined had to be cleaned to

remove paint, rust, dirt, oil or other matefi,a1 which might have
.

interfered with visual examination. Cases where accessibility

The examiners performed theprecluded total cleaning were noted.
such asvisual examinations using standard tools and gauges

flashlights, fillet weld gauges, rulers, magnifiers and inspec-

tion mirrors.

The examination addressed the following items as required by the

Code and the construction procedure. A brief explanation of each
.

^

item is provided in Appendix E2..

.

1. Weld size: Compliance with the drawing requirements

and AWS Dl.1, paragraph 8.15.1.6.

2. Wald Contour: Compliance with AWS Dl.1, Section 3

(Workmanship), including Figure 3.6.

3. overlao: Compliance with AWS D1.1, paragraph 3.6.6.

4. Undercut: Compliance with AWS D1.1, paragraph 3.6.4

3-3
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Compliance with MECP-2, paragraph5. Toe contour
,

3.4.5(a). I

6. Cracks: Compliance with AWS.Dl.1, Paragraph
,

8.15.1.1. ..
-

7. Porosity: Compliance with MECP-2, paragraph

3.19.3(b), and AWS Dl.1, paragraph 8.15.1.5.

8. Crater Fills Compliance with AWS Dl.1, paragraph

8.15.1.3.

9. Arc Strikes : Compliance with AWS Dl.1, paragraph
e,

-

8.15.1.3.
.

.

10. Spatter /Slac: Compliance with AWS Dl.1, paragraph

3.10.1 and MECP-2, paragraph 3.10.5.'

,

11. Fit-up: Compliance with AWS Dl.1, paragraph 3.3.1,

and MECP-2, paragraph 3.4.3.
,

12. Tack Welds: Compliance with MECP-2, paragraph

3.9.5.

13. Temporary Attachments: Compliance with MECP-2, ,

l
;paragraph 3.16.3.

1
:3-4
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_
14. Edge Melting Compliance with AWS Dl.1, paragraph ;

~

2.7.1.2, and MECP-2, illustration 5.

3.1.3 Results :.

Appendix El contains a summary of the examination results des-

cribing the weld identification, Code compliance status and the

unsatisfactory conditions found . Of the 79 welds examined, 18

were in compliance with all requirements and 61 welds displayed

one or more noncomplying conditions. The frequency of

noncompliance with each criteria is as follows:
.

*

Number of OccurrencesCriteria
.

35Edge Melting
26

Arc Strikes

25-Undersize Weld

Porosity MECP-2 criteria 25

Dl.1 criteria 5

24
Weld Contour

20Overlap

9Spatter / Slag
5Toe Contour (base metal thinning)
4 iUndercut (greater than 1/32 in.)
3

Underfilled Crater 1

OCracks
|

I |
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OFit-up

Tack Welds (not removed) 0
,

Temporary Attachments (not removed) 0

-

3.1.4 Discussion

When a noncomplying condition was found in a weld, only the
condition iras noted, not the extent'. For example, a one' inch

length of undercut in a 25 inch long weld was recorded the same
as if the undercut had been 25 inches long. This tends to make

the noncompliances appear more extensiva than they were.

.

It is clear from the number of noncompliances that the welding

and NDE program for structural welds did not meet the Code and

project requirements. However, it should not be concluded that

these welds are unfit for the intended service because many of

the noncompliances are with acceptance criteria which are

workmanship standards rather than criteria which af fect weld

integrity. To determine suitability for service, it would be

necessary to analyze the ef fect of each noncompliance on the load

carrying capacity of the welds.

.

3.1.5 Conclusion

A significant percentage of the welds reexamined were found to be

not in compliance with all of the acceptance criteria of the
-

3-6
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9overning code, AWS D1.1, " Structural Welding Code", or the site

construction procedure MECP-2. The rest serious noncompliance

at least in part,was that 32% of the welds were found to be,

smaller than the minimum specified size.

..
..

!
It can be concluded that the original weld inspections were not

performed in strict compliance with the Code and construction

procedure requirements, and as such, represents a failure to meet

a project commitment. Additional analysis by the designer would- |

t; required to determine the suitability for service of the
,

noncomplying welds.

3.1.6 Recommendations
%-

-
.

'

The recommendations are basically the same as those made in the
re-

Interim Report. They address action to be taken to prevent

and action to be taken to correct the existing noncom-currence,

pliances. The following recommendations are made:

Train all structural weld inspectors in the detailed1.

requirements of the Code and construction procedure

MECP-2. Such training must result in complete

familiarity with the duties and responsibilities of
the inspector, the accepted techniques of examina- |

tion, use of measuring tools, extent of required

examinations, and the applicable acceptance

criteria.

3-7
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i

2. Instruct the welders, fitters and grinders in the

welding requirements of the Code. Such personnel

must be familiar with Code acceptance criteria.

::
..

3. Reexamine all accessible safety-related structural-

welds in accordance with the requirements of the

code and repair all welds which are not in compli-

ance. The reexamination and repair should be done by

inspectors and welders retrained as described above.

4. Recommendation No. 4 is provided as an alternate to

No. 3. As allowed by AWS Dl.1, a modified set of

acceptance criteria may be established by the

designer which consider only those items which

affect the capability of the weld to support the

design loads. The existing welds should be

reexamined for compliance with the new acceptance

criteria, and, repaired when not in compliance.

5. Perform an engineering evaluation of the adequacy of |

the inaccessible welds based on the type of defects

found in the reexamination of the accessible welds.

|

|
'

|

I
:
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3.2 REVIEW OF SHOP WELDING DOCUMENTATION
-

3.2.1 Scope

The scope of this task was to evaluate the documentation for
..

insafety-related structural welding performed by Brown and Root

the site fabrication shop.

3.2.2 Method
'

i

A random sample of all Shop Work Requests for structural
datedfabrication was selected in accordance with MIL-STD-105D,

April 29, 1963, with Change 2, dated March 20, 1964, " Sampling ,

- .

?rocedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes". The general.

inspection level was Level III utilizing sampling by replace-
A sample of 315 Shop Work Requests were selected and theirment.

associated documentation packages were reviewed. The packages

included Shop Fabrication Data Cards, Record of Welding

Qualification for Stud Welding and Quality Control Examination

Checks (EC).

3.2.3 Results

Welding and inspection documentation was generally found to be

adequate to meet Code and project documentation requirements,
The recordsalthough a number of minor deficiencies were noted.

.
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identified base material heat codes and documentation of ,f{nal
along with

visual inspections for each shop work request,
fit-up, and cleanliness.

-curveillances of welder qualification,
Welding procedure specifications were usually noted on the Work

Request.
..

(1) illegible
Typical deficiencies noted during the review were:

(2) instfficient or
cignatures of the QC Inspectors on sign-offs,

codes or heat numbers of various
incorrect documentation of heat

(3) omission of dates of CCcomponents on the Data Cards , d (4) -

acceptance sign-off for production testing of stud welds, an
omission of the required record of stud welder qualification.

that the welders
Since it was not a Code or project requirement

for each weld, this information was notbe identified
It was therefore not possible for theconsistently recorded.

frem the
Review Team to verify the qualifications of the welders

However, a system for ensuring that only
documentation.
qualified welders were allowed to weld was in use and

C.
surveillance of the welder qualification was documented by Q.

on the Examination Checks. 1

I

3.2.4 Discussion

site fabrication shop was
Documentation for the welds made in the |

for erection welding because it was

generally better than that

3-10
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hich
easier to identify the inspection and surveillance reports w

The number of ECs varied by Work
cyplied to a particular weld.

depending on the number of applicable constructionRequest, so it

procedures, but all ECs referenced the Work Request number,
h orts

was possible to determine the group of welds to which t e rep

cpplied.

3.2.5 Conclusions

The documentation of field shop welding was adequate to meet the
requirements of AWS Dl.1 although some deficiencies in recording

The7

the data were noted in some of the data packages.
be

documentation did not' require that the identity of the welder
,

ao it was not possible to subsequently verifhthe
recorded,

welder qualifications from the documentation.
i

3.2.5 Recommendations

the documentation system be modified to
It is recommended that

specification to
identify the welder and the welding procedure

re

allow subsequent verification that only qualified welders wel

l aired
Positive steps should be taken to assure that all rtused. This could be

data is accurately recorded an each data package.
| of the
' accomplished by additional inspector training and a review

,

I

d.

completed data packages before they are finally accepte

3-11
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3.3 REVIEW OF ERECTION WELDING DOCUMENTATION
-

3.3.1 Scope

The scope of this task was to evaluate the documentation for
welds made during the erection of safety-related structural

steel.

3.3.2 Method
_

3.3.2.1 Documentation System Description

The documentation system for Category I structural steel erection

welds requires explanation. The CC inspectors maintain a set of

erection drawings on which they indicate the joints for which

they have witnessed the fitup, and the joints for which they have

performed the final visual inspection. Accompanying the fitup

and final visual inspection marks are the inspector's initials

and the date of inspection. Two forms called C: amination Checks

one documenting the inspection requirements of MECP-2,(EC),

" Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel to the Requirements
1

of AWS D1.1", and the other documenting the inspection ,

requirement of CCP-17, " Erection of Category I Structural and l

Miscellaneous Steel" are then completed, signed, and dated. The

inspection items listed on the ECs are noted to be either
NA indicates that the itemsatisfactory, unsatisfactory, or NA.

|
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does not apply or had not been checked. The ECs are filed in the

records vault after all welds on the drawing have been completed

or When the drawing is superseded.

3.3.2.2 Review Method .'

The starting point in the review was to identify' all the welds
which had been welded and inspected. This was done by reviewing

the current and previous revisions of the QC inspection drawing

in the records vault. Since each weld had not been given a

unique designation on the drawings, each weld was assigned an

if.entification number by the Review Team. The ECs corresponding

to each weld were identified as accurately as possible and
*

.

reviewed.

3.3.3 Results

A total of 572 drawings, including sheet revisions, were identi-

ficd as containing safety-related structural welding. Of these

drawings, 152 sheet revisions contained QC weld inspection marks,
and 269151 sheet revisions did not contain inspection marks,

sheet revisions were not found in the records vault and, there-

fore, were not reviewed. It is not known whether these missing

drawings contained QC inspection marks . If they did, the primary

documentation for the Code-required visual examination is
i

missing.

:
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The marked-up erection' drawings generally provided adequate

documentation that the fitup and final visual inspections had

been performed. However, on drawings of complex structures where

eachweldwas_notshown,ornotshownclear1[',asintheRing
_

Duct in the Reactor Containment Building, it was difficult to

determine for which welds the inspection marks applied.

The Examination Checks were used in conjunction with the marked-

up drawings' and provided documentation of Q. C. surveillances

such ss welder qualifications. Final visual examinations were

also documented on the ECs.

It was found that one EC often referred to more than one weld on
a drawing, and sometimes to several weldr, on more than one

drawing. The method used to identify the weld for which the EC

applies was to record on the EC the drawing number and the

inspection date. All welds on a referenced drawing which had the

same inspection date were covered by one EC. Although difficult'

.

to review, this method was satisfactory except in cases where the
!

dates did not correspond exactly to the dates on the r arked-up
I

drawing. When this occurred , it was not possible to determine

with certainty which EC appied to a particular weld.

Since it was not a Code or project requirement that the welder be

f identified for each weld, this information was not recorded. It

3-14
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was therefore not possible for the Review Team to verify the

qualifications of the welder from the documentation. However, a

system for ensuring that only qualified welders were allowed to
weld was in use and surveillance of welder qualifications was

documented by the Q.C. inspector on the EO:-

3.3.4 Discussion

The review of the documentation revealed that there were 269

sheet revisions which could not be found. CCP-17 requires that

QC inspection drawings with welding or erection inspection mark-

ups be delivered to the records vault upon completion of work in
that area or when the drawing is superseded. The fact that the

drawings were not in the vault could indicate that, for various
revision wasno welding or erection was done while thatreasons,

current, or it could mean that the marked-up drawings are miss-

ing. Without the markad-up drawings, it is not possible to

demonstrate that the weld had been inspected.

The enly tie between f.n EC and a particular weld or welds on the

drawings is the date of inspection on the drawing and the date of
Some ECs were written several days after inspecticnsthe EC.

were performed. When this accurred, it generally was not

possible to determine if this EC covered all the welds inspected

by that inspector since the last EC was written, or if the
intervening ECs are missing. By referencing only a date, and no

i
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other identification such as a beam number, the ECs are of no
|value if the drawing is lost, destroyed, or rendered illegible.
|

Other problems we,re noted in the review of the documentation

system. MECP-2, " Field Fabrication and Welding of Structural

Steel to the Requirements of AWS D1.1" Revisions 2 through 5

required that all of the items listed on the EC be inspected,
checked, or surveyed at least twice each week. This included

performing final visual inspections. It was not until Revision 6

visual inspecticas were required to be performed daily. Thethat

code requires that the inspector visually examine all welds.

3.3.4 Conclusions

. .

The documentation system for erection welding was adequate to*

the documentation requirement of AWS Dl.1, but the inconsis-' meet

tencies in the implementation of the system appear to have

resulted in loss of traceability of some inspectors to the welds

they inspected. The documentation system did not require that

the welder or the welding procedure be identified so that

subsequent verification that only qualified welders were used was

not possible. The frequency of inspection as specified in MECP-2

raises questions as to whether all the inspection and
and availablesurveillance requirements of AWS Dl.1 had been met,

documentation was not adequate to establish that these

requirements had been met.

I-16
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3.3.5 Recommendations

The questions regarding the integrity of the structural welding
raised by the documentation problems can be resolved by a rein-

'spection of all accessible safety-related structural welds.
Therefore, the recommendations made in Section 3.1.6 to reexamine

all accessible safety-related structural welds should be

adopted.

The documentation system should be modified to ensure compliance
i

with AWS D1.1 and to provide additional information such as

welder, and weld procedure specification so that verification of

compliance to'AW5 D1.1 can be demonstrated.
.

J

i

|

.
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REVIEW OF STRUCTURAL STEEL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES3.4

3.4.1 Scope

The scope of this task was to review the structural steel ;
,

construction procedures related to welding for. compliance with

the AWS Dl.1 " Structural Welding code", 1975 Edition.

3.4.2 Method

The following construction procedures have been reviewed:

CODE OF RECCRD
PROCEDURE

.

A040KPCCP-15, Fabrication of AWS Dl.l(1975)

Miscellaneous and Structural Steel

A040KPMECP-2, Fabrication and AWS Dl.l(1975)

Erection of Structural Steel
to the Requirements of AWS Dl.1

A040KSWES-1, Stud Welding AWS Dl.1(1975)

of the review was only to identify inconsis-The original intent
As thetencies between the procedures and the applicable Code.

it was decided to include comments which, whenreview continued,

3-18
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incorporated into the procedures, would make the procedure more
Therefore, not all of the commentscomplete or more clear.

In
included here represent inconsistencies with the Cede.

'

some of the Code comments are more significant thanaddition,

Comments which were judged by the Review Team to
Gthers.-

inconsistencies with the Code if implemented as-writtenrepresent

ore those identified by an asterisk. These comments are

addressed further in the discussion.

3.4.3 Results ,

Appendix F contains the detailed comments on the three construc-

tion procedures. Of the comments made, two were considered
theIn three of the earlier revisions to MECP-2,

,

significant.
least

frequency of visual examinations is specified to be at
AWS D1.1 requires visual examination of everytwice per week.

weld. WES-1, the stud welding procedure, did not adequately

identify all the stud welds which must be bend tested.

3.4.4 Discussion

identified with anThe comments made in Appendix F which are

inconsistencies with AWS Dl.1 (1975).
All of

! asterisk represent

the Code inconsistencies did not, in the judgment of the Review
,

permit violations to the Code which would jeopardize theTeam,

in accordance with the procedure.integrity of the welds made|
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be
Thcre were, however, two inconsistencies which were judged to

These are discussed below.cignificant.

In three of the earlier revisions toA040KPMECP-2, Comment 3.
_

frequency of final visual inspections wasthis procedure, the
This statement is clearlyleast twice per week.specified as at all of thewhich requires that

in accordance with the Code,not inThis inconsistency may have,
welds be examined visually.

contributed to the poor quality of visual examination
part,

reported in Section 3.1.

A040KSWES-1, Comments 5, 7, 9, 11, 14. All of these comments are

concerned with the proper identification of welds which must, .

the soundness
receive additional bend testing to insure they meet

failure to address<

of the Review Team,
criteria. In the judgment

for stud welding could
some of the Code inspection requirements

have resulted in some substandard welds being accepted.

3.4.5 nelusion

in two instances
The review of the procedures has disclosed that|

hich were judged
the procedures allowed violations to AWS Dl.1 w

an investigation into the
I significant enough to warrant ith

suitability for service of those welds made in accordance w
.

|frequency orBoth violations pertained to the
I the procedures.

Neither violation would have causedextent of weld inspections.
!

|
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cubstandard welds to be made, but may have aJ. lowed substandard

welds to have been accepted.

3.4.6 Recommendations

...

The three construction procedures should be revised to
Future revisions to theincorporate the Review Team comments.

procedure should be carefully reviewed by Brown and Root to

ensure Code compliance.

It should be verified by Brown and Root that the welds made in

accordance with the two noncomplying procedures received adequate
,

visual examinations. The recommendations to reexamine all

accessible welds and to analyze the inaccessible welds made in , ,

'

Section 3.1.6, if adopted, would provide such verification. ,
'

|

.
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REVIEW OF AWS WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATICNS3.5

3.5.1 scope

"

and past revi-The scope of this task was to review all current
~

for com-cions to the AWS D1.1 welding procedure specifications

pliance with. the Code .

3.5.2 Method

The AWS D1.1 welding procedure specifications were reviewed for

compliance with the requirements of AWS D1.1 " Structural Welding

Code", 1975 Edicion. .

.

3.5.3 Results

Forty-two AWS welding procedure specifications were reviewed.

These included procedures which the Code considered prequalified,

requiring qualification testing, and those for whichthat is, not

Discrepancies with one orqualification testing was required.
Most of

more of the Code details were found in many of the WPSs.
effect

the discrepancies were judged not to have any significant

on the integrity of the welds, but they are an indication that
o -

'.on to the Code details was not given,
adequate attc

In later
particularly in the early revisions of the procedures.

the quality of the procedures improved.' revisions,

! 3-22
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There were two discrepancies which were judged potentially more

cignificant than the rest because they related to the method of
controlling the weld heat affected zone cooling rate. These plus

frequently occurring discrepancies,,are listed below.other more

In several welding procedure specifications the1

requirement for 150*F preheat for thicknesses greater
.

than 1-1/2 inche: ;ao not clearly stated. These preheat

the general
requirements were clearly stated in MECP<2,

be
procedure for structural steel welding which must
used in conjunction with all the WPSs.

.

Several WPSs allowed smaller fillet welds than the'2.

minimum allowed by the Code. The Code specifies minimum

weld sizes, not for strength, but to control the heat
af fected zone cooling rate which influences heat

affected zone mechanical properties.

3. In several procedures, the configuration of the test
fully

specimen for procedure qualification did not
comply with the configuration specified in the Code.

'
.
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4. In several procedures, the amperage and voltage ranges
'

were not shown for all electrode sizes.

5. In several prequalified procedures, the code conditions

for prequalification were not entirely met.

3.5.4 Discussion

In writing a prequalified WPS or in writing and qualifying a WPS,

a large amount of information is required to be specified and

compliance with a number of detailed rules is required. Most of

the WPSs reviewed did not fully comply with all the Code require-

This indicates a lack of attention to detail or a lack ofments.

understanding of the Code requirements. It does not necessarily

mean that the welds made according to the procedures were defi-

cient.

Two discrepancies (numbers 1 and 2, above) were identified which

had the potential to increase the chance of cracking in the base

metal. Both of these requirements, preheat and weld size, were
forproperly adcressed in MECP-2, the construction procedure

structural steel which is required to be used in conjunction with

the WPSs.

|

|

|

|'
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3.5.5 Conclusion

The review of welding procedure specifications disclosed a number
,

This
of Jiscrepancies with the details of the Code requirements.
is an indication of a lack of attention to de,tpil or a lack of

Two omissions in theunderstanding of the Code requirements.

Code requirements were considered significant enough to have
It is unlikely that

potentially adverse effects on the welds.
any adverse of facts did occur because the omitted information was

-

MECP-2, which must beincluded in the construction procedure,

heed in conjunction with the WPSs.
:

i 3.5.6 Recommendations
.

The WPSs to be used for. future structural welding shculd be re-
More attention

vised to incorporate the Review Team comments.

should be given to identifying and complying with all of the
i

|
details of the Code requirements.

4

4

1

i
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3.6 REVIEW OF SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURAL MATERIAL
-

CERTIFICATIONS

l

3.6.1 . Scope
|

.:'

The scope of this tast, was to determine if the materials used by
the field shop for sa*ety-related structural fabrication could be,
traced back to the applicable purchase order and Certified

Material Test Report (CMTR), and to determine if the materials

met the requirements of the latest edition of the applicable ASTM

Specification as required by AWS Dl.1 (1975), " Structural Welding

Code".
O-

*
.

*

3.6.2 Method
.

A list was prepared of all heat codes and heat numbers for

materials (i.e., plates, angles, channels, studs) identified in
the field shop well documentation review. The review was

conducted on a random sample of 200 documentation packages. The

heat numbers of materials identified by heat codes were obtained

from a heat code / heat number log generated by the site Receiving

and Inspection Group. A list of corresponding purchase orders

was prepared from the fabrication shop's Material Inventory

Log.. Copies of the purchase orders and the corresponding CMTRs

were obtained from the records vault.. The vendors referenced on
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the purchase orders were reviewed against the list of vendors

cpproved by Quality Assurance.

3.6.3 Results

.>-

All the suppliers referenced on the purchase orders and CMTRs

were found to be on the approved vendors list. The CMTRs were

and sizereviewed for material type, description, heat number,
~

compared wi'.h the material descriptions on the work requestati

package. The review indicated no discrepancies.

The CMTRs were then reviewed for compliance with the applicable

ASTM specifications. This, review included mechanical' properties .

and chemical composition. No discrepa--ies were noted.s

3.6.4 Conclusions

The review of the shop fabrication records completed to date

indicated that there are records tracing the material from the

purchase orders to the CMTRs to the shop fabrication data

cards. The review of the CMTRs against the applicable ASTH and

purchase specifications has indicated no discrepancies.

t
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REVIEW OF NDE SOFTWARE4.0

REVIEW NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION PROCEDURES i

4.1

4.1.1 Scope . . -

d
The scope of this task was to verify compliance of current an

procedures
past revisions of nondestructive examination (NDE)

requirements for radiogr4phy
with the applicable Code and project
(RT), magnetic particle (MT), liquid penetrant (PT), and visual

(VT) examination methods.
.

e

4.1.2 Method -

..

d
The NDE procedures were reviewed for compliance with Code an

requirements by Review Team members certified to NDE:

project
in the

in accordance with ASME Code Section III,ivel III,

Checklists were used to insure a uniformapplicable NDE method.
The evaluation was performed by comparing

and complete review.
h ASME Code

the procedure to the applicable primary documents, t ei

and AWS D1.1f

1974 Edition thru Winter 1975 Addenda,|-

Section III,
The review comments are1975 Edition, i" Structural Welding Code", '

limited to code compliance deficiencies and procedural

deficiencies.

4-1
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4.1.3 Re sults

The specific comments on the nondestructive examinat''c.: proce-

dures are presented in Appendix G.
. . ..

4.1.4 Discussion and conclusions a

4.1.4.1 Radiographic Examination Procedure

Since the radiographi: film itself contains the essential infor-
mation to evaluate the adequacy cf each radiograph to detecti

rejectable indications, the comments applicable to the radio-
affect the validity of anygraphic examination crocedure do noto

The comments apply,topast or present radiographic' examinations.

improved control and documentation of radiography for future

work.

4.1.4.2 Visual Examination Procedure

ASME Section III requires visual exkmination as a nondestructive

examination method only for welds governed by Subsection NF.
the validitythe discrepancies with Section V affectTherefore,

of the visual examination only for Subsection NF welds.

4-2'
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Penetrant Examination Procedure
-

4.1.4.3

The comments applicable to the penetrant examination procedure do

not directly influence the sensitivity of this examination tech-
"

spec-
The procedure as noted in comments 1.and 3 does notnique.

ifically exclude the use of penetrant materials and cleaning
chemistries, nor

agents that are not certified for trace element
;

does it exclude, as noted in comment 4,
the use of the procedure'

Comment 4 can beat temperatures below 60*F and above 125'F.

resolved by requalifying the procedure within the temperatures
Comment

range likely to be encountered during the examination.
affect the validity of the examination becausenumber 6 did not '

this method for. drying excess penetrant has been accepted in

later editions of the ASME Code.
.

Magnetic Particle Examination Procedure4.1.4.4

revision of the procedure has resolved the two items
The current

The Review Team hasof noncompliance with Code requirements.

determined that no ASME Code magnetic particle examinations have

been performed to date,

,
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. 4.1 5 Recommendations ~.

.

comments pertaining to the nondestructive examination procedures

chould be reviewed by B&R Level III for incorporation into the
,,

procedures. ,
I

e

.

O

e

i

i

I

I

|
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REVIEW OF INSPECTOR QUALIFICATIONS4.2

4.2.1 Scope

The scope of this task was to determine if all personnel who
l

examined ASME Section III piping and safety.-related structura
ih

welds were properly qualified and certi$ied in accordance w t
The applicable

the applicable code and project requirements.
Edition of ASME Section III was 1974 with Addenda through Winter

1975 Edition applies to safety-related
1975. AWS D1.1,

structural welds .,

4.2.2 Method
*

,

.

*

inspection reports for
A list of all QC inspectors Who documented

and weldersafety-related structural welds,ASME piping welds,
was obtained by reviewing

performance qualification test welds
for inspector's initials and date of

the Weld Data Cards
The structural weld inspectors were identified from

inspection.

initials and dates of inspection found on the marked-up QC
inspectors for

erection drawing and Examination Checks (EC) .

welder performance qualification tests were obtained from test

Qualification and certification records of NDErecords. C

operators were reviewed and compared to the guidelines of ShT-T -
1975

" Recommended Practice for Personnel Certification",1A,

Particular attention was given to required training,
Edition.

4-5
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education, and experience and the contents of the NDE certifica-

tion examinations.

Additionally, a similar review of inspectors performing AWS

visual examination was conducted. Level III certification

records were reviewed with emphasis on previous experience. The

personnel qualification and certification documents include the
" Quality Assurance Personnel Training Manual",, "QA Department

Personnel Development, Instruction DOI 500", " Training

Instruction, DOI 501", and " Examination and Certification

Proc edure, DOI 502". Effective dates of these documents were:

QA Person..al Training Manual 3-15-75 to 10-17-79 g

DOI 500, DQI 501, DQI 502 10-17-79 to 3-31-80

After March 31, 1980, the QA Procedures Manual ST-QAP,

Section 2.1 and 2.3, became the PG&C program control document.

Additional personnel qualification and certification documents

reviewed are as follows:

1
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A. Training Courses

Magnetic Particle

Liquid Penetrant

.
Radiography

~ ~ . .

B. Radiographic Examination

RT-I-G-Ol RT-II-S-05

RT-I-G-02 Y-II-RT-S-06

RT-I-G-03 RT-II-F-01

RT-I-S-01 RT-II-F-02

RT-I-S-02 RT-II-F-03

RT-I/II-P-03 RT-II-F-04

RT-II-G-03 RT-II-F-03
.

.

RT-II-S-04 IIIG-ALL-01
-

RT-II-S-03 IIISP-ALL-01

RT-II-S-04

C. Ultrasonic Examination

UT(L)-II-G-01 CP-UT-II-S-02

UT-III-G-01 UT-II-P-01*

UT(L/TEKNS)-II-G-01 UT-(L)-II-P-01.

THKNS-II-S-01

UT(L)-II-S-01

UT(L/THKS)-II-S-01

4-7
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D. Magnetic Particle Examination

MT-I-G-01 MT-II-S-01

MT-I-G-02 MT-II-5-02

MT-I-S-01 MT-II-S-03
..

MT-I-5-02 MT Y-II-MT-S-04.

MT-I-P-Ol MT-II-P-01

MT-II-G-01 MT-II-P-02

MT-II-G-02 IIG-ALL-01

MT-II-G-03 IIISP-ALL-01

MT-II-G-04

MT-II-G-05

E. Liquid Penetrant Examination - *

PT-I-G-01 PT-II-S-02 IIIG-ALL-01

PT-I-S-01 PT-II-S-05 IIISP-ALL-01

*

PT-I-P-02 PT-II-S-06

PT-II-G-03 PT-II-01

PT-II-G-04 PT-II-P-02

PT-II-G-05 PT-II-P-03

PT-II-G-06 PT-II-P-04

F. Visual Examination

IIIG-ALL-01

IIISP-ALL-01

|
|
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4.2.3 Results -

.

Approximately 145 certifications for 70 inspectors were checked.

Primarily, only certifications in those methods in which NDE
'

examinations wre performed were reviewed; however, a few
Notable

additional certifications were checked for information.,

discrepancies found in the records of 21 inspectors have been

tabulated below:

NUMBER OF INSPECTORS
DISCREPANCY

2Questionable training and experience
2Questionable training

.

5.

Questionable experience*

7certified While performing examinations!-
Not

3Not racertified after rehire
5Signed as higher level *''

1No eye exam while performing NDE examinations
1

Eye exam lapsed (1 month)

of inspectors and the certifications reviewed is shown inA list

Appendices El and H2, including a list of inspectors and the
.

associated discrepancies found during the review. A comparison of-

QA Procedures Manual ST-QAP-2.3, Revision 1, August 31, 1979,

In twotrainee or Level I signed as Level II.
traines or Level I signed with Level II operators without*In three cases,

cases,
designating level for each operator.,

.
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with SNT-TC-1A (1974) was conducted.
This procedure appears to

l

,

i

provide sufficient control on the personnel qualification and
Conformance to the guidelines of SNT-TC-

certification system.

1A were good with the exception of experience r,equirements in the
(PT) and magnetic particle methods where theliquid penetrant

A
SNT-TC-1A guidelines have been significantly reduced.

Revision
camparison of the experience requirements of ST-QAP-2.3,

1 and SNT-TC-1A (1975) for Level II in PT, RT, UT, and MT is

provided.

SNT-TC-1A(19751 ST-QAP-2.3. Rev. 1
METHOD

'

PT 3 Months 4 weeks
o

4 months 6 weeks
MT

12 months 12 months
RT

12 months 12 mcnths
UT

other requirements for certification under ST-QAP-2.3 include a
method examination, verified education,visual acuity test,

and form PD-1402 "QC Inspectortraining and experience records,
signed

Performance Evaluation and Certification Recommendations",

by the Corporate Discipline Level III or the QC Superintendent.

The PQ&C program control documents in effect prior to April 1,
accordance with the guidelines of SNT-TC-1980, were genera 11'; it.

1A. The training , education, and experience requirements were as

4-10 !
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recommended, with the following minor exceptions in Training
DQI 501 and Examination and Certification Procedure,Instruction,

DQI 502.

In DQI 501, the training course length for We1#' Inspectors is not
(PT)The 10-hour duration for the Liquid Penetrantgiven.

training course is less than the 12 hours (accumulated) as'

Course

recommended in SNT-TC-1A for Level II Certification.'

outlines in the control document are scant but the course
In DQI 502,

material reviewed is well planned and satisfactory.
d for

training and experience for grammar school graduates an

candidates witn 2 years technical college completion are not
are notCertification categories "RTS" and RTI"' specified .

identified although qualification requirements are given.
Examinations reviewed were judged appropriate to the designated

Many " General Examination" questions were selected from
levels.

" Specific" and " practical" questionsthe ASNT published lists.

were primarily Brown & Root products.

Level III examinations in the " general" category contained 40
which contained.

Level II method questions except Visual (VT), '
-

as a minimum, there should be 30
30. SNT TC-1A suggests that,

f
questions on the method and 30 on other NDE methods if

Both Level III individual lcertification is for one method.
certifications reviewed were in accordance with the personnel

,

,

in effect at the.

qualification and certification control document
.

4-11
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Both individuals had justifiabletime of certification.
least

experience and both passed the Level II examinations in at |

thus demonstrating their broad knowledge of the NDE5 mathods,
and experience

technology. Verification of education, training,
to the(B&R) employment is performed,prior to Brown & Root

B&R Personnel Department through direct
~~

degree practical, by thr,
contact with schools and previous employers.

to review B&R qualifying work-
The Review Team made an attempt

1980 wereNo records prior to April 1,time experience records .

found. Since that date, the NDE (RT) Superintendent has

maintained a record of days in which the candidate has worked in
did not contain the time the employee

the method. This list
of the activiti es during the

worked in the method nor an account
Some perconnel qualification filesremainder of the day.

contained a memo attesting to qualfTying work-time experience
at

stating the fact that "this candidate for certification spent
in this NDE

least 25% of actual work-time during this period
k i

method and that performance was satisfactory". The new wor
-t me

ion

experience accounting method will provide adequate documentat
Work activities are categorited into severalif continued.

functions such as " surface examinations" or " radiographic

interpretation", each of which is assigned a code number on the
Daily work activities are recorded on an

employee's timesheet.
hourly basis on the timesheet by the supervisor under each job

Periodically, these work hours az e entered on a form whichcode.
!
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accumulates the experience record. These records are usually

limited to candidates for additional cortification. ,

!

l

4.2.4 Discussion
..

...

The findings indicate that inspector qualifications is a

potential problem area. The number (21) of discrepancies of
I

inspection personnel records is an indication of problems in
administrative control of inspector qualification documenta-

tion. The review has identified that the documentation of nine
errors. These errors may have

.
inspectors contains significant
resulted in personnel with insuf fucient training and experience .

parforming examinations which may have an impact on the quality ,
-

of the examinations.

Prior to April 1, 1980, two different personnel qualification and
The first,certification program control systems were in effect.

governed by the QA Personnel Training Manual, was superseded by

DQI 500, DQI 501, and DQI 502. The latter were superseded on

April 1, 1980, by ST-QPA-2.1 and 2.3. All three documents

provided a foundation on which to build a personnel qualification ;

and certification program. Minor differences from the guidelines

of SNT-TC-1A are not considered significant. Personnel qualifica-

tion and certification program improvements since April 1, 1980, I

should reduce the previously disclosed irregularities reported in

the Interim Report.

I

t
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O.2.5 conclusions

A number of significant unresolved irregularities were noted that

could have impacted the quality of e.taminations .

NDE qualification examinations and training courses are

appropriate to the certification level.
.

The new PQ&C program procedures should ensure that personnel are

qualified before certification.

4.2.6 Recommendations

The Brown & Root South Texas Project NDE Level III examiner

should review all inspector qualifications for final accept-

ability and resolution. Any inspection completed by an

unqualified inspector should be reexamined.
.

|

The NDE qualification examinations should be updated by replacing

old ASNT Level II questions in the Level II and III examinations

with new Level II and III questions as aporopriate.

shouldAn additional review step in the certification procedure

be provided to ensure that all in-house claimed experience is in

f NDE.

4-14
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5.0 SUPPLEMENTARY REVIEWS
.

5.1 REVIEW OF CODE AND REGULATORY COMMITMENTS

..

5.1.1 Scope- .,

scope of this task was to establish for safety-related pipingThe

and structural steel, the applicable Edition and Addenda of all

codes and standards specified in PSAR/FSAR and verify compliance

of current and past revisions of Engineering Specifications and

Construction / Quality Control Procedures.

.

5.1.2 Method

The review was conducted by comparing the commitments found in

the PSAR/FSAR, Engineering Specifications and Technical Reference

Documents with the implementing Construction / Quality Control

Proc edures . Engineering Construction and Quality Control

documents (Appandix J1) were reviewed, and the code and standard

commitments were identified. When codes and standards or the
identified, referencedapplicable edition and addenda were not

identificationdocuments were reviewad to determine if adequate

of commitments had been made. Furthermore, upper tier documents,

5 1.e., Engineering Specifications, were compared to applicable

lower tier documents, i.e., construction and quality control,

procedures , to verify that the same commitments had been made.

5-1
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5.1.3 Results

Appendix J2 identifies PSAR/FSAR code and standard commitments.

Appendix J3 identifies the codes and standards referenced in

engineering documents and construction / quality control

procedures. A comparison of Appendices J2 and J3 identifies the

following inconsistencies:
.

1. The AWS Dl.1, 1975 Edition is generally referenced
The onethroughout the construction procedures.

exception is 3A01055030, which references the 1974

Edition. The FSAR also commits,to,the 1974 Edition'

for welds inside Containment. Outside Containment,

the 1972 Edition was committed in the FSAR. A Change

Notice has been issued to the FSAR to addres. a

consistent commitment to the 1975 Edition. The

review was based on the 1975 Edition since this was

the prevalent edition referenced.

1

!

2. The AISC Code of Standard Practice for Steel
Buildings and Bridges, Seventh Edition, is referenced

in A040KPMECP-2; the 1970 Supplement is ruierenced in
i

3A010SSO26; the 1972 Supplement is referenced in

3A010SS012 and 3A010SSO30; and the " latest edition"

|
is referenced in A040KPCCP-17. The.PSAR commitment

|

5-2 :.
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was to the Seventh Edition and the FSAR commitment

upgeaded to the 1971 Supplement' for structural steel

inside the Containment (structural steel outside the
Contairunent remained to the Seventh Edition) .

..

..

3. The AISC Specification for the Design, Fabrication
1970pnd Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,'

or Seventh Edition, including all Suppiaments, is

referenced in A040KPMECP-2; the Seventh Edition

etcluding Supplements is referenced in 3A01055026.

3A010SS012 and 3A010SS012 reference the 1971

Supplement. The PSAR commitment is to the Seventh
.

Edition. The FSAR is inconsistent in identifying

commitments for structural steel inside Containment.
The Seventh Edition of the AISC specification with

Supplements 1, 2 and 3 (1970, 1971 and 1972

Supplements) is referenced in FSAR section 3.8.3.2.1,

the 1971 Supplement in FSAR sections 3.8.3.4.5,

3.8.3.6.4 and 3.8.3.6.4.3, and the Seventh Edition in

FSAR section 3.8.3.6.4.3 for examination and testing

of material. Outside Containrent, the FSAR in

section 3.8.4 commits to the Seventh Edition. The

1discrepancies discussed in 2 and 3 above have no

effect on the welding because both documents refer to

AWS Dl.1 for welding requirements.

5-3
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4. The ASME Section IX, 1974 edition through Winter of

1975. addenda is referenced in ILO20PS100, whereas in

A040KPMECP-4, the " latest edition" is referenced.
forThe applicable code edition and addenda committed

wolding and NDE in ASME Section Ii'I was the 1974

Edition through the Winter 1975 Addenda (which was

based on the first piping material purchase order

commitment).

5. For Containment internal steel structures under
section 3.8.3.2.2 of the FSAR, commitment is made to

Regulatory Guide 1.94, " Quality Assurance
, "

' Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and'

Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel

during the Construction Phase of huclear Power

Plants". However, under section 3.12 of the FSAR,

partial ev.ception is taken to this Regulatory Guide
in Table 3.12-1 and 3.8.4.2.3 regarding sampling of

concrete.

The ANSI N45.2 Standard is generally referenced to6.

the 1971 Edition, which is consistent with PSAR/FSAR

commitment. However, 3A010SS030 references the 1972

Edition.

|

|

|
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|
A comparison of upper tier documents to the Duplementing lower _

i tier procedures resulted in identification of the following
|
I

observations:

..

Ferritic steel components which will. be field welded1.

to an austenitic stainless steel component are

required by A010PQOO2 in section 3.2.2, for all

revisions, to have the weld end buttered with an

Inconel filler metal when PWHT is required.

A040KPMECP-4 does not address this requirement or

reference A010PQOO2 in any revision issued.

.

2. Requirements for welding austeditic stainless steel
in addition to ASME III requirements are identified

in A010PC002. A040KPMECP-4 does not address these

requirements.

3. Limited accessibility la also addressed in

A010P002. It requires that Safety Class 1 and 2

welds made in limited access condition shall be
volumetrically inspected by radiography and accepted

to the requirements of ASME Section III, subsection

NB, irrespective of the safety class of the weld.
A040XPMECP-4 does not address this requirement.

5-5
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d es.was the I

A frequent problem observed in construction proce ur l

d Addenda to I
,,

lack of identification of the applicable Edition an :

Examples where this problem occurs are
tha code or standard. CCP-17,
A040KPMECP-1, A040KPMECP-4, A040KPCCP-15, A040KP i

CP-2, and
~A040KPWCP-2, A040KPWCP-3, A040KPWCP-5, A040KPM

However, procedures A040KPCCP-l[, A040KPCCP-17,
A040KPMCP-7. i ing documents
A040KPMCP-2 and A040KPMCP-7 do reference Eng neer asThis problem was not
that provide this missing information.

it did occur in
Engineering documents, butU1prevalent

lA890WQ002, A040KSWES-1 and A040KSWES-4.
ILO19PD002 (inactive),

code commitments were identified through reference
I in some cases,

Examples o.f this occurrence are A040KPMECP-8,
documents only. Although A040KSWES-

A040KSWES-12 and A040KSWCP-1A040KSWES-11, d commit-
11 and A040KSWES-12 are acceptable in identifying co eddressed aus
ments through reference since these procedures are acode commit-
supplemental requirements to specific references,

identified in A040KPMECP-8 (which replaced
ments should be

is a primary procedural document.
A040KPWCP-1) since it

is the lack ofi

Another problem identified through this reviewConstruction
identification of reference revision status. and othert

procedures generally reference engineering documen s
,

identify the revision
construction procedures, but do not reference

Engineering documents generally do not
,

|i

changes could be made tonumber.
!Therefore,

construction procedures. \

5-6
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cither a construction procedure or Engineering document and that

change would not be cannunicated on a controlled basis to the
Examples where this lack of control is

offected documents.'
present in current revisions are A040KPMECP-8, which references

ILOl9PD002,$ndA040KPCCP-17
an inactive Engineering document, ,,

A040KPWCP-5. Either
which also. references an inactive document,

lled matrix
the revision numbers should be identified or a contro

documents should be constructed toof all welding and NDE project
ensure that all documents are addressed When changes are

considered.

5.1.4 Siscussion %-

.

~

A number of inconsistencies in the applicable editions of several .

codes were discovered, mainly with regard to AWS Dl.1 and the
There were no discrepancies in

AI^.. Codes and Specifications.
fact that the

the edition for the ASME Code other than the ing

adition and addenda were not always specified in the implement
although the edition and addenda were properly

proc edur es ,
seventh edition of

identified on the upper-tier documents. The
ified, but

the AISC Code and Specification _was consistently spec
|was not always

the reference to the applicable supplement 1
'

This had no effect on the welding requirementsconsistent. Review
because A1SC refers to AWS D1.1 for welding requirements. jI

for structural steel
of the applicable construction procedures

|
did not disclose any discrepancies which were believed to be\

5-7
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caused by confusion about- the applicable code edition of AWS.

Dl.l.

Other discrepancies between the TRD, A010PQOO2 and the construc-

tion procedure A040KPMECP-4 regarding buttering of ferritic .I
imaterini for dissimilar * metal welds, requirements for stainless

steel welding, and volumetric inspection of limited access welds

were not specifically investigated. In the process of reviewing

the ASME piping documentatidn, it was verified that volumetric

inspection- was being performed on limited access welds, although
was made to identify all limited access welds andno attempt

i the volumetric inspection had been performed.; verify that

.

* .

5.1.5 Conclusions

This review has identified that inconsistencies exist between the
PSAR and FSAR which are reflected in Engineering Specifications

and Technical R'eference Documents, and in some cases in the

construction procedures. Although an exhaustive investigation of

the effect of these inconsistencies was not performed, no casesf

identified where uncertainty in the applicable code editionwere

caused any welding to be improperly performed.

Three project requirements specified in TRL A010PQ002 were not
c
'

included in the implementing procedure A040KPMECP-4. The effect

of these ommissions, if any, was not investigated.

| 5-8
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5.1.6 Recommendation '

PSAR/FSAR commitments should be reconciled to remove

inconsistent identification of codes, standards or
..

regulations . Engineering Specifications, Technical

Reference Documents and construction precedures should be

reviewed and revised to reflect the reconciled commitments

identified for the project.

Inconsistencies in the requirements specified in the TRD

A010P002 and construction procedure A040KPMECP-4.should be

reconciled. The effect of these inconsistencies i# any,,
,

should be investigated by Brown and Root. -
.

5-9
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5.2 REVIEW OF PAST AUDIT REPORTS

5.2.1 Scope
..

..

audit reportsThe scope of this task was to review all past
concerning safety-related welding and nondestructive examination

to determine if they had been properly initiated and closed out.

5.2.2 Method

Each audit' report was reviewed to determine if an audit plan withd

, checklists had been written, if the deficiencies had been identi-
fled, if the responses to the deficiencies were satisfactory to
the auditor, and if the report had teen closed out.

5.2.3 Results

Ten audits of the safety-related welding and nondestructive

examination at STP were reviewed. Four were performed by Brown

Fourand Root, and six by Houston Lighting and Power Company.
Materialsadditional audits by Brown & Root of the Brown and Root

Engineering Laboratory were reviewed. The laboratory qualifies

welding procedure specifications for STP.

5-10
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I

None of the fourteen audit files had written audit plans as

required by ANSI _ N45. 2.12 " Requirements for Auditing of Quality
|

Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power Plants", but all audit files I

contained the required checklists for the elements to be |

audited. In a number of cases all of the elements of the check-

list were not addressed. All of the deficiencies and concerns
!

identified in the audit reports had auditee responses that were ;

accepted by the auditor, and all of the audit reports had been
i

closed out.

5.2.4 Discussion

O

ANSI-N45.2.12 requires that a written audit plan be prepared

before the start'of the audit. The plan should identify the-

audit scope, the requirements, the activities to be audited,

organizations to be notified, the applicable documents, the

schedule and a written checklist. The only element of the plan

found in the audit files during the review was the audit

checklists.

;

The review addressed only the items identified under Section

5.2.2. Not addressed were other important items such as auditor

qualifications, the adequacy of the responses to audit

deficiencies or the effectiveness of the corrective action.

5-11
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5.2.5 conclusion 1

l

The only deficiency identified during the limited review of the
files contained writtenpast audits was that none cf the audit

audit plans as required by ANSI N45.2.12. .,

5.2.6 Recommendations

The requirements of ANSI N45.2.12 should be reviewed by the

auditing organizations and action should be taken to assure

compliance of future audits.
.

e
G
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5.3 REVIEW OF FIELD-GENERATED DOCUMENTS

5.3.1 Scope ,,

..

The scope was to review Nonconformance Reports (NCR), Corrective

Action Reports (CAR), and Field Requests for Engineering Action

(FREA) to determine that they 'had been properly initiated,

dispositioned, and closed-out.

5t3.2 Method

. .

f Two criteria were used in this limited review of field-generated.

documents. First, were the documents properly initiated,

dispositioned, and closed-out; second was the approved

disposition adequate to correct the deficiency.

The first criterion was evaluated simply by verifying that a

Notsignature was in place in each of the required spaces.
verified was Whether the signature was authorized or whether the

procedures in the STP Quality Assurance Mar. zal had been followed

for initiating, dispositioning, and closing-out the documents.
l

|

The second criterion was evaluated on the basis of only the

information presented on the document. A judgment was then made

whether the corrective action was adequate. Additional

5-13
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investigations such as review of specifications, procedures,,

drawings or calculatio's were not conducted.n

5.3.3 Results

.:'

The limited review of Nonconformrince Reports (NCR), Corrective

Action Reports (CAR), and Field Requests for Engineering Action
The(FREA) was conducted and reported in the Interim Report.

results were reviewed after the report was issued and it was

concluded that the review was not conducted in sufficient depth

to determine if the project procedures had been followed or that

the corrective actions were adequate,
|

l %-
*

.

Three NCR's were identified as being potentially deficient and

should be further evaluated. 11CR S-M1407 identified rejectable -

|

weld indications yet was approved to "use as-is". NCR S-M1522

p'roperly identify the NDE method used to examine thedid not

weld. NCR S-M3289 did not have the required signatures.

It was also noted that the last 38 NCR's listed in the Interim
Report did not pertain to safety-related welding or

nondestructive examination and should be deleted from further

investigation.

.
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5.3.4 Discussion

The Review Team concluded that their review was not conducted in.,

sufficient depth to identify either noncompliances with the

procedure for processing the documents required in the Quality
Assurance Manual or to determine if the disposition or corrective

action was adequate.

To conduct the review properly, it would be necessary for the

reviewers to be more familiar with the procedures for processirg

the documents, to verify that the approved signatures belonged to

personnel of the appropriate engineering or quality assurance

org anization, and to do the research necessary to determine that
the corrective action was adequate.

The three NCR's were identified because they appear to represent

code or project noncompliances. A more thorough investigation is
for instance,required to determine if this is the case or if,

: the disposition was correct but the NCR was poorly written.

5.3.5 conclusion

The review of the CR, CAR's and FREA's was not performed in

sufficient dept to determine if the correct procedures for
the correctivepiecc aing the documents had been used, or that

5-15
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1

action was adequate.,With the limited review that was conducted, -
,

|three NCR's were identified as potentially deficient.-

5.3.6 Recommendations
:.'

Brown and Root shoul/.':cuduct a review of the NCR's, CAR's and

FREA's in sufficient depth to determine that they had been

Processed according to the procedure specified in the Quality
Assurance Manual and that the action taken to resolve the problem

was in compliance with the codes and was adequate to ensure the

integrity of the weld.

-

.

0
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REVIEW '0F UNRESOLVED ITEMS IN NRC INVESTIGATION REPORT5.4

5.4.1 Scope

The scope of this task was to investigate the unresolved items

concerning safety-related welding identified in the NRC Investi-

_gation Report. The complete list of unresolved items is on pages

110 through 112 of the NRC Report.

5.4.2 Method .

The investigation was, conducted by reviewing the applicable docu-
.

1 ments and interviewing personnel fargiliar with the items.

5.4.3 Results

The four unresolved items pertaining to safety-related welding

are listed below:

NRC Tracking No. Description

Questionable Practices During Welder79-19-31

Qualifications
Declassification of the Lower Steam Generatcr79-19-35
Support Columns and Steam Generator Alignment

,

Procedure

5-17
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Declassification of Fuel Transfer Tube79-19-36

Control of Attachment Welds to Heat Treated79-19-37
Equipment Supports

'

Seven separate concerns were identified in the feur unresolved

These concerns are identified and discussed in detail initems.

Appendix K. Two of the concerns, the alignment procedure for the

steam generators and the attachment welding to the equipment

supports were not investigated by the Review Team.

five concerns investigated, only one represented aOf the
In unresolved Item 79-19-31,noncompliance with the ASME Code.

increased beyondthe root ' spacing during welder qualification was
.

Thisallowed by the welding procedure specification.that

represents a noncompliance with a nonessential variable in the
it should not invalidate theweld procedure specification, but

welder qualification test.

,

5.4.4 Discussion

The unresolved items appeared to be items that had not yet been
seemed to warrantfully investigated by the NRC inspectors, butl

further review. Upon investigation, the Review Team considered
This concern!

only one concern to be an ASME Code noncompliance.

required a minor revision to the appropriate WPS.

5-18
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Other noncompliances or questionable practices may be identified
fupon investigation by Brown and Root of the other two unresolved I

itema.

-

5.4.5 Conclusions ..

One minor code noncompliance in the qualification of welders was
investigation of the unresolved itemsidentified in the

concerning safety-related welding indentified in the NRC
_

Two of the unresolved items were notInvestigation Report.

investigated by the Review Team.

5.4.6 Recommendations
. .

The weld precedare specification used for welder qualification

cited in 79-19-31 should be revised to reflect the actual root
spacing used during qualification testing.

The two unresolved items identified by the NRC but not investi-

gated by the Review Team should be investigated by Bron & Root.

.
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APPENo!X Al

LIST OF ALL RAlllOGRAPalS HEEVALUATED
,

i

SfSTEM LINE NO./ WELD NO. SYSTEM LlHE NO./WEl.D NO. SYSTEM LINE NO./WEta NO.

1 AF 1001/0005 32. CS 1004/0013 .63. CV 1088/0001
;

2. AF 1002/0005 33. CS 1004/0014 64. CV 1088/0008

3. AF 1003/0005 34. CS 1007/0001 65. CV 1088/0009

/. . AF 1004/0005 35. CS 1007/0002 66. CV 1088/0010

5. Ar 1004/0006 36. CS 1007/0003 67. CV 1088/0011

6. AF 2002/0005 37. CS 1007/0004 68. CV 1088/0012

7. AF 2004/0005 38. CS 1007/0006 69. CV 1080/0013

8. AF 2004/0006 39. CS 1007/0007 70. CV 1088/0018

9. BR 1022/0018 40. CS 1007/0008 71. CV 1088/0013

10. DR 1022/0014 41. CS 1007/0009 72. CV 1092/0006

11. BR 1022/0023 42. CS 1010/0001 73 CV 1092/0017

12. CC 1111/0001 43. CS 1010/0004 74. CV 1092/0019

13. CC 1120/0003 44. CS 1010/0006 75. CV 1098/0006

1 14. CC 1309/0007 45. CS 1012/0002 76. CV 1170/0001>
15. CC 1412/0004 46. CS 1012/0004 77. CV 1173/0001V

16. CC 1430/0003 47. CS 1012/0005 78. CV 1180/0001

17. CC 1430/0004 48. CS !!n2/0001 79. CV 1180/0015

18. CC 1432/0010 49. CS 1102/0002 80. CV 1189/0002

19. CC 1433/0006 50. CS 1202/0002 81. CV 1204/0004

20. Cil 1001/0002 51. CS 1203/0002 82. CV i 1215/0003

21. Cil 1002/0005 52. CS 1302/0002 83. CV 1215/0007

22. Cil 1016/0009 53. C', 1303/0001 84. FC 1101/0002

23. CS 1004/0002 54. CV 1006/0013 85. FC 1101/0003

24. CS 1004/0003 55. CV 1006/0015 86. FC '1201/0002 '

2 *2. CS 1004/0004 56. CV s006/0010 87. FC 1201/0003

26. CS 1004/0006 57. CV 1019/0005 88. FC 1213/0002

27. CS 1004/0007 50. CV 1019/0006 89. FC 1213/0003

20. , CS 1004/00011 74 9 . CV 1019/0000 90. FC 1213/0004

29. CS 1004/0009 60. CV 1006/0002 91. FC 1213/0006

30. CS i004/0055 61. Cv low /0011 92. FC 2101/0003

31. CS 1004/0012 62. CV 100o/0020 93. FC 2?01/0003

.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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APPENDIX A1 (Continued) -

LIST OF A11 RADIOGRAPilS REEVALUATED i

SYSTEM LINE No./ WELD NO.SYSTEM LlHE Ho.d E_l,D HO. *

94. FC 2213/0002 125. EW !!02/0010 156. EW 1105/0017SYSTEM LINE NO./WE1.D NO.

157. EW 1105/0018 |,

126. EW 1102/0011
95. FL' 2213/0003 150. EW 1105/0019

127. EW 1102/0012
96. FC 2213/0004 159. EW 1105/0020

-

128. EW 1102/0013
97. RH 1304/0002 160. EW 1105/002L

98 Ril 1304/0003 129. EW 1102/0014
161. EW 1105/0022

130. EW 1102/0015
99. RM 1015/0009 162. EW 1105/0023

131. EW 1102/0016
100. RM 1015/0017 163. EW 1105/0024

132. EW 1102/0017
101. SI 1101/0002 164. EW 1105/0025

133. EW 1802/0018

134. EW !!O2/0019 165. EW 1105/0028102. SI 1101/0003

103. SI 1101/0004 166. EW 1105/0030
135. EW !!O2/0022

167. EW 1:05/0032104. 31 1101/0005
136. EW 1102/a023

105. SI 1101/0006 168. IW 1105/0036
137. EW 1102/0024

106. S1 1101/0007 169. EW 1105/0039
138. EW 1102/0025,

107. SI 1102/0004 170. EW 1105/0040
139. EW 1102/0026

171 EW 1105/0041, 1105/0017108. S1
140. EW 1102/0027

172. EW 1105/0042109. S1 1106/0048
141. EW 1802/0028

173. EW 1106/0001110. SI 1106/0049
142. eW 1102/0029

143. EW 1105/0002 174. EW 1106/0002111. S1 11:8/0003

144. EW 1105/0003 175. EW ,1106/0003112. SI 1118/0005

145. EW 1105/0004 176. EW '1166/0004113. St 1110/0006

146. EW 1105/0005 177. EW 1106/0005114. SI 1118/0010

147. EW 1105/0006 178. EW 1106/0006115. SI 1205/0017

140. EW 1105/0007 179. eW 1106/0007116. SI 1205/0019

180. EW 1107/0001117. S1 1205/0021
149. EW 1105/0008-

118. SI 1206/0042 891. CW 1107/0002
150. EW 1105/0011

!!9. EW 1102/0001 162. EW 1107/0003
151. EW 1105/0012

183. EW 1807/0004120. EW 1102/0002
152. EW 1105/0013

184. EW 1107/0005121. EW 1102/0005
153. EW 1105/0014

185. EW 1107/0006122. EW 1102/0006
154. EW !!05/0015

I 123. EW 1102/0007 186. EW '.107/0007
155. EW 1105/0016

124. EW 1102/00009

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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AerEunzx A1 (continums)
caArus nEEvas.uarE_n

_1.!st or A1.t. nan 10 1.1NE NO./WE1.D NO.SYSTt34

t.ine no./WE1.n HO. 1206/0003
249. EWsysvEn

1206/0004sine no./ wet.n uo. 1205/0004 IM218. tM 250sysvEn
1206/00051205/0005 EW1202/0001 tM

'

251.87. EW 219.
1202/0002 1205/0006 1206/n006

EW 220. EW 252 tM
188

1202/0003 1205/0007 1206/0007
EW 221. EW 253. EW

189 1206/00081202/0004 1205/0000 '

EW 222 EW 254. EW
190.

1202/0005 1205/0009 1207/0001
191 EW 223 EW 255. EW

1202/0006 1205/0012 1207/0002
FW 224. tM 256. EW

192
1202/0007 1205/0013 1207/0003

193. EW 225. EW 257. EM

1202/0000 1205/0014 1207/0004
194. EW 226. EW 258. EW

1202/0009 1205/0015 1207/0005
195. t.W 227. EW 259. tM

1205/0016 1207/00061202/0010 EW 260. EM
196. EW 228.

1205/0017 1207/00071202/0011 EM229. 261. EW
197. EW

1205/0018 1207/00081202/0012 EW 262 EW
198. EW 230.

1205/0019 1302/00011202/0013 EW 263. EW
199. EW 231.

1205/0020 1302/00021202/0014 W 264. IMp EW200. 232.
1205/0021 1302/0005[ 1202/0015 EW 265. EW!

201. EW 233
1205/0022 1302/00061202/0016 EW 266.- EM

202 EW 234.
1205/0023 1302/00071202/0017 IM 267. EW

103 EW 235
1205/0024 1302/00081202/0018 tM 268. tM

204. EW 236.
1205/0025 (302/00091202/0021 237. W 269. EW

205. EW
1205/0026 l'301/0010,

1202/0022 EW 270. tM
206 EW 238.

1205/0020 1302/00111202/0023 EW 271. EM
207. EW 239.

1205/0030 1302/00121202/0024 EW 272. EW
208. EW 240.

1205/0032 1302/00131202/0025 EW 273. EW
209. EW 241.'

1205/0016 1302/00141202/0026 242 tM 274. EW
210. EW

1205/0019 1302/00151202/0027 tM 275. EW
211 EW 243.

1205/0040 1302/00161202/0020 EW
212 tM 244. 276. EW

1202/0029 1205/0041 1302/0017
213 EW 245. EW 277. EW

1202/0032 1205/0042 1302/0018
214. EW 246. m 27a. m

1202/003) 1206/0001 1302/0021
215. 1:W 247. eM 279. EW

1205/0002 1206/0002
2 6. m 240. W

1205/000J
217. tw

1<

i
r, ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__
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APPENDIX Al' - { Cont inueel)
.- t

LIST 04' AI.t. RADIOGetAPatS ttER
fNALUATEI]

LINE NO./ WELD j.
SYSTEM

1307/0007LINE No./WEI.D HO. EW
2

SYSTEM 342
1307/0000 *

SYSTEM. LINE NO.[ WELD Ho.
1305/0025 EWEW 343 *

311 1307/00091305/0026 EW1302/0022 EW 344. #
EW 312 2102/0001

,

'280 1305/00291302/0023 EW
' EW345

1305/0031 2102/0002EW 313281
1302/0024 EW 346. EW

282. EW 314. 2102/00031305/00331302/0025 EW 347. EW

1305/0037 2102/0004EW- 315.283 *

1302/0026 EW 348. EW

1305/0040 2102/0008284. EW 316. '

1302/0027 EW 349. EW.

285. EW 317. 2102/0010
1302/0028 1,30s/0041 350. EW

286. EW 318. EW
2102/00121305/0042 EW1302/0029 EW 351.
2102/0016287. EW 319.,.

1305/0043 EW1302/0030 EW 352.
1306/0001 2102/0010320.EW208.

1302/0033 EW 353 EW
2102/0020289. EW 321.

1306/0002 EW1302/0034 EW 354.
2102/0023322EW

1306/0003290. EW1305/0002 EW 355.
1306/0004 2102/0024323EW291

EW 356. EW1305/0003 324 2102/0025EW
1306/0005292.

1305/0005 357. EW
| 3, 293

EW-325.
1306/0006 2102/0026EW

- j, 1305/0006 EW 358. EW
294. EW 326. 2102/00271306/0007 EW1305/0007 359.EW327.

1306/0007A 2102/0028EW295
1305/0008 EW 360. EW

328. 2102/0029296 EW 1306/0007u EW1305/0009 EW 3,61.
2J02/0030EW 329. 1306/0007C297.

1305/0010 EW 362. EW
EW 330. 2l02/00311306/00070298.

363 EW1305/0013 EW '

299. EW 331
1305/0014 1306/0008 2102/0033

EW 332 .EW 364. EW
2102/0034.

1306/0009300.
1305/0015 ew 365 EW

333. 2102/0035'301. EW 1307/0001A EW1305/0016 EW 366.334. -2102/0036302. EW
1307/000101305/0017 367. EW

335. EW
1307/0001C 2102/0037303. EW

EW '368. EW1305/0018 336. 2102/0038304. EW
1307/0002 EW '1305/0019 337. EW 369.

305. 1307/0003 2102/0039EW

f 1305/0020 EW 370. EW
306. EW 33H.

1307/0004 2102/0040
1305/0021 EW 371. EW

339.
1307/0005 2102/0043307. EW

1305/0022 EW 372. EWj EW 340.
1107/0000300.

1305/0023 EWt:W 341309.
1305/0024i EW3t0.

i

!

;
,

~

e

'' --- _ _ __
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APPENo!X A1 (Continued)
LIST OF AtJ. RADIOGRAPIIS HEEVALUATED_

LINE N0./WE1.0 NO. 2
SYSTEM

l.INE NO./ WELD NO. 2202/0035SYSTEM 435 EW
22G2/0036 |SY STEM' idNE NO./ WELD NO. 2105/0043 EW404. W 436.

2102/0044 2105/0044 2202/0037
'

437. t:W373. EW 405. EW .

2105/0002 2105/0045 2202/0038
406. EW 438. EW374 EW

2105/0003 2105/0046 2202/0039 ;
375. EW 407. 439. EWEW

2105/0004 2106/0001 2202/0042
|376. EW 408. EW 440. EW

2105/0005 2106/0002 2202/0043
377. EW 409. EW 441. EW ,

2105/0006 2106/0004 2205/0002
378. EW 410. EW 442. EW

2105/0007 2107/0003 2205/0003
379. EW 411 EW 443. EW

2105/0006 2107/0005 2205/0004
380. EW 412. EW 444. EW

2105/0010 2107/0006 2205/0005
381. W 413 EW 445. EW

2105/0011 2202/0001 2205/we06
382 EW 414. EW 446. EW

2105/0012 2202/0002 2205/0007
383 EW 415 EW 447 EW

2105/0013 2202/0003 2205/0008
384 EW 416. EW 448. EW

2105/0014 2202/0003-1 2205/0009
385. EW 41'. W 449. EW

2105/0015 2202/0005 2205/0011
386. EW 418. EW 450. EW

2105/0016 22G2/0 Jo9 2205/0012
387 W 419. EW 451. EW

2105/0017 2202/00'11 2205/0013
388. EW 420. EW 452. EW

2105/0018 2202/0015 , 2205/0014
389. EW 421. EW 453. EW

2105/0019 2202/0017 2205/0015
390. EW 422. EW 454. EW

391. ew 423. EW 455. EW ,2205/00162105/0020 2202/0019

2105/0021 2202/0023 '22dS/0017
392. EW 424. EW 456. EW

2105/0022 2202/0024 2205/0018
393. EW 425 EW 457. EW

2105/0023 2202/0025 2205/0019
394. EW 426. EW 458. EW

2105/0024 2202/0026 2205/0020
395. EW 427. EW 459. EW

,

210'.,/0025 2202/0027 2205/0021
428. EW 460. EW39(, W

2l05/0027 2202/0020 2205/0022
397. EW 429. EW 461. EW

2105/0029 2202/0029 2205/0023
398. EW 430. eW 462. EW

2105/0031 2202/0010 2205/0024
* 399. EW 431. EW 463. EW

2105/0033 22u2/0032 2205/0025
400. IW 432. EW 464. 1:W

2105/0035 2202/003) 2235/0026
401. EW 433 EW 465. EW

2 05/u037 2202/u034
402. W 434. Icw

2l05/0039
401. W

- , ,
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APPENDIX A1 (Continued)
g

LIST OIP AI.L RAD 10GRAPilS I4EEVALUATED

SYSTEM LINC No./ WELD NO. SYSTEM I.INE NO./WEl.D NO. SYSTEM LINE NO./ WELD No.

466. EW 2205/0028 497. tM 2302/0027 528. EW 2305/0022 1

467. EW 2205/0030 498. EW 2302/0028 529. EW 2305/0024 |

468. EW 2205/0032 499. EW 2302/0029 530. EW 2305/0026 !

469. EW 2205/0034 500. EW 2302/0031 531. tM 2305/0028 :
I

470. EW 2205/0036 501. EW 2302/0032 532. EW 2305/0030

471. EW 2205/0038 502. EW 2302/0033 533. EW 2305/0032 |

472. EW 2205/0040 503. EW 23G2/0034 534. EW 2305/0034

473. EW 2205/0044 504. EW 2302/0035 535. EW 2305/0036

474. EW 2205/0045 505. EW 2302/0036 536. EW 2305/0038

475. EW 2205/0046 506. EW 2302/0037 537. EW 2305/0040

476. EW 2205/0047 507. t'W 2302/0038 L es . EW 2305/0044

477. EW 2206/0001 508. EW 2302/00J9 539. EW 2305/0045

478. EW 2206/0003 509. EW 2302/0042 540. EW 2305/0046

g 479. EW 2206/0004 510. EW 2305/0002 541. EW 2305/0047

480. EW 2206/0006 511. EW 2305/0003 542. EW 2307/0003

481 EW 2207/0004 512. EW 2305/0004 543. EW 2307/0005

482. EW 2207/0006 513. EW 2305/0005 544. EW 2307/0007

483. EW 2207/0007 514. tM 2305/0006 545. EM 2307/0008

484. EW 2302/0001 5t5. EW 2305/0007 *
*

405. t'W 2302/0002 516. tM 2305/0000 .,

406. EW 2302/0003 517. EW 2305/0009

487. g t'W 2302/0000 518. tM 2305/0011

488. EW 2302/0010 519. EW 2305/0012

4u9. EW 2302/00:4 520. tw 2305/00:3

490. EW 2302/0016 521. tM 2305/0014

491. EW 2302/0010 522. EW 2305/0015

492. EW 2302/0022 523. EW 2305/0016

493. t'W 2302/0023 524. tM 2305/0087 ,

.

494. EW 2302/0024 525. tM 2305/0088

495. EW 2302/0025 526. EW 2305/0019

496. EW 2302/0026 527. tM 2J05/0020
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APPENDIX ?.2

,

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

.

..

WELD CORRECT {{r
~'

IACTIONIDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY

1. AF 1004 0005 4-6 Backscatter T

6-0 Underfill R

2. AF 1004 0006 2-4 Root Concavity, Processing R

2-6 Root Concavity, Processing R

3. CS 1004 0012 6-0 Concavity R

4. CS 1007 0003 2-4 Concavity R

* *

5. CS 1007 0004 2-4 Concavity R

4-6 Concavity R

6. CS 1007 0006 0-2 Processing (Film Scratches) T

7. CS 1007 0008 0-2 Melt Thru R

8. CS 1102 0001 0-2 1" and 2" Incomplete Fusion R

2-4 Incomplete Penetration R

6-0 1" Incomplete Fusion R

9. CS 1303 0001 All O.D. Surface Indications R

T10. CV 1006 0013 All Density

11. CV 1006 0015 2-4 Unconsumed Insert R

12. CV 1019 0006 4-6 Incomplete Film Coverage T

(1) R - Repair
T - Reradiograph
V - Visual Inspection of Weld Surface

A-7

I
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APPENDIX A2

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES
.

"'

WELD CORRECTIVE
-IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

13. CV 1088 0009 0-2 Crater Crack R

4-6 Crater Crack R

14. CV 1088 0012 0-2 Crater Crack R

15. CV 1088 0023 0-2 Density T

2-4 Density T

6-0 Density T

16. CV 1092 0006 2-4 Unconsumed Inser,t R

4-6 Unconsumed Insert R

'

17. CV 1092 0019 0-2 Convexity R

6-0 Unconsumed Insert R

18. CV 1189 0002 0-4 Unconsumed Insert R

4-7 Unconsumed Insert R

7-11 Root Convexity,
Incomplete Fusion R

i

i 19. CV 1204 0004 All Density T

20. CV 1215 0003 All Weld Edge Condition V
,

21. CV 1215 0007 All Weld Edge Condition V

22. FC 1101 0002 0-3 Root Oxidation R

| 3-5 Root oxidation R

5-7 Incomplete Fusion R

7-0 Root Oxidation R

A-8
i
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APPENDIX A2
|

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

.

I

CORRECTIVE~'
.-

';iLD . ACTION
IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY

R
23. FC 1201 0001 All Root oxidation

24. FC 1213 0003 6-9 Root Oxidation R

T
9-11 Processing

25. FC 1213 0004 0-3 2" Linear Indication T

11-0 1" Linear Indication T

R
26. FC 2101 0003 5-7 Undercut

7-8 3/4" Incomplete Fusion,
R1/8" Slag

27. SI 1101 0002 12-0 1/4" Incomplete Fusion R

V
28. SI 1101 0005 6-9 3/8" Linear Indication

29. SI 1101 0006 0-3 5 1/2" Oxide Inclusion R

T
6-9 Backscatter

T
9-11 Backscatter

30. SI 1101 0007 6-8 1/8" Incomplete Fusion, 5/16" R

Incomplete Penetration

8-0 5/8" Incomplete Fusion R

T
31. EW 1102 0002 All Processing

32. EW 1102 0010 6-9 Linear Indication R

R
9-12 Linear Indication

T
All Processing

33. EW 1101 0012 All Processing, Double Exposure T

A-9
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APPENDIX A2
- .

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCRE'PANCIES

.

..

WELD CORRECTIVE.,
,

IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

34. EW 1102 0018 6-9 Processing, Backscatter T

9-12 Processing, Backscatter T

35. EW 1102 0024 0-2 1" Linear Indication T

36. EW 1102 0028 0-1 Wall Thickness R

37. EW 1105 0003 0-1 Wall Thickness V

38. EW 1105 0008 0-1 6" Incomplete Fusion R

39. EW 1105 001.4 7-3 3/8" Linear Indicati'on T
,

3-6 Incomplete Fusion R'

6-9 Processing T

40. EW 1105 0020 0-1 Linear Indication, I.D. V"

41. EW 1105 0021 0-1 Backscatter T
-

42. EW 1105 0023 0-9 Incomplete Fusion R

43. EW 1105 0024 6-9 Backscatter T

44. EW 1105 0032 9-12 Backscatter T

45. EW 1106 0006 0-1 Crater Crack Ri

46. EW 1202 0014 0-1 Backscatter T

47. EW 1202 0015 9-13 Backscatter T

48. EW 1202 0024 6-9 Backscatter T

49. EW 1202 0027 0-1 Wall '.'hickness V

( 50. EW 1202 0029 0-1 Density T

|

A-10

|
L
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APPENDIX A2

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

..

CORRL.TIVE''

WELD
IDENTIFICATION VIEy DISCREPANCY ACTION

51. EW 1202 0032 0-3 I.D. Undercut R

3-6 5/8" Linear Indication R

17-0 Linear Indications V

52. EW 1205 0006 0-3 1 1/2" Linear Indication R

3-6 Backscatter T
,

|

53. EW 1205 0009 0-3 2" Incomplete Fusion R

f

3-6 2" Incomplete Fusion R* *

6-9 Backscatter T

9-12 Processing T

12-15 Processing T

15-17 Processing T

17-0 Processing T

54. EW 1205 0013 0-1 1/2" Linear Indication R

I 55. EW 1205 0016 0-1 Processing T

56. EW 1205 0018 0-1 Processing, Sensitivity T

57. EW 1205 0020 0-1 Backscatter, sensitivity T

58. KW 1205 0024 0-1 Processing T

59. EW 1205 0030 0-3 Backscatter, Porosity R

3-6 Backscatter T

60. EW 1205 0032 6-9 Backscatter T

9-11 Backscatter T

A-11
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APPENDIX A2

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

.-

CORRECTIVE~'

WELD
IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTIOh

61. EW 1205 0041 0-3 Aligned Porosity R

3-6 1/2" & 1/4" Linear Indications R

6-9 Crates Crack, 1" Linear Ind. R

62. EW 1206 0001 0-1 Melt Thru, Linear Indications R

T1,T2 Melt Thru, Linear Indications R

63. EW 1206 0006 0-1 3/8" Incomplete Fusion R

64. EW 1206 0007 O-1 3/4" Incomplete Fusion R
;

7

65. EW 1302'0002 0-1 Linear Indications V

66. EW 1302 0009 0-1 Density T

67. EW 1302 0015 6-9 Backscatter T

9-12 Backscatter T
.

68. EW 1302 0017 0-1 3/8" Linear Indication R

69. EW 1302 0030 0-1 Processing T

T1,T2 Processing T
,

70. EW 1302 0033 3-6 3/8" Linear Indication V

6-9 1/4" Incomplete Penetration R

17-0 Processing T

71. EW 1302 00334 6-9 Processing (Film Scratch) T i

72. EW 1305 0002 0-1 5/8" Incomplete Penetration R

73. EW 1305 0003 0-1 Concavity V

A-12
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APPENDIX A2

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

..

~~

WELD CORRECTIVE
,.

IDENTIFICATICN VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

74. EW 1305 0005 0-1 3/8" Linear Indication, R

Processing

75. EW 1305 0007 0-1 Sensitivity T
1

76. EW 1305 0013 0-1 Backscatter T~

77. EW 1305 0015 0-3 Backscatter T

6-9 Backscatter T

o.

' I 9-12 Backscatter T
.

17-d Backscatter T
'

78. EW 1305 0017 12-15 Edge Condition T
,

17-0 Linear Indication R

79. EW 1305 0019 0-1 1/4" & 3/8" Linear Indication R

80. EW 1305 0024 0-14 1" Linear Indication R

28-42 1/2" Linear Indication R

42-56 1/2" Linear Indication R

84-0 1 1/4" & 1" Linear Indication R

81. EW 1305 0026 24-36 Incomplete Fusion R

64-0 1" Linear Indication R
4

82. EW 1305 0033 6-9 Backscatter T

9-12 1/2" Linear Indication R

83. EW 1305 0042 0-3 2" Flux Inclusion R

3-6 3/8" Linear Indication k
[

A-13
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APPENDIX A2
,

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES
,

WELD " . " - CORRECTIVE

IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

84. EW 1305 0043 0 -4 Linear Indications R

3-6 Linear Indications R

9-12 Linear Indications R
,

12-15 Linear Indications R

,
15-17 Sensitivity T

! 85. EW 1306 0001 0-1 1/4" Melt Thru R

86. EW 1306 0004 0-1 Incomplete Penetration, R
', Crater Crack .

, . -

87. EW 1306 0007C 2-4 1 1/4" & 2-1/2" Incomplete R

Penetration

| 4-6 Grind Marks V

l

88. EW 2102 0026 0-1 1/2" Linear Indicstion V'

89. EW 2102 0027 6-9 Backscattet T

|

9-12 Backscatter T

| 17-0 Processing T

i

90. EW 2102 0029 0-1 Linear Indication V

91. EW 2102 0033 6-9 Processing T

9-12 Backscatter T

12-15 Backscatter T

92. EW 2102 0043 3-6 Processing T

9-12 Processing T

93. EW 2102 0044 3-6 Linear Indication T

A-14
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APPENDIX A2

.

*

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES
.

|

..

CORRECTIVE''

WELD ACTION
IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY

94. EW 2105 0002 0-1 1/2" & 1/4" Lack of Penetration R

T
95. EW 2105 0006 15-18 Backscatter

"

T
17-0 Sensitivity

/

R
96. EW 2105 0015 0-3 Linear Indication

T
6-9 Backscatter

T
9-l*2 Backscatter

R
97. EW 2105 0017 0-1 3/8" Linear Indication

.,

V
98. EW 2105 0021 0-1 3/4" Linear Indication

R
99. EW 2105 0022 72-84 Linear Indications

R
84-0 Linear Indications

R
100. EW 2105 0024 0-12 Wall Thickness

R
12-24 Lack of Fusion

R
24-36 Lack of Fusion

R
36-48 Incomplete Fusion

R
48-60 Linear Indicatica

R'' 74-86 Linear Indication
,

R
86-0 Linear Indication

T
'101. EW 2105 0031 0-1 Backscatter .

V
102. EW 2105 0035 0-3 Linear Indications

. V ,

3-6 Linear Indications
|

V
9-12 Linear Indications

A-15
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APPENDIX A2 .

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES ,

"'
CORRECTIVE-

WELD
IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

e

103. EW 2105 0039 0-3 1/4" Connected Porosity R

17-0 1 1/2" Connected Porosity R

104. EW 2106 0001 All Incomplete Fusi"n R

105. EW 2202 0005 6-9 Crater Crack, Incomplete R

Penetration

12-15 Linear Indication R

106. EW 2202 0017 9-12 Backscatter T

12-95 Backscatter T-

'

107. EW 2202 0019 0-3 Linear Indications V
.

T9-12 Backscatter -

108. EW 2202 0024 0-1 Crater Crack R

109. EW 2202 0026 9-12 1/2" Incomplete Penetration R

1

15-17 Sensitivity T

110. EW 2202 0029 0-1 Crater Crack R

111. EW 2202 0035 3-6 Backscatter T

6-9 Backscatter T

112. EW 2202 0037 9-12 3/4" Incomplete Fusion T !

113. EW 2202 0038 0-3 1/8 Linear Indication T

12-15 1/8 Linear Indication T-
4

- :

I 114. EW 2202 0039 0-3 Sensitivity T |
,

,

I

115. EW 2202 0042 0-1 Linear Indication V |

A-16
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APPENDIX A2

i

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES ,

"' CORRECTIVEWELD
IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

116. EW 2202 0043 0-1 3/8" Lack of Fusion R

117. EW 2205 0006 0-1 2" Linear Indication R

118. EW 2205 0013 6-9 Backscatter T

9-12 Backscatter T

15-17 Porosity R

119. EW 2205 0016 0-3 Crater Crack R

6-9 Processing T

120. EW 2205 0021 0-12 Linear Indication R

12-14 Linear Indication R

48-60 Linear Indication R

121. EW 2205 0038 0-1 1/4" Crack R

122. EW 2205 0046 6-9 1/4" Crack, Backscatter R

12-15 Incomplete Penetration R

15-17 Backscatter T

123. EW 2205 0047 0-1 1/4" Linear Indication T

124. EW 2206 0001 All Linear Indications R
,

0-8 Density T

'

8-15 Density T
* .

e

i
I.

:
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APPENDIX A2 -
.

.

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

..

~'

CORRECTIVE
WELD ACTION

IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY

R
125. EW 2207 0006 0-8 1/4" Flux Inclusion

8-15 5/8" Incomplete Fusion R4

R~

15-23 3" Incomplete Fusion
R23-30 5" Incomplete Fusion
V

126. EW 2302 0023 3-6 5/8" Linear Indication

127. EW 2302 0026 3-6 3/4" Linear Indication, V,T
* -

Backscatter
- .

6-9 B'ackscatter T

V9-12 1" Linear Indication
V12-15 5/8" Linear Indication
R

128. EW 2302 0028 0-3 3/8" Liner Indication
T

6-9 Backscatter

T9-12 Backscatter

129. EW 2302 0029 3-6 1/4" Incomplete Penetration R

T
6-9 Underfill'

T'"9-12 Processing
I

R
130. EW 2302 0042 0-1 1/8" Incomplete Fusion !

V/T
131. EW 2305 0003 0-1 3/16" Linear Indication _

-
.

R
132. EW 2305 0005 0-3 3/16" Inclusion

T
133. EW 2305 0007 9-12 Backscatter

.

r

T
134. EW 2305 0012 15-17 Processing

.
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f
!

WELDS WITH RADIOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCIES

.. CORRECTIVEWELD
IDENTIFICATION VIEW DISCREPANCY ACTION

135. EW 2305 0014 0-1 Porosity V/T

136. EW 2305 0016 0-1 Processing T
.

137. EW 2305 0019 0-14 Linear Indication R

14-28 Linear Indication R

42-56 2" Inclusion R

70-84 1 1/2" Linear Indication R

LinearIndicatich R138. EW 2305'0020 0-14
,

14-28 Linear Indication R

56-70 Processing T

129. EW 2305 0026 0-1 Linear Indication (Tool Mark) R

140. EW 2305 0034 0-1 3/4" Linear Indication R

141. EW 2305 0045 3-6 1" Linear Indication V/T

12-15 3/8" Linear Indication T

17-0 3/8" Linear Indication R

142. EW 2305 0046 0-3 1/2" Linear Indication R
,

3-6 5/16" Incomplete Penetration R

15-17 3/8" Incomplete Penetration R

143. EW 2307 0007 0-8 1/2" Incomplete Penetratidn R

16-23 4" Incomplete Fusion R

i

'
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APPENDIX B
.

.

DISCREPANCIES IN ASME P!*E WILD DOCUMENTATION

..

The following is a description of all of the documentation
.

,,

discrepancies identified during the ASME pipe weld documentation
1

review.

The status of the discrepancy is listed as either " corrected" or

" requires evaluation". " corrected" means that the discrepancy
,

|

has already been corrected through the normal project channels|

: for correcting documentation errors. " Requires evaluation" means
,

that further evaluation by Brown and Root is required before the

discrepancy can be corrected.

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AF) - Ten welds have been started or

completed. Three Weld Data Cards were found to have entries ,

requiring correction of further evaluation.

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

2001 FWOOO5 Incorrect heat number referenced on
.-

WDC for Spool C r

STATUS: Requires evaluation

.

6

B-1
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i

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy
'

Incorrect heat number referenced on2002 FWOOO5

WDC for Spool C.

STATUS: Corrected
,

2003 FWOOO5 Incorrect heat number referenced on
WDC for Spool C. Weld Data Card

indicates that two consumable
issued for th! s jointinserts were

a ofwith no indication as to statm
unused insert.

STATUS: Corrected
.

. .

.

.

Boron Recycle System (BR) - Nine welds have been started or ccm-

Six Weld Data Cards contain entries requiring correctionplated.

or further evaluation.

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1022 FWOOl3 Incomplete heat number referenced on

WDC for Spool J.
~~

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1

Incomplete heat number -referenced on
1022 FWOO14

WDC for Spool L.
I

STATUS: Corrected
I

!

I
B-2
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Line No . Weld No. Discrepancy
.

1022 FWOO15 Incomplete heat number referenced on

WDC for Spools A and L. An error in

the issue date on the weld filler
.

material log 1,ndicated usage of
,

''

filler material after visual

inspection and .2 quid penetrant

examination of repair.

STATUS: Corrected

1022 FWOO23 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion used for Spool K. TRD speci-

fies SA403 for fittings; vendor CMTR

indicates S,A182. . .

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1029 FW0001 Heat number indicated as serial num-

ber on WDC for Spool A.

STATUS: Corrected

1084 FWOOO4 Incomplete heat number referenced on

WDC for Spool C. Incorrect filler

' material traceability code

referenced on filler material log.

'

STATUS: Corrected.
,

B-3
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Component cooling Water system (CC) - Many Weld Data Cards in

thiJ system indicate the base material. specification as an ASTM

"A" specification rather than the ASME "SA" specification as

indicated by the vendor CMTR's. This condition was noted on 48

Weld Data Cards. Tsisisaminorinconsisj,'encybecauseboth

specifications are identical and the natorial supplied to both of
these specifications are identical.

One hundred and twenty-six welds have been started or com-

plated. Twenty-three Weld Data Cards have entries requiring

correction or evaluation.

>

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1103 FWOOO6 GTAW wire incorrectly indicated as a

consumable insert.

STATUS: Corrected

1103 FWOOO7 Incomplete heat number specified on

WDC for Spool G.

STATUS: Corrected

1111 FWOO01 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion. TRD requires SA234. CMTR

indicates SA105.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

B-4
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.

Line No. Wald No. Discrepancy j

1116 FWOOO1 Incorrect base material.specifica-

tion. TRD requires EA234, CMTR

indicates SA334.

STATUS: Requ$res evaluation

1120 FWOOO6 QC hold point not eigned

(preheat / purge) on WDC.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1128 FW0008 Incorrect heatspumber specified on

WDC for Spool J.

STATUS: , Corrected

1203 FWOOO2 m:orrect base material specifica-~

tion indicated on WDC for Spool A.

WDC indicates A420, CMTR indicates

SA 234. TRD allows either SA420 or

SA234.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1203 FWOOO4 GTAW bare wire incorrectly indicated

as consumable insert.
|

STATUS: Corrected

!

B-5
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

'

1314 FWOOll Incorrect serial number specified on

WDC for Spool L.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

..

1411 FWOOO3 Incomplete wel filler material leg

entry. Log indicates material used

in joint; Wald Material Requisition

indicates material returned unused.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1412 FWOO10 Serial number recorded instead of

heat number.

STATUS: Requires evaluation- -

.

.

1429 FWOOO7 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion and heat number indicated on

WDC for Spool C. Incorrect filler

material traceability code indicated

on WDC.

; STATUS: Corrected,
'

i

1430 FWOOO4 Incorrect heat number indicated on
WDC forc Spool E. Incorrect serial
number indicated on WDC for Spool D.

STATUS: Corrected

B-6
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Wald No. Discrepancy
Jdne No.
1432 FWOOO7 Incorrect heat number indicated on

WDC for Spool E.
.

STATUS: Corrected
.-

..
.

1209 FWOOO8 Incomplete weld filler material log

entries. Log indicates two consum-

able inserts used for weld joint

approximately six weeks apart.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1217 FWOO15 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion. TRD requires SA420 or
. .

SA234. WDC and CMTR indicate base

material,to be SA105 for Spool R.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1220 FWOOO5 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion. TRD requires SA420 or SA234.

CMTR indicates SA105 for fitting.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1228 FWOOO8 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion. TRD requires SA420 or

SA234. CMTR indicates SA105.
I

I
i STATUS: Requires evaluation
!
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1303 FWOOO7 QC hold point not signed

(cleanliness) on WDC.

Status: Requires evaluation

.:'
1309 FWOOO6 Walder symbol not clear on weld

filler material log.

STATUS: Corrected

1314 FW0005 Incorrect filler material trace-
ability code. Material indicated as
E7018; traceability code is for GTAW

wire. .

*

STATUS: Corrected

1432 FWOOO7 Incorrect heat number indicated on
WDC for Spool F.

STATUS: Corrected

1432 FWOO10 Incorrect heat number indicated on
WDC for both Spools.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1527 FWOO13 Incorrect welder symbol indicated on
| WMR (WDC has ACN, WMR has ACM).'

' STATUS: Requires evaluation
,

B-8
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Chilled Water System (CH) - Eleven welds have been started or

completed. No discrepancies were found during the documentation

review.

.

Crentainment spray System (CS) - Ninety-nine,, welds have been star-
,

tod or completed. Sixteen Weld Data Cards have conditions re-

quiring correction or evaluation.

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1004 FWOO13 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool L.

STATUS: Corrected

1007 FWOOO9 QC signature for fit-up inspection

not dated.

STATUS: Corrected

1012 FW0002 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool D.

STATUS: Corrected

1012 FWOOO3 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion indicated on WDC.

STATUS: Corrected

|
i

:

|
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Line No. Wold No, Discrepancy

1012 FWOOO4 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool B.

STATUS: Corrected

::

1012 FWOOO5 Inaccurate indication on weld filler
material log regarding the use of

consumable insert and/or bare wire.

STATUS: Corrected

.

1202 FW0001 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion and heat number specified on

WDC for Spool B. .

,

STATUS: Corrected

1202 FWOOO2 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool D..

STATUS: Corrected

1202 FWOO28 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool R.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1203 FWOOO1 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool D.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

B-10
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Line No. Wold No. Discrepancy
,

1302 FW0001 Heat numbers indicated on WDC are

reversed for the two spool pieces. |

STATUS: Corrected

:*

1302 FWOOO2 Incorrect heat number indicated on

WDC for Spool D.

STATUS: Corrected

1302 FWOOOS Incorrect heat number specified on
-

WDC for Spool G.

STATUS: Corrected

1302 FWOO30 Incorrect base material specifica-
^

tion and heat number specified on
'

WDC for Spool R.

STATUS: Corrected

.

1303 FWOOO2 Incorrect heat numbar specified on

WDC for Spool B.

STATUS: Corrected

1308 FWOOO6 QC signature for cleanliness and

fit-up inspections were not dated.

STATUS: Corrected
:

.

| B-ll i
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Chemical and Volume Control System (CV) - One-hundred and one
_

welds have been started or completed. Twenty-six Weld Data Cards

have conditions requiring correction or evaluation.

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1044 FWOOO4 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool L.

STATUS: Corrected

1047 FWOOOl Incorrect base material specifica-

tion. TRD requires fittings to be

SA403. WDC specifies SA403. CMTR

for heat number reference on WOC.

indicates material is SA312.*

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1049 FWOOO1 Filler material traceability codes

and material descriptions incor-

rectly transcribed to weld filler

material log. (Entries reversed for

consumable insert and GTAW filler

wire)

STATUS: Corrected

!

|

|

!
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy-

1050 FWOOO6 Incorrect base material type for

Spool V. WDC indicates type 304

material. CMTR indicates type 316

material. Inc,orrect base material

apecification indicated on WDC for.

heat exchanger nozzle. The vendor

documentation indicates material as

! SA312 piper the WDC indicates an

SA403 fitting. Incorrect weld fil-

1er material. The WPS requires type

316 filler material, WDC indicates

type 308 was actually used.
,

.

STATUS: Requires evaluation*
*

<

1050 FWOOO5 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool U.

STATUS: Corrected

1081 FWOOO1 Incorrect base material type for

Spool A. WDC indicates type 304.

CMTR indicates type 316. Incorrect

base material specification

indicated for no=zle. The vendor

documentation indicates SA312, the

B-13
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Line No. Wold No. Discrepancy

1081- 'FW0001 (Continued) .

WDC indicates SA403. Incorrect weld

filler material. The WPS requires

type 316 filler material WDC'
::

indicates type 308 actually used.
.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1086 FWOOO7 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion indicated for Spool N. WDC

indicates SA312, CMTR indicates

SA403.

STATUS: Corrected
.

- .
,

.

1086 FWOO19 Incorrect base metal specification

and heat number indicated on WCC for

Spcol H. QC signature for

inspection points not dated.

STATUS: Corrected

1086 FWOO21 QC signature for inspection points
i

not dated.
.

STATUS: Corrected

.

I B-14 |
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1088 FW0001 Incorrect heat number indicated on
WDC for Spool A.

STATUS: Corrected

::

1088 FWOOl8 Incorrect serial number indicated on
WDC for both spools.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1088 FWOO23 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool A.

STATUS: Corrected

1092 FWOOO6 Incorrect heat numbers indicated on

WDC.

STATUS: Corrected

1098 FWOOO2 Incorrect heat number indicated on

WDC for Spool B.

STATUS: Corrected

1098 FWOOO4 Incorrect heat number indicated on

WDC for Spool D.

STATUS: Corrected

B-15
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1171 FWOOO8 Incorrect heat number indicated on
WDC for Spool D.

STATUS: Corrected

1190 FW0001 Incorrect heat , number indicated on

WDC for - Spool A.

STATUS: Corrected

1215 FW0007 Incorrect base material type indica-

ted on WDC.

STATUS: Corrected

1044 FWOOO7 Incorrect heat n3mber indicated on
.

'

WDC for Spool M. ,

STATUS: Corrected ,

1123 FWOO31 Heat numcer of coupling is not heat

number specified by CMTR for the

PO/ Item and Material Receiving .Re-

quisition used to issue material. No

CMTR was found for heat number on

coupling.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

B-16
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy-

1123 FWOO32 Incorrect heat number indicated on

HDC.

STATUS: Requires evaluation
'

1171 FWOOO7 Incorrect heat: number indicated on

WDC for Spool E.

STATUS: Corrected

1173 FW0001 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion indicated on WDC for tank

nozzle.

STATUS: Under evaluation*

"

.

1180 FWOO17 Incorrect heat number specified en

WDC for Spool E.

STATUS: Corrected

1189 FW0001 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion indicated on WDC for nozzle.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1189 FWOOO2 Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool A.

STATUS: Corrected

B-17
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Essential Cooling Water System (EW) - Two generic documentation
The base materialproblems were disclosed for the ECW system.

for the 10-inch aluminum bronze pipe is manufactured to ASME

SB315 with chemical composition and mechanical properties

conforming to ASME SB169 alloy CA614. Many-of the Weld Data
,

Cards for the 10-inch piping specify ASME SB315 as the base

material.

Forty-one Weld Data Cards indicate that in-process repairs were

made for mismatch of pipe ends. Notations made on the Wald Data

Cards indicate additional welding was required to correct unac-

ceptable mismatch. The entry data for the repairs indicate that

they were made after the weld joint was basically complete, but.,

only one of these repairs is indicated on the Wel'd Data Card as
.

having been performed to achieved the 3 to 1 taper required when
Discussions with QC personnelacceptable mismatch is present.

have indicated that this material has localized out of roundness
conditions resulting in small areas of unacceptable mismatch on

the ID of the joint. This condition was frequently not dis-

covered until the weld joint had been completed and the ID fit-up
internal surface. Whenjacks removed to allow inspection of the

this condition was found additional weld metal was added to
achieve a 3 to 1 taper at the area of the mismatch.

The technical review of the documentation for the Essential Cool-
sixteen Weld Data Cards have |ing Water System has indicated that

|

|
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discrepancies which require correction or evaluation. The major- ;

ity of discrepancies are incorrect or incomplete entries on the

Weld Data Cards. In most cases the correct entry can be estab-

lished by other documentation such as manufacturer's Spool Data

Sheets, Welding Material Requisitions, or NDE reports for liquid
,

penetrant and v.sual inspections. Seven of the discrepancies '

will require further evaluation to determine the appropriate*

corrective action. A detailed tabulation of discrepancies is

provided below:

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1102 FWOOl6 A WDR Card was issued to repair

D' unacceptable ID weld conditions.

Weld repair was performed 5-1-78.*

WDFe c us not indicate that a liquid'

y. qv ,nt examination was periormed

after repair, although radiographic
.

examination of repair was performed.
1

Original weld was ex1 mined by liquic
|, penetrant on the CD surface.

,S7ATUS: Requires evaluation

1105 FWOO14 Two Weld Data Repair Cards were

issued for this joint. WDRC

referenced WMR No. 25961. Each

B-19
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy
-.

1105 FWOO14 (Continued)

repair card has a different date for

the WMR.

STATUS: Corrected
-

1205 FWOO36 Incorrect desigr:aticn of weld filler

material on WDC. Entry on WDC is

RCuA1A2 which is for manual GTAW

welding. Actual material used is

ECuA1A2 which is automatic GTAW

welding.

STATUS: Corrected
,

3 .

.

.

1302 FWOOl3 Weld filler material log indicates
,

welding performed after the CC final

visual inspection hold point was

signed off.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1302 FWOO34 Liquid penetrant inspection point
for repair not signed by QC Inspec-

tor. Referer e to the inspection

report indicated that inspection had

been performed.

STATUS: Corrected

B-20
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy -

|-

| 1305 FWOOO9 QA/QC acceptance block for.WDRC

No. 3 not signed off.

STATUS: Corrected

..

..

1306 FW0001 WDC indicates welder AHV made entire

original joint. The base material

thickness is listed as 0.365

inches. Welder AHV was only

qualified to 0.309 inches maximum

thickness of weld deposit at the

~

time of this weld joint.
.

Requires evaluation
-

STATUS: ,

.

1307 FWOOOlB Incorrect heat / lot code for weld

filler material listed on weld fil-

ler material log of WDC. heat / lot

code referenced (0084) is for ER316
.

filler material.

STATUS: Corrected

:
i

1307 FWOOO4 Final documentation package does not

have the radiography report refer-

enced on the WDRC.

STATUS: Corrected

i

r
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Line Nc. Weld No. Discrepancf

2105- FWOO27 WDC indicates fit-up repair. Date

of entry is after final welding was

completed.

STATUS: Corrected-

-:.

2205 FWOO45 Heat number listed on WDC for spool

BA is incorrect.

STATUS: Requires evaluation
,

2205 FWOO49 Liquid penetrant inspection sign-off

appears to be incorrect.
.

STATUS: Corrected
.

-.
,

2206 FW0001 QC preheat hold point not signed.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

2206 FWOO11 QC preheat hold point not signed.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

2207 FWOOO6 Incorrect heat / lot code for weld

filler material listed on weld fil-
ler material log of WDC. Heat / lot

code referenced for WMR 86641 (0096)

is for ER-309 filler material.
4

- B-22
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

Liquid penetrant examination hold
2305 FWOO28'

point signed on 4-18-79, indicating
Resolutionacceptable examination.

of defects Ser,ial No. 0024 was

issusd to repair unacceptable

defects indicated by liquid

penetrant examination of 4-18-79.

STATUS: Corrected

additional inspection
Weld Data Cards were written to document

Fabricating
and repairs performed to 166 welds made by Southwest s*

was used to.The Wald Data Card for each jointand Welding Co.

record the results of liquid penetrant inspection. A WDRC was
-

.

used to document grinding of the weld to remove unacceptable
If welding was required to restore the wall thick-indications.

ness a second repair card was written. For these vendor welds,
review of

the weld numbers are identified as FS. The technical
discrep-

the repaired vendor welds indicated only one WDRC with a

ancy.

I

l
i
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancys

The heat / lot code for the weld fil-1205 FS0003

1er material issued by WMR 42862 was
.

not recorded on the WDC.
|

STATUS: Requires evaluation
~ ~ . .

Fuel Cooling and Cleaning System (FC) - Sixteen welds haveSpent

Five Weld Data Cards have conditionsbeen started or completed.

requiring correction or evaluation:

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

Incorrect heat number referenced on1010 FWOOO2

WDC for Spool A ,

STATUS: Corrected

Incorrect heat number referenced on1015 FWOOO3

WDC for Spool B.

STATUS: Corrected

Incorrect heat number referenced on1016 FWOOO2

WDC for Spool B.
,

STATUS: Corrected

B-24
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy -

2213 FWOOO3 Incorrect heat number referenced on
WDC for Spool C.

STATUS: Requ!.res evaluation

..

2213 FWOOO4 Incorrect heat number referenced on

WDC for Spool C.

STATUS: Corrected

Reactor Coolant System (Main Loop) (RC) - A total of nineteer

reactor coolant main loop welds have been completed or are in
A revi'ew of the Weld Data Cards fo'r these welds i,ndi-process.

cates the two problems discussed below. Neither of the problems

are expected to require rework because the welds in question have

already been examined radiographically and found to be accep-

table.
t

1

The Welding Procedure Specification used for weld-a.

foring of the reactor coolant main loop was

single-welded joints and therefore specified no

backgouging. All ninteen weld joints were welded
i using a double-weld, consumable insert technique.

The insert was consumed and two layers of weld

metal were deposited from the inside with the

outside of the groove purged with inert gas. The

rB-25
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balance of the welding was done from the outside.
indicate that backgouging wasThe WDC does not

performed prior to welding from the second side.
The Procedure Qualification Record for the welding

procedure does not indicate that the qualification
test coupon was welded in a i{ pilar manner so as to

demonstrate that proper fusion and penetration can

be obtained, as required by NS-4423.

b. During the initial pass to melt the consumable
insert on joint FWOO20, a hole was melted through

The open hole was repaired from the IDthe insert.

as a " minor defect" using the automatic welding
.

pquipment with an open butt technique and the
,

fillparameters of the WPS specified for the
This welding procedure is not applicable topasses.

open-butt welding.

During the review, it was noted that eight Weld Data Cards did
not have entries to indicate which welder / welding operator melted

the consumable insert. For these joints, it.cannot be clearly

established by the information available on the WDC if the

melting of the insert was done manually or with the automatic

equipment. This condition exists for the following Weld Data

Cards:

2-26
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Line No. Weld No. Line No. Weld No.
<

1102 FWOOO5 1203 FWOOC"

1103 N0003 1303 WOOL 9

1201 FWOO11 1401 FWOO27,,

1201 FWOO12 1401 FWOO28

Five Weld Data Cards have other conditions requiring correction
A detailed tabulation is provided below:or evaluation.

Line No. Weld No. Discrecancy

1103 FWOOO4 WDC indicates open-butt repair of
'

.

" blow hole" in root pass. No indi-

cation as to which welder performed

open-butt repair.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1202 FWOO; 3 No indication on WDC of NDE per-

formed for temporary attachment

(r, pacer block) removal. Card has CC

signature, but not date or indica-
:

tion of type NDE performed.

STATUS: Requires evaluation
(
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I

Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy !

f
1301 FWOOl7 WDC indicates " minor repair" per-

|

1 . formed on 4-10-80. Straight length j

filler material issued on 4-10-80
indicating man,ual welding performed

during repair.'' Last previous issue

of weld filler material was on 3-21-
80. No description of defect or NDE

performed to verify removal of de-
.

fact was provided.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1303 FWOOl9 The heat number recorded on the hCC

for the pump nozzle is apparently
, ,

the dr, awing number.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

Incorrect heat / lot traceability code
1402 FWOO29

specified on weld filler material
log for last filler material entry.
Process used was GTAW: traceability

code entered for SMAW filler mater-

ial.

STATUS: Requires evaluation
|

1
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Reactor Coolant System - Other Than Main Loop (RC) - Ten welds-

have been - started or completed. No discrepancies were noted.

Residual Heat Removal System (RH) - Four welds have been started

or completed. No discrepancies were noted.

.

Reactor Makeup Water System (RM) - Eight wolds have been. started

or completed. Four weld data cards have conditiona requiring

I correction or evaluation:

.

Line No Weld No. Discrepancy

1015 FWOOOA Incorrect heat number specified on

WDC for Spool C. Incorrect status
,

of weld filler material indicated on

i filler material log. Log indicates

( GTAW bare wire used, but fit-up

inspection was not signed. Corree-

tive Action Report issued 7-15-80.

STATUS: Requires evlaution

1015 FWOOO5 Pipe spool serial number recorded on

WDC as base material specification

entry.

.

STATUS: Corrected

..
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy
-

1015 FWOOO6 Incorrect status of weld filler
material indicated on filler mater-
ial log. Log indicates GTAW bare

wire usec but it-up inspection was

not signed.

STATUS: Corrected

1015 FWOO12 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion indicated on WDC for Spool K.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

Safety Injection System (SI) - A potential generic problem exists
for all six-inch NPS groove welds of line number 1206 for this

system. The six inch pipe has a nominal wall thickness of 0.432

Most of the groove welds started or completed on this lineinch.

have been made by welders who are qualified to a thickness of

0.436 inches (based on 2 inch Sch. 80 pipe, 0.218 wall). The

would extendnormal wall thickness tolerance of + 12 1/2 percent,

the thickness of the groove welds to beyond the welder's quali-
Most of these groove welds are pipe to fittingfled limits .

welds, Which increases the possibility of a welder depositing
There is noweld metal thickness beyond the qualified range.

indication, however, that the welds themselves were defective.

i
|
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

1101 FWOOO2 Incorrect base material heat number
indicated on WDC for Spool E.

STATUS: Corrected
..

.,

1101 FWOOO7 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion and heat number indicated on
WDC for Spool K.

STATUS: Corrected

1102 FWOOO4 Incorrect base material specifica-

tion used. WDC and CMTR indicate ,

material to be SA182. TRD requires -

SA403 naterial for this .pplication.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

1105 FWOOl8 Incorrect type of weld filler mater-

ial. ER308 filler material used for
i type 316 base materials.
f

STATUS: Pending resolution of non-

conformance report.

1118 FWOOO4 Incorrect weld filler material type

entered on filler material log of

WDC.
'

STATUS: Corrected.

B-31
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Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy
-

Incorrect base material specifica-
1201 FW0001 i

tion used. Vendor documentation'

TRDindi~. ace's material as SA182.
and WDC specify material as SA403

STATUS: Requires evaluation

Incomplete heat number specified on
1201 FWOOOSA

WDC for both spools .

STATUS: Corrected

numberIncorrect base material heat1206 FWOO42

indicated on WDC for Spool R.

STATUS: Corrected

numberIncorrect base material heat1234 FWOO13

indicated on WDC for fitting (bulk

material item).
STATUS: Corrected

Penetrations - Sixteen welds have been started or completed.
>

Seven weld data cards have conditions requiring correction or
|

evaluation. |

1
1

1
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Penetra-
tion No. Line No. Weld No. Discrepancy

M-11 SI 1305 FWOO11 Weld filler material log

does not indicate type / class

of matWrial for welder AAK.

STATUSt Corrected

M-15 SI 1205 F40015 Incorrect heat number for
sleeve and penetration as-

semely. No revision indica-

t ed for WPS used.

STATUS: Requires evaluation

M-17 CS 1102 FWdO17 So revision indicated for
'

.

WPS used.

STATUS: Corrected

M-18 SI 1106 FWOOl8 Heat numbers reversed for

sleeve and penetration as-

sembly. No revision number

for WPS used. Filler mater-

ial log indicates GTAW wire

used but fit-up not signed

by QC (CI joint design).

STATUS: Corrected
i

!
|
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Penetra-
tion No._ Line No._ Weld No. Discrepancy

Incorrect heat / lot code
M-25 CC 1112 FWOO22

recorded for WMR 130008.
,

STATUS: Corrected

M-33 CC 1104 FWOO30
WDC does not clearly indi-

cate which welder performed

the open butt repair.

STATUS: Corrected

| Incorrect heat number for
f M-34 CC 1108 FWOO31

penetration assembly.'

STATUS: . Requires evaluation.

- Six welds have been com-Fuel Transfer Tube - Spacer Blocks

plated. No discrepancies were noted.

Control Rod Drive Mechanicsm - Seal Welds - Seventy-four seal
Five Weld Data Cards have conditions

,

i

welds have been completed.

requiring correction or evaluation.
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9

Weld No -Discrepancy

'

Fit-up inspection hold point not signed by GC
FWOOO3

Inspector.
''

STATUS: Corrected
. ..

Fit-up inspection hold point signature notFWOOO4

dated.

STATUS: Corrected

clearly indicate if welder AOR
FWOO40 WDC does not

participated in welding of joint.
.

STATUS: Corrected
- ,

.

not signed by CCFit-up inspection hold pointFWOOS2

Inspector.

STATUS: Corrected

filler material traceability code:

FWOO70 Incorrect

referenced on filler material log.

STATUS: Corrected

FWOO76
WDC missing

STATUS: Under evaluation

f
B-35
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APPENDIX C

DISCREPANCIES IN ASME PIPE SUPPORT WELD DOCUMENTATION
|

..
- ..

Discrepancy
Pipe Support

QC signatura for fit-up inspection not
1. CS 1002RR29

dated.

QC signature for fit-up inspection signed
2. CS 1004 RR02

in ANI signature block.

- .

.

3. CS 1012 RR33 "S" (for satisfactory) entered in block
for final visual inspection results w.th-
out QC inspector's signature or date.

4. CS 1114 RH22 Incorrect date for final visual inspec-
tion or signature (1979 instead of 1980).

QC signature for fit-up inpsection not
5 CS 1115 RR20

dated.

Incorrect date for final visual inspec-
6. CS 1214 RR20

tion signature (1979 instead of 1980).

C-1
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Pipe Support Discrepancy

7. CS 1215 RR03 QC signature for final visual inspection

not dated.
..

.,

8.- CS 1303 SS01 Walder symbol and WMR number not trans-

ferred from back of WDC to front.

9. CS 1528 RRLT Walder symbol and WMR number not trans-

ferred from back of WDC to front.

10. CS 1530 RHO 1 Illegible date for fit-up inspection.

11. CS 1530 RHOS Welder symbol and WMR number not trans- ,

ferred from back of WDC to front.

12. CV 1011 SSO4 Welder symbol and WMR number not trans-

ferred from back of WDC to front.

13. CV 1088 RH07 Minor repair notation made on WDC without

QC or Welding Technician initials or

date.

14. CV 1099 RHOS Welder symbol and WMR number not trans-

ferred from back of WDC to front.
[
!

l
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|

Discrepancy
Pipe Support ~.

QC signature for fit-up inspection signed
15. CV 1116 RH17

in ANI signature block.

.-

Walder sumbol and WMR' number not trans-16. CV 1162 RH04 ,

ferred from back of WDC to front.

QC signature for final visual inspection
17. CV 1163 RR13

not dated.

trans-Welder symbol and WMR number not
18. CV 1172 SH01

ferred from back of WDC to front.
.

Two WMRs listed on front of WDC.
One of

19. CV 1214 RH03
them listed on filler material log as no

material used. Actual WMRs show no ma-

terial used for one WMR and the other was
Actualvoided prior to material issue.

WMR(s) used is unknown.

<

for fit-up inspection not
20. SI 1101 SS12

QC signature

dated.

transferred from
Three WMR numbers not21. sI 1102 RHOS
back of WDC to front.

[
!
|
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DiscrepancyPipe Support

22. SI 1102 RR04 QC signature for fit-up inspection not

dated.
..

..

'- 23. SI 1102 RR08 FWO3 - WDC does not identify material

used for tack welding.

.

FWO4 and FWOS - Weld data card / weld fil-

1er material log indicates no filler

material used between fit-up inspection

and final inspection.

. .

24. SI 1201 RR10 Welder symbol not transferred from back

of WDC to front.

-WDC indicates that material was used but25. SI 1302 RH02 .

WMR wcs voided.

,

,
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. APPENDIX D

REVIEW TEAM COMMENTS ON ASME
s

PIPING CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
..

All of the comments made during the review are included herein,
Each canment refers to a specificmainly for completeness.

paragraph in the procedure and is understandable when read in

conjunction with the referenced paragraph.

! A. A040KPMECP-1, Revision 14, Dated July 3, 1980,(

"Qualifi' cation of Welders and Welding Operators".
*

.

1. Reference paragraph 3. 3.4 (6 )
*

horizontal and vertical planes are confusing.
References .

State that pipe shall not be rotated during welding.

!

| 2. Reference paragraph 3.4.1

Suggest
Weld process is not specified s an essential variable.

" . . . welder performance tests for each processi

! revising sentence,

to be used..."

D-1
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|
'

Reference paragraph 3.5.2(1)(2)_ 1*3.
!

Root and face bonds required for plate material thickness < 3/8,

MECP-1 specifies side bands for 3/8 in. thick
in. thick.

These two subparagraphs must be made consistent withmaterial.
Tables 5.26.1 (Plate and Pipe) of Dl.1-80. M6te that Illustra-.

is not consistent with the 1980 Addenda.tion A5 (Plate)

4. Reference paragraph 3.5.2(3)

Include acceptance criteria for the referenced fillet break and

macroetch tests.

.

5.' Reference paracraph 3.5.3_

Specify the acceptance criteria for radiographic examination of
welder performance qualification tests instead of referring to

applicable NDEP which should be used for technique.

6. Reference paragraph 3.9

is suggested that all the requirements for AWS Dl.1 quali-It
This should

fica?. ion should be consolidated in this section.
andnumber and types of specimens and tests,include materials,

| acceptance criteria.

D-2
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7. Re ference paragraph 3.9. 2. 3.1 (Pipe)
.

It is
These acceptance criteria are as specified in AWS Dl.1.

suggested that the porosity acceptance criteria specified in
9.25.1.8 of AWS Dl.1 which apply to plate spe'5imens be adopted

..

for pipe.

*8. Reference paragraph 3.9.2.3.1(2) (Plate)

AWS D1.1 specifies that completa fusion shall exist between
MECP-1 does not address thisadjacent weld metal layers.

requirement. It is understood that this should be verified '

.

.

during welding.
,

Reference paragraph 3.9.2.3.l(4) (Plate)9.

Specify the contour requirements of HECP-2.

10. Reference Appendix A

relevant
Delete paragraphs 5.1 through 5.4 because they are not

to the Standard Tests.

4
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11. . Reference Illustration 1 .

Include the welding process in the schedule of standard tests,

GTAW, WPS#.O.g.,

..
..

12. Reference Illustration A5

edition of AWS Dl.1
This illustration should be from the latest

(1980).

,

B. A040KPMECP-4, Revision 9, Dated March 26, 1980 (Including
|

Interi'm Change Notice No. 1) " Field Fabrication and Weldinel

of Piping Systems and Component Supports for Nuclear

Systems".
_

Re ference paragraphs 1.1.1 and 2.1.41
|

Clarify the difference between " pipe hangers and supplementary

steel supports" fabricated and installed per ref erence 8 and
fabricated and installed per this" component supports"

as defined in ASME Section III,
document. Component supports,

i would include pipe hangers.Subsection NF,

|
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2. Reference paragraph 2.1.1
.

. . .

State edition and addenda of ASME Section III which is

applicable.
..

..

3 Reference paracraph 3. 2.4 (b5)

Grinding should be avoided or be minimized on the inside surface

of stainless steel pipe and components.

4. Re fe rence paragraph 3. 2. 6.1

o,.

,
.

,

Specify maximum length of the window. ,

.

5. Reference paragraph 3.4.1

In some instances preheat may be necessary in making tack welds

using the GTAW process.

.

) 6. Reference paragraph 3.6.1( 5 )

The minimum purge gas flow rates should be as stated on the WPS.

i
I
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Reference paragraph 3.6.l(6)7.
|

l
'

A minimum oxygen content of it would be more appropriate for
for checking

stainless steel base metals. Approved procedures

reference tc 'a specific procedure
purge quality are required, but ..

is not specified.

8. Referenc'e paragraph 3.6.9

This paragraph may be inconsistent with WPSs which allow weave

beads.

.
.

Re ference paragraph 3.'8. 7 0

9.

The minimum preheats specified in the WPS should take preference. 1

10. Reference paragraph 3.8.11

Specify the base metal examination requirements after removal of

spacer blocks (temporary attachments).

11. Re ference paragraph 3.10. 2

|to remove all tungsten inclusions may be
IThe requirement

The acceptance criteria of the ,

unnecessarily restrictive.

1

;
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appropriate NDE method should be used as an accept / reject

criteria for tungsten inclusions.

012. Reference paragraph 3.14.3d
..

..

NB-4452 and NB-4453 require that MT or PT be used to examine the

excavation before repair regardless of the original NDEdefect
.

method.

13. Reference Illustration 4
.

Does not conform with Figure NB-4233-1, W75
~ .

.

.

C. A040KPMECP-8, Revision 4, Dated July 7, 1980, " Control of

Welding Materials".

1. Reference paragraph 1.3.1

clear whether bracing materials are covered by this
It is not

proc edure .

D-7
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|

2. Reference paragraph 2.1(4) ~-

The distinction between nonsafety-related weld filler material
,

(NSWFM) and non-Q material is not clear.
It is suggested that

the designation "Q" and "non-Q" be dropped. ,}'

3. Reference paragraph 3.1.2

to non-Q material.Paragraph 3.8 applies to NSWFM not

Reference paragraph 3.3.2(3)4.

attendantthe Material Distribution Station (MOS)Specify that
for damageshall examine the hermetrically sealed containers

,

before issuing the electrodes.

5. Reference paragraph 3.3.3(5)

the practice of cleaning contaminatedIt is suggested that

lengths be discontinuedspooled wire and cutting into straight
unless the individual lengths are flag tagged and the tagging is

witnessed by QC.

!

'
,
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6. Reference paragraph 3.4. l( 2)
.

A current list of all craft seperintendents and weld technicians
eachauthorized to initiate and approve a WMR should be posted at

MDS. The attendant should verify that the signatures on the WMR
..

are on the authorized list.

7. Re ference paragraph 3.4. l( 3 )

in order for filler metal for multiple weldsIt is suggested that

to be issued on one WMR, the welds should all require the same
t>

WPS.
.

8. Reference parag raph 3. 4.1 (14 )

The identification tags (other than flag tags) for consumable
This will prevent the

inserts should be returned to the MDS.
returnedwelder from inadvertently putting the wrong tag on the

insert.

9. Re ference paragraph 3.4. l(15)
;

insert was installed should be doneVerification that the correct
insert itself, not by reviewing

| by checking the marking on the

the WMR. The weld technicians and O.C. inspectors should check
i
1

1
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..

ths markings on all other filler materials before they are
-

consumed.

10. Re ference paragraph 3. 5_

s..

written
The MDS attendant should be provided with a precise,

to be
definition of " repeated shortages". Specify the document

used to record shortages and the action to be taken when repeated.

shortages occur.

Re ference paragraph 3. 6(6 )i 11.
.

specified.*

The method of identifying brazing materia,1 should be

Referenco paragraph 3.10.5(g)_12.

Documentation of the inspections of the MDS by the CC inspector
The items

should be done on proprinted Examination Check Forms.
form.

to be surveilled or inspected should be printed on the

I

Reference Illustration _3,
! 13.

! flow diagram should be created to show all the steps;
A separate

| for controlling filler metal.
specified in this procedure

|

|
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APPENDEX El

. ,

DESULTS OF VISUAL EXAN8 NATION OF SAFETY-RELATED
STHUCTURAl.' WELl>S

' .

Noncumplying Conditions

weld
M use- Identi- poport. Full (5) under weld over- under- Too Foro- Arc Spatter / 4dge !

tie r fication No. Cosspliance size Contour lap cut t'ontour sity Strikes Slag _ feetting f

peactor Cuntainment nullding i

i K7024 E2 44 No (2) X(1)
457 C-1

2 K7024 E2 45 Yes (2)
459 C-3

*

3 K7024 E3 33 No X X X(1) X X

44 .

4 G7024 El 14 Yes .

149 8-4

X
5 K7024 E3 16 No X

153 8-2

6- K7024 E3 21 Yes
208 Fil4

7 KF024 E4 23 Yes .

125 B-6

X '. *

0 K7024 E4 24 No X X ,

125 u-7 .

O K1024 E4 32 Yes
296 PH)

to K7024 E6 20 No X X X X X(1) X X

C-7

1i K7024 l'6 19 No 4 X X X
,

170 B-4

12 K7024 E6' IU No X X X(l) X

170 15 - 5

11 K7024 1:6 17 tes X X X(1) ,

i10 Il-6

.

S

b
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e.
APPtMulA El (Continue 3)

. 'g.

mESULTS or VISUM. EXAMINAfjoH OF SArt:TY-RELATED
STRUCTURAL WELDS i

Noncosaplying Conditiona
.

Spotter / Easge
.

) Arc

cut Contour _ sity Strikes _ Slag _ 9eetting
Under- Too Poro-

Num- Identi- Deport Full (5) under welit over-weld '

Crumpl i ance site Contour g _

X
iX

tie r fication No.
.

X X =

14 E7024 E6 43 No

194 8-1 X X X(1) X 6

X X

15 E7024 E6 25 No
X.

A216 Pt!) X

IS E7024 E7 27 Ho X

203 8-9 X(1) X

X X

17 K7024 E7 28 No
X

217 s-1

18 E7024 E7 22 No
y 222 8-3
a

19 K7024 E7 29 Yes go

235 p-3

23 K7024 E7 30 Yes .

X
235 p-4

21 E7024 E7 31 No . . X

235 u-5 X(1) '.
No

22 E7024 t;to 15
A203 8-2

Yes
23 E7024 E10 26

A216 Pil) X(1) X.
X

*No
24 E7024 Els 46 X X

407 15-6 X X

X X X
No

25 E7024 El7 50 X
410 u-J

X X X
Nu

26 K7024 EtB 49
433 D-1

6 -_ ,
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APPt34 DIX E1 (Contipoed) I

stESutirS OF VISUAL EXAMINATIOed OF SAFETY-REIATED __

,

STituCTURAI, tfELDS

Noncomptying Condit1one

Arc Spetter/ Edge

Under- Toe- l'o ro- Slag _ leo t t ing. ,

cut Contour _ sity Strikee_
Neto Full (5) under welil Over-

Compliance size Contour g X
edum- Identi- fleport XXber fication No.

X
No X

27 E7024 E23 48 E(1)521 8-1
XNo

23 K7024 E23 47 X
534 a-7A

X

29 E7024 E302 51
No

X(1I X X

319 B-5
X X

33 E7024 E303 69 No X
X

3225 (al
X X

No (2) X
31 K7024 E303 70 X(1)321 ts-1

X

32 E7024 E303 71 No

322 a-7
X X

33 E7024 E303 12 No (2) X
X

322 e-6
X X

34 K7024 E303 73
No (4)

322 8-3 I I

35 E7024 E303 74 Yes X

322 B-5(A) X X X

X
X X

16 K7024 E303 75 No(4) X

322 D-4 X
X

37 K7024 76 14 0 X
X(!)10) u-4 XX

X X

30 E7024 E30) 77 No X

303 H-5 X XII)

X X

39 K7024 E103 78 No

30 ) B-J

.

E

- _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPtwulx El (Cont inueci) i

RESUltrS OF VISUAL,EXANINATION OF SAFETY-ftELATED e
STRus:TtJRA1. Wt;t.DS

- l'

Noncosepty1pg CondIt1one
*

,

*

Nuse- Ident1 Itegxart Full (5) Under Weld over- Under- Toe Poro- Arc Spotter / Edge

cut Contour eity Strikea_ Slag _ Notting
Neld

lea r_ f ica t f ort No ._ Cosep1 L ance_ size Contour _ g _

Reactor Cositairunent Building 2
X

,

C3 K7029 E5 59 No(2)
K.

151 p-6
X

41 E7029 ES 60 No(2)
110 19-2 Fuel llanell ing Bu'illing 1

42 K7023 E2 to Yes
XAl2

43 E702) E2 9 No
g X
4- 8:25 X(1)

X
44 E7023 E2 6 No

U2
.

45 M7023 E2 7 Yes
D4 X X

X 1

46 E702) E2 3 tks X
.

p19

41 E7023 E2 1Yes
XUtu

r

48 K7023 E2 2 No
RD24 X

X
49 E702) E2 5 No

EIS X(1)
X

50 K702) E2 4 No
E24

54 K7023 E2 0 No E

t;20

52 2424 E4 12 tk3( 2 ) X

174

.

_ - - _
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APPENDIX GL (Continued)

SESULTS OF VISUAL EXAMINATION OF SAFETY-ret.ATED
STRUCTURA1. HERES

Non W ying condittone1

mus- Identi- poport Fuls 45) Under Held over- Under- Tom Poro- Arc Spotter / Edge- '

i size contour _ g __

contour _ sity. Strikes slag _ see t t ing
Held

cut

ber fication No. Cosep a . .nce_
Xtt) X X

53 2424 E4 11 No
.

177
.

X(1)-

54 2424 E4 13 Nc, '

202 Fuel llandling Buildiva 2
i

55 E7028 E3 68 Yes
X

A4
X

56 E7028 E3 66 No
X

A5
M X X

8 57 E7028 E3 67 No ,

X
| B16 X X

X X X

53 E7028 E2 64 No(2)
X

A19 K

59 K7028 E2 65 No
X

A8 K ,

e,s

(0 K7028 E2 61 No

FlO Xll) X X X

X
61 E7028 E2 63 No

X
F25 X(1)

62 E7028 E2 62 No

F31 Ausittary Dullding I
Mechanical Electrical

) 63 K7025 E4 36 Yes
1

4

64 K7025 to 54 the

5

Yes(2)
65 K7025 t:6 3HA

7 .

E -.
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APPENDIX E1 (Continued) ,

8 .,

RESULTS OF VISUAL EJE AMINAflON OF SAFtT. Y-SELATED
,

' _ .STsuctuttA1, WELDS ,

i~

*

sk>ncuspIying Conditione
*

Num- Identi- poport- Fult (5) under weld over- under- Toe Poro . Arc Spatter / Edge INold
*

tie r fication No. Csump11ance site Contour lap cut Contour sity Strikee Slag ste t t isy

I
66 K7025 E2 35 No

!!
X

67 M7025 E12 42 No
11

68 K1025 E3 52 No X X

12

CO E7025 ES 38 Yes '

20

10 K7025 E7 39 No(3) X

26
X.

71 M7025 E9 40 No*

25
I

72 K7025 E10 41 No
34

73 E7025 El 34 Yes
53 ' * . .

. .

X
74 M7025 E12 55 No X

63

75 K7025 E6 37 No X

98
XX

75 K7025 E13 56 No
2

77 K7025 E7 53 Yes
2

=
*

- - - . _ _ -
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APPENDIX El (Concluded)
'

RESULTS OF VISUAL EXAMINATION OF SAFETY-RELATED
STMUCTURAL WELDS

*

Moncomplyisv) Conditione .

.Weld
Nise- Idanti- Report Fult (5) Under Weld over- Under- Toe Poro- Arc Spatter / Edge

ber fication No. Cosep11ance site Contour lap cut gatour sity Strikee Slag Melting -

Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary Building 2

X X
7 ') K7030 El 58 m

32

X
73 G7030 E2 57 No

0

(1) Compliance with AWS pl.1 (1975) criteria noncompliance wit h Mt:CP-2 criteria
-(2) Access for esamination 11mited by obstruction
(1) Sottom of clip sust welded
(4) Crater not filled to full crose-section
(5) rutt cosepliance with AWS ut.1 (1975), and construction procedure MECP-2

.

9

. %

.

e

.
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APPENDIX E2"

DESCRIPTION OF NONCOMPLIANCES WITH AWS Dl.1

" STRUCTURAL WELDING CODE"

..

..

.

' Undersize Wald

The designer specifies the required weld size on the drawing.

The noncompliance occurs when the weld size is less than speci-

fied on the drawing. This noncompliance may be significant

because it represents a potential impairment in the capacity of

the wsid to support the design load.
-

.

Weld Contour

The Code specifies the shape of the fillet weld face, particular-
limits. This noncompliance usuallyly convexity, within narrow

the weld exceeded the convexity limits. Although not
-meant that

in compliance with the Code, this condition is not generally
considered to impair weld integrity in statically loaded struc-

tures.

E-8
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e

Overlap

This is the condition when the weld metal at the weld toe lays on
is not fused to it. It is

top of the adjacent base metal but
the weld toe.

undesirable because it forms a mechanical nUdch at..

Porosity

Porosity is a cavity-type dist entinuity in the weld metal caused
The Code recognizes

by gas entrapment during solidification.
porosity as being relatively harmless in statically loaded struc-

The
tures by allowing a certain amount of porosity in the weld.
construction procedure, MECP-2, is far more strict than the Code

in that it does not allow any porosity. Such a criteria is un-

realistic for structural welding using the shielded metal-arc
Of the 25 cases of :e-welding process under field conditions.

corded porosity, 20 of those conditions are acceptable by AWS

D1.1 criteria. |

1

Arc Stikes
|

Arc strikes are disturbances of the base metal' surface caused by
of the welding electrode with the base

a momentary contact
MECP-2, require

The Code and the construction procedure,metal.

the surface disturbance be removed and the new surface belowthat

the disturbance be examined for small cracks .
Such removal is

E-9
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.

usually accomplished by grinding and no additional welding is
.

%

normally required.

Edge Meltini

This condition occurs When the fillet weld made along the edge of
Itmelts the corner of the plate.

as in the lap joint,a plate, it makes measuringbecauseis considered undesirable by the Codt

the leg length more dif ficult.

Toe Contour

d
The construction procedure requires that any blending of the wel
toe and adjacent base metal by grinding does not r, educe the

h or 5% of the
thickness of the base metal by more then 1/32 inc

The Code only places this re-
whichever is smaller.thickness,

flush with the
striction on butt welds which are required to be

base metal surface.

Spatter / Slag

i h do

Spatter is the metal particles expelled during welding wh c
either looselyThe particles adhere,form part of the weld.not Slag is

or tightly, to the adjacent weld metal or base metal.
he surface of

the nonmetallic protective material which forms on t
all slag beThe Code lequires that

shielded metal-arc' welds.
,

E-10
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removed after welding so that the weld may be properly inspec-

Spatter is to be removed if the weld is to be painted.ted.

Neither of these conditions affect the integrity of the weld, but
do not facilitate inspection and painting.

..

**
t

Undercut

to theUndercut is a groove melted into the base metal adjacent

weld toe and left unfilled by the weld metal. The Code specifies

two depths of undercut, depending on the orientation of the
to the direction of applied tensileundercut with respect

stress. When the undercut is oriented transverse to the direc-
tion of tensile stress, a depth of 0.010 inches is allowed. For

,

all other cases, 1/32 inch is permitted. In the 1980 edition of

the Code, up to 1/16 inch undercut is permitted for short lengths

under certain conditions.

Underfilled Crater

the terminationA crater is the depression in the weld metal at

of the weld. The Code requires that it be filled out to full

section thickness.
This condition is equivalent to a short

length of undersize weld.

E-11
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APPENDIX F

REVIEW TEAM COMMENTS ON THE STRUCTURAL STEEL

CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES-
..

ji.
A040KPMECP-2, Revision 7, Dated March 5, 1980. Field

Fabrication and Welding of Structural Steel to the

Requirements of AWS DI.l.

(

1. Reference Paragraph 1.2.1

. .

Substitute "AWS Dl.1, Structural Welding Code" for " Code".
.

2. Reference Paragraph 1.3.1

i

MECP-2 requires that an Examination Check (form is not numbered)
CCP-17 also requiresbe completed for documenting the welding.

that a different inspection report form be completed (Form

STQACCPl72A). It is recommended that all weld inspection

documentation be made on one form.

|

i
1

|

F-1
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.

Reference Paragraph 1.3.1_
J.

dix B (Form STQA0600)
. ,

Th3 referenced Site QC Schedule, Appen yed, or reviewed at

requires fourteen items to be inspected, surveThese items are substantially the same as
least twice each week. Paragraphs 6.4.1, 6 . $ .1,,

6.5.2, 6.5.3,

roferenced in AWS D1 1. examine, orinspect,

6.5.5 of AWS D1.1 require the inspector to for all welds.are met
mnke certain that all the requirements d items to be surveyed

i

AWS D1 1 does not allow the above ment oneThe Site QC Schedule allows a possible
4

only twice each week.

deviation from the intent of AWS D1.1
the Site QC Schedule

*In Revisions 2 through 5 of MECP-2, twice per week. This
inspection at least

required final visual of AV;S

in a deviation fraa the minimum requirements
could result

D1.1.

llaneous
" Erection of Category I Structural and Misceleast 25CCP-17, ires that at

Structural Steel," Paragraph 3.5.3, requ AWS D1.1the QC inspector.
percent of the fitups be inspected by work to make certainh

requires the inspector
"...to examine t e

It should be
f Section 3..."

that it meets the requirements o tion is to assure that
all

i

made clear that the inspector's obl ga
fitups meet the requirements of Section 3 |

|

F-2
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4. Reference Paragraph 3.1.1

*The gas tungsten are welding (GTAW) process is not recognized by

AWS D1.1 as an acceptable welding process for a prequalified

welding procedure specification (WPS). If the GTAW process is to
..

be used for welding under AWS D1.1, it must be qualified by tests

as described in Section 5 of AWS D1.1

Paragraph 3.1.1 should be revised to specify the: approved welding

processes for prequalified procedures.

5. Reference Paragraph 3.1.2

o

Add a statement that processes other than those designated as

being prequalified can be used provided the WPS is qualified in
accordance with paragraph 5.2 of AWS D1.1.

,

6. Reference Paragraphs 1.2.1 and 3.3.2

Base metals and filler metals must meet the requirements of

Paragraph 8.2 of AWS Dl.l.

7. Reference Paragraph 3.2.3

i
!

A reference to AWS Dl.1, Paragraph 5.2 should be given.

!

|

| r-3
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8. Reference Paragraph 3.4.2(c)

Specify that the WPS shall be qualified in accordance with

Paragraph 5.2 of AWS D1.1.
..

..

9. Re ference Paragraph 3.7

Assembly weld joint and fitup tolerances should be included for

full penetratien and partial penetration groove welds.

10. Reference Paragraph 3.8.1

4

'

*AWS Dl.1, Paragraph 8.2.4 requires that backing bars, runoff

and extension bars be of one of the steels listed inplates,

Paragraph 8.2.1. MECP-2 allows backing material to be of the

same nominal composition. This is a deviation from the

requirements of AWS D1.1. MECP-2 does not address the material

requirements of spacers.

11. Reference Paragraph 3.8.1

AWS Dl.1, Paragraph 4.7.3 requires that the backing material be

continuous and that all joints in the backing be full penetration

; butt welds. Paragraph 3.8.1 does not address this requirement.

F-4
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12. Reference Paragraph 3.10.4
.

I

This requirement may be impossible to comply with depending on
high heat inputs

f length of deposited weld per electrode (i.e.,
may limit total length of weld pass per electrode) .

..

,

13. Reference Paragraph 3.11

*AWS D1.1, paragraph 4.2 requires that the preheated area extend
from the point of

for a minimum of 3 inches in all directions
address this

welding. MECP-2 Paragraph 3.11 does not

requirement.

. .

Reference Paragraph 3.12.3(a)14. .

* AWS 01.1, Paragraph 3.9.1.1(2) requires that the maximum
interval of the part

temperature difference within any 15 feet
The placement of thermobeing heated be no greater than 250*F.

couples and the maximum temperature difference specified by
in a deviation from the minimumParagraph 3.12.3(a) could result

requirements.

Re ference Paragraph 3.12. 3 (b)_15.

*AWS D1.1, Paragraph 3.9.1.1(3) requires that the maximum

temperature difference between any portions of the heated

F-5
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*

,

|

|
|

|

assembly during the holding period be no greater than 150*F. The

placement of thermocouples and the maximum temperature difference

specified in Paragraph 3.12.3(b) could result in a deviation from
the minimum requirements of AWS D1.1.

.,

...

16. Reference Paragraph 3.13.1

AWS Dl.1 specifies the use of " welding grade" shielding gas with

a dew point of lower than -40'F.

17. Re ference Paragraph 3.17

Os-
.

'AWS D1.1, Paragraph 3.7.2.4 requires that when cracks are

detected in the weld or base metal, the extent of cracking be

determined by magnetic particle testing or other equally positive
means and that both the crack and sound metal for 2 inches beyond

both ends of the crack be removed before rewelding. This

requirement is not addressed by MECP-2. Although it is not a

code requirement, it is recommended that the defect excavation be
it isinspected by MT or liquid penetration testing before

rowelded.

18. Reference Paragraph 3.17.4

f

It is recommended that the types of weld repairs requiring

documentation be clearly specified. Those "in-process" repairs

F-6
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t

!
to correct such defects as undercut, overlap, etc., which may not

should be clearly identified.require documentation of repair,

Re ference Paragraph 3.19.2(1)19.

..

This paragraph requires that the weld technicians perform the
It is notfinal visual inspection on certain AWS Dl.1 welds.

clear Who performs the other surveillance activities required by

AWS Dl.1. This could result in a deviation from the minimum

requiraments of AWS Dl.1.

20. Reference Paragraph 3.19.3

acceptance criteria of this paragraph are directed at*The visual
weld metal defects and as such do not fully ec= ply with Paragraph

8.15.1 of KWS D1.1.

8.15.1.4 and 8.15.1.6 are notSpecifically, Paragruphs 8.15.1.2,
that all

adequately covered. Additionally, the requirement

surf ace porosity is unacceptable exceeds AWS D1.1 criteria.

21. Reference Paragraph 3.23

clear from this paragraph who has the responsibility
It is not

for inspection and surveillance of seal welding.

F-7
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Reference Table 1 (Base Material Group Number)22.

The table requires the following modifications:

1. Group 1 ,,

Include Grade A and Grade B after hSTM A500.
~

(a)

Include Grade I and II after ASTM A524.(b)
2B only may be included depending on base metal(c) API

used for manuf acture.
DS and E only may be included in

(d) ABS Grade A. 0; D, CS ,

Group 1.

(e) sea com=ent b.3.
.

' .

.

2. Group 2

Include Grade 65 and Grade 70 after ASTM A516(a)
Grade 60 is a Group 3 materie.l.

(b) ASTM A572,

Grade 42 is a Group 1 material.(c) API SLX,

DH or EH must be AH 32 or AH 36, etc.

(d) ABS AH,

The Note 6 to Table 4.1.1 of AWS Dl.1 must be(e)
|

considered with ASTM A606 material.

3. Group 3

See comment 2(b). 1

F-8
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4. Group 4

ASTM 4514 is included in Group 4 in sizes 2-1/2 inches and 1

less only.

23. Reference Illustration lA, Quality Assurance Examination
.

..
,,

Check

inspection and the
*This form does not adequately document visual

There is no provision on
surveillances as required by AWS Dl.?

MECP-2form for identifying which weld has been inspected.the

identify any other form or method for the inspector todoes not
This deficiency must be reviewed indocument his inspections.

Paragraph 6.5.6,
conjunction with the requirements of AWS Dl.1,

i

which requires that the inspector " identify with a distinguish ng-

mark all parts or joints that he has inspected and accepted."

B. A040KSWES-1, Revision 4, Dated 9/17/79, " Stud Welding"

Re ference Paragraph 1. 2.11.

AWS D1.1 is not
Delete reference to pressure vessel components.

applicable to these items.

.

F-9
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Reference Paragraph 1.32.

and 4.31 specify material and
AWS D1.1, Paragraphs 4.26, 4.27,

WES-1 does not address thesetesting requirements for studs.

r equirements .
.,

..

Reference Paragraph 1. 3. 2.4_3.
_

CAWS D1-1, Paragraph 4.28.11.2 specifies that SMAW electrodes
WES-1

shall be either 5/32" diameter or 3/16" diameter.!

This statement
specifies a maximum electrode diameter of 5/32".

However,
electrodes less than 5/32" may be used.

implies that

such electrodes are not permitted by AWS Dl.l.
%*

.
.

Reference Paragraph 1.3.2.7_4. .

Table 4.2,
Incorporate the AWS Dl.1 requirements for preheat,

into this procedure .

Re ference Paragraph 1. 3. 4_5.

*AWS D1.1 Paragraph 4.28.7 requires that when the base metal
t d per

temperature is below 32 F, one stud per 100 shall be tes e
WES-1 does not address thisParagraphs 4.30.1 and 4.30.2

requirement.

|
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Reference Paragraph 3 2.2 -

6.

P-numbers are not referenced in AWS Dl.l.

the qualification tests
OIt is not clear fran this paragraph that

stud
must be repeated after any change in the welding parameters,

The referenceddiameter, position, operator, or welding unit.

paragraph only states that a new welding procedure shall be

prepared prior to starting welding af ter the above-mentioned,

che..iges have been made.

Reference Paragraph 3.2.47.

the first two s,tuds
* AWS Dl.1 Paragraph 4.29.1.1 requires that

to an

welded to shear connectors with 20 or more studs be bent
WES-1 does not address thisangle of 30 degrees after welding.

Paragraph 4.29.4 of AWS Dl.1 specifies a tolerance
requirement.

When the as-welded studon the length of the stud after welding .

length exceeds the maximum allowable leng*.h, welding shall be
WES-1 does not

stopped until the condition has been corrected.

address this requirement.

Reference Paragraph 3.2.58.

failures in the studParagraph 4.20.1.4 requires thatAWS Dl.1,
investigated to

shank which occur during qualification be

|
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determine and correct the cause before any more studs are
address this requirement.

welded. WES-1 does not

.

Reference Paragraph 3.5.1.1_9.

..

..

for a
l this exception to the requirement

*AWS D1.1 does not al ow

full 360-degree fillet.

.

Re ference Paragraph 3. 5.1.210. ,

should be specified.
The maximum acceptable amount of undercut

'

.

11. Reference Paragraph 3.6.2

stud shear connectors*AWS D1.1, Paragraph 4.30.1 requires that
show a 360-degree weld fillet or have been repaired

which do not
less than the specified reduction inby welding, or exhibit

length, be bent to an angle of at least 15 degrees as a test of
first

the soundness of the weld.
WES-1 specifies that only the

two SMAW repaired studs done each day by each welder be bent.
required to be

Studs not meeting the length requirements are not

bent by WES-1.

F-12
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12. Reference _Parr. graph 3. 8.1

specify in WES-1 the requirements of AWS DI.1, Paragraph 4.29.5

regarding repair of base metal after a stud has been re4aoved.
,

..

13. Re ference Paragraph 3.9. 2

See comment "12" above.

14. Reference Appendix B, Site CC Schedule

*The frequetcy of inspection specified is less than required b2
.

'

AWS D1.1. .

.

C. A040KPCCP-15, Revision 10, " Fabrication and Erection of

Miscellaneous and Structural Steel"

Revision 10 of CCP-15 is a combination of the previous revisions

of CCP-15 and A040KPCC/-17, " Erection of Category I Structural

and Miscellaneous Structural Steel".

CCP-17 is no longer in use. Past revisions of this procedure

were not reviewed. This procedure was reviewed only for welding

content. Details of the erection of structural steel no?. related
to welding were not reviewed.

|
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. . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . _ . . ~ . . _ _ . . . . _ _.. .

1. Reference Paragraph 6.1

This paragraph is not required because Paragraph 8.1.3.2

specifies that all welding will be done in accordance with MECP-2
.,

and MECP-12. ..

Re ference Paragraph 9.1.22.

fabrication
Use consistent terminology, e.g., detail drawings,

Construction Structuraldrawings (paragraph 8.1.2.5),
Structural Engineering (paragraph 8.1.2.5),Eng ineering ,

craft superintendent -(Paragraphfabrication superintendent,

8.1.3.14).
.

Reference Paragraph 8.1.3.43.

Transferring of heat codes prior to cutting should be witnessed
>

by CC inspector.

Re fe rence Paragraph 8.1. 3. 64.

"

Clarify the meaning of " shop fabricators. i

|
|

|
1

|
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1

ReferenL a Paragraph 8.1. 3.8 I5.
.

is unclear. Is this a
Reference to " low-stress steel-stenciled"
steel stamp or point stencil? Clarify meaning of " metal marker."

.

,.

-

6. Re ference Paragraph 8.1. 3.9

Work piece shall be air-cooled to room temperature after
allowed. The Project Welding

straightening; quenching is not
shall approve

Engineer (with Design Engineering's concurrence)
low-alloy materials. Heat

straightening of all high-strength,

i
should not be applied to high-strength bolting material or to

.

torqued connections. .

.

Re ference Paragraph 8.1. 3.15 and 8.1. 3.177.

be
Requirements of AWS D1.1, paragraphs 4. 28.8 and 4.30.4 must

met.

8. Reference Paragraph 8.2.2.10.4

Calibration of torque wrenches should be witnessed and documented

by the CC inspector.
:

i
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Reference Paragraph 8.2. 3 19.

.

Clarify the meaning of "the constructor."

Reference Paragraph 8.2.3.510. ..

Construction Structural Engineering (with Design Engineering

concurrence) should approve any modifications of members not
.

specified on the drawings.

11. Reference Paragraph 8.2.4.2

markclear from the wording of this pa:agraph thatIt i= not

code should be readily identiifiable af ter weldingnumber or heat
This paragraph also applies to members other thanand erection.

embeds,

i

12. Table 1

2.1.4 and 3.1.1.references are given for Items 2.1.2,
Incorrect

|

all references be carefully checked.Suggest that

|

13. Illustration 1 )

Documentation of the required inspections for multiple piece
form without a set ofmarks may be difficult on the present

|

l

! F-16
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|
i

written- instructions explaining how to complete the form.' Explain
:.

how the following_ situations will be handled:

More than one welder or WPS.a.
~'

b. ' Multiple piece marks.

More than one piece for each piece mark.c.

d. Pieces erected in dif ferent buildings, rooms or

elevation. The detailed instructions can be used

during training of weld technicians.

o.

.

. 4

{

l

|

|

|
!
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APPENDIX G

REVIEW TEAM COMMENTS ON

THE NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

ns, Revisions 1
A. ST-NDEP 2 .1, Radiographic Examinati

through 9

1. Re ference paragraph 4. 2b, Revisions 6 through 9

This procedure allows the use of two exposures for
double wall exposures, double wall viewing or three

exposures for superimposed images. Although this

is allowed by the ASME Section V, adequate coverage

filmis usually not obtained and/or adequate

density obtained on small diameter heavy wall pipe. ,

.

;. General, Revisions 1 through 9

The procedure does not specify the minimum source
sizeto fibn distance or the maximum focal spot

which are recorded on the radiographic review

form. These parameters are only indirectly
|

controlled by the geometric unsharpness and,

therefore, should be stated to control these

parameters directly.

!

| G-1
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3. General, Revisions 1 through 9

This procedure or other applicable referenced

procedures do not require that a standard
convention be used for the location of radiographic

station markers, i.e., "zero" at 12 o' clock,
~

station markers placed' at two inch intervals,

clockwise down stream.

4. General, Revisions 1 through 9

This procedure does not adequately describe the

control of repair radiographs, such as identifying

the repair radiograph as R-1, R-2. Also, there is

a distinct advantage in storing the repair film in .

the same package as previous repair and original

films.

5. General, Revisions 1 through 9

The precedure does not contain a reference to the

placement of source side or film side location

markers in accordance with the code reference.

6. General, Revisions 5 through 9

This procedure does not require that the geometric
(
' unsharpness (U ) ba calculated or that the densityg

be monitored. Both these items are highly

I recommended.

1
l
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B. ST-NDEP 3.1, " Visual Examination, Revisions 1 through 6.

1. Reference paragraph 4.4.2, Revisions 1 through 6

This procedure contains an indirect lighting
requirement, but does not state tha. minimum lighting

requirements of 15 foot candles for general examination
and 50 foot-candles for study of small anomalies, as

specified in ASME Section V, T-923(a).

2. Reference paragraph 5.5, Revisions 1, 2, 3

The procedure does not contain or reference any

acceptance criteria as required in ASME Section V,

T-670.*

3. Refernce paragraph 1.0, Revision 6

The procedure exempts the requirements for procedure

qualification. Assurance by the inspector that NDE

procedure qualification was performed is a requirement

of the code references. A report of demonstration that

the procedure was adequate is also required by ASME

Section III, NA 5254 and Section V, T-930(c).

:

!
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4. Reference paragraph 4.4, Revisions 2 through 6
1

The procedure requires dimensional control of various
filletweld bead contours such as maximum reinforcement,

etc., with no provision for a uniformsize, undercut,

of these characteristics.method of measurement
..

..

Revisions 2 through 4
5. General Comment,

The actual acceptance criteria for a given weld is
Ansometimes difficult for an inspector to determine.

example is that the acceptance criteria for the
fromEssential Cooling Water System must be extracted

|
the text of three documents, ST-NDEP 3.1, A040KPMECP-4,(

and A040KSWES-4.
-

'

.

s

!
!

.
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C. ST-NDEP 4.1, " Liquid Penetrant Examination", Revisions 1

through 7.

1. Reference paragraph 4.2, Revision 1

The record of procedure qualification was not attacheda

,

to this procedure as stipulated in paragraph 4.2 of this

procedur e .

2. Reference paragraph 4.3.2, Revisions 1,2,3,5,6, and 7

This procedure does not identify all the penetrant
materials allowed for use as required by ASME Section V,

T-681(a).
. .

3. Reference paragraph 5.1.1, Revisions 1,3,5,6, and 7*

Cleaning agents such as acetone and alcohol are exempt

from batch analysis for sulfur and halogens. This

analysis is required by ASME Section V, T641(d).

4. Reference paragraph 5.1.2, Revisions 1 through 7

The ASME Section V, T-643, requires that surfaces for

examination shall not be below 60*F nor above 125'F.

The procedure does not make provision for assuring the

temperature limits are met.

G-5
- --. - _ _ -
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5. Reference paragraph 5.1.5, Revision 1

The procedure does not identify a minimum drying time as

required by ASME Section V, T-645.

6. Reference paragraph 5.1. 5, Revisio a 1, 2, 3 and 5

The procedure specifies " blotting" and " wiping" for the

purpose of drying, which is not allowed by ASME

Section V, T-645.

7. Reference paragraphs 5.2 and 5.4, Revision 1

This procedure does not contain acceptance criteria as

required by ASME Section V.
,

w

.

l

|

t
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D. ST-NDEP 5.1, " Magnetic Particle Examination",-Revisions 1

through 7

.

1. Reference paragraph 5.2, - Revisions 1 through 6
.

The procedure does not adequately define the materials,

shapes,-or. sizes to be examined, as required.

2. Reference paragraphs 5.2 and 5.3, Revisions 1 through 6

The procedure does not specify the ferromagnetic

psrticles to be used, i.e., manufacturer, color, wet or

d r,( , as required by ASME Section V, T-726.

.

3. General Cor.ments , Revision 3

The procedure does,not address the direction (s) of

magnetization relative to geometric shape; this is not a

code requirement.

.

'

!
!

!

!

(
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' !-APPENDIX H1~

LIST OF INSPECTORS AND CERTIFICATIONS REVIEWED-

..

..

INSPECTOR
' IDENTIFICATION .VT-II PT-II RT-II AWS PCT PCT

VT-II RT-II VT-II
NUMBER

'1. X X X

2. X X X X X

X* 3.

4. X X
,

5. X X X

6'. X X X

X7.

8. X X X

X9.
.

X10.

11. X X4

12. X X X X

X X
13.

,

14. X X
,

X X'

15.

16. X X

X X17.

18. X X
.

6
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APPENDIX H1
.

LIST OF INSPECTORS AND CERTIFICATIONS REVIEWED

.

.,

..

INSPECTOR
IDENTIFICATION VT-II PT-II RT-II AWS POT PQT

VT-II RT-II VT-II
NUMBER

19. X X X X

20. X X

21. X X X

22. X X X

X'23.

24. X X
.

*

25. X X

26. X X

27. X X X

28. X X X

X
29.

X30.
X31.

32. X X X

X33.

34. X X

35. X X X X
,

36. X X

:

I
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APPENDIX H1

LIST OF INSPECTORS AND CERTIFICATIONS REVIEWED .

.,

..

INSPECTOR'
IDENTIFICATION VT-II PT-II RT-II AWS PCT PQT

VT-II RT-II VT-IINUMBER

37. X X X X*

-38. X X X

39. X

40. X

41. X X

42- X
. .

43. X X X X
.

44. X

45. X X X

46. X X X X

47. X X X

48. X X

49. X X

50. X X
,

51. X

X52.
X

53.

54. X X

H-3
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APPENDIX H1

LIST OF INSPECTORS AND CERTIFICATIONS REVIEWED

..

...

INSPECTOR ~
IDENTIFICATION VI'-II PT-II RT-II AWS PCT PQT

VT-II RT-II VT-II
NUMBER

! 55. X X

56. X

57. X X

X58.

59. ' ~X X
'

.

60. X X ,

.

61. X X

62. X X

X
63. X X

64. X X X X

65. X

X66.

X67.
X

68.

69. X X |

l

70. X X |

.

I

e
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APPENDIX H2

NDE INSPECTOR

QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION DISCREPANCIES

..

INSPECTOR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER DISCREPANCIES

i

4. Inadequate experience and

training.

7. Not certified during

examination.*

. .

9. Signed as higher level .

11. Signed as higher level.

Not certified during

examination.

12. Not racertified after

rehire.

14. Inadequate experience. Not

certified during

_ examination.

4

H-5
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APPENDIX H2
.

.

NDE INSPECTOR

QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION DISCREPANCIES

..

INSPECTOR IDENTIFICATION NUM_BER, DISCREPKf;CIES

Eye exam lapsed (one month).16.

Inadequate-training.20.

Inadequate experience.24.
.

. .

25 Inadequate e.xperience ..

No eye exam during

examination.

Not certified during

examination.

Not certified during
30.

examination.

Signed as higher leveli

32.'

(possible).

}

; .
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APPENDIX-H2

NDE INSPECTOR
.

QUALIFICATION ~AND CERTIFICATION DISCREPANCIES

*
..

INSPECTOR IDENTIFICATIO!' NUMBER DISCREPANCIES

Inadequate training.43.

Signed as higher level.44.

Not recertified after54.

rehire.

55. Inadequate experience and
4

training.

Signed as higher level56..-

(possible).

Inadequate experience.
61.

|

65. Not racertified after
|
,

rehire.
|

; H-7
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APPENDIX H2

NDE IN3PECTOR
I

QUALIFICATION.AND CERTIFICATION DISCREPANCIES 1

.,

DISCREPASCIES |
INSPECTOR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER _,

Not certified during
67.

examination

Not certified during
70.

examiration. Inadequate

traini-4.

.
.

* O

.

4

o
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APPENDIX J1

PROJECT DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

CONSTRUCTION AND QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURESA.

WELDING CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
"",,

Control of Welding Materials (Superseded byA040KPWCP-1
A040KPMECP-8)

Administration and Organization of WeldingA040KPWCP-2
Engineering Department

Administration and Organization of WalderA040KPWCP-3 Qualification and Training Center
Administration and Operation of the Weld DataA040KPWCP-4
Control Center

Administration and Organization of Field WeldA040KPWCP-5
Techni' cal Center ,

*

. .

MATERIAL ENGINEERING AND QUALITY CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
-

A040KPMECP-1 Qualification of Welders and Welding Operators
A40KPMECP02 Field Fabrication and Welding of
Structural Steel to the Requirements of AWS Dl.1

A040KPMECP-4 Field Fabrication and Welding of Piping Systems and
Component Supports - Nuclear Systems

A040KPMECP-8 Control of Welding Materials

CIVIL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
Steel

A040KPCCP-15 Fabrication of Miscellaneous
A040KPCCP-17 Erection of Category I Structural and Miscellaneous

! Structural Steel
!

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
[

Fabrication and Instal 2 ation of Saf ety Related
.

|

A040KPMCP-2
Piping Systems !

|Field Fabrication and Installation of Pipe Hangers
|

A040KPMCP-7 ;

'

and Supplementary Steel Supports

J-l
I
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APPENDIX J1
-

PROJECT DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

!

WELDING ENGINEERING STANDARDS (Site) 1

A040KSWES-1 ' Stud Welding '.,

A040K5WES-4 Field Welding of Aluminum-Bronze Pipes (Inspection
Plan)

Performance Verification andA040KSWES-ll Electronic Alignment,
Maintenance of the Dimetrics Gold Track II Automatic
Welding System

A040KSWES-12 Main Coolant Loop Pipe Welding

B. ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS

ENGINEERING TECHNICAL REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
.

lA890WQOO2' Weld Joint Design Specification
.

1A47WQOO3 Pipe Weld Numbering'

1LO19PD002 Criteria for Piping Design

A010PCOO2 Piping Erection and Field Fabrication Criteria

SLO 19PQOO4 Criteria for Piping Design

1L369RQOO6 Criteria for the Design of Pipe Supports

IL379RQ012 Simplified Procedure for Supporting Hot or Cold ASME
Piping of Dimensions 6" and Below

3L369RQO14 Typical Pipe Supports for 6" Nominal Diameter Pipe
and Under'

Instrument Piping and Installation Design CriteriaZ019Z0003
Doc ument

3E204SQOl3 Elactrical Cable Tray Hangers (Class lE) Design
Process

J-2
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APPENDIX J1

PROJECT DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS
'

Weld Filler Material1DO20WS001 Fabrication Specification for AS6E Section IIIILO20PS100 Piping 2 1/2 Inches and Larger

Bulk Piping Material SpecificationILO60PS101

IL360PS102 ASME III Pipe Hangers and Supports

Category I Structural Steel Specification3A010SS012

Category I Miscellaneous Steel Specification3A010SS026

Erection of Category I Structural Steel3A010SS030! Specification
|

.

O

l
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APPENDIX J2

SUMMARY CF PSAR/FSAR BASE CODES

CODES AND STANDARDS REQUIREMENTS
PSAR FSAR

,,

A. Concrete and AISC-69 Spec. for AISC-69 Spec. for Design
Category I Struc- Design, Fabrication Fabrication and Erection
tural Steel Internal and Erection of of Structural Steel for
Structures of Con- Structural Steel . for Buildings with Supple-
crate Containment Buildings ments 1.2,3, (3.8.3.2.1)
(3.8.3) ( 3 . 8. 3 . 2, .1 ) 1971 edition is referen-

ced as applicable in
AISC-69 Manual of 3.8.3.4.5, 3.8.3.6.4,
Steel Construction and 3.8.3.6.4.3. Exam-
(3.8.3.2.3) ination and testing of

material is per 1969
edition (3.8.3.6.4.3)

'

NRC Regulatory AISC-71 Code of Standard
Guides 1.28, 1.38, Practice for Steel Build-

*

1.50, 1.71, 1.74, ing and Bridges (3.8.-.

1.80 (3.8.3.2.2). 3.2.1).

AWS Dl.1-1974 Structural
Welding Code and Addenda
(3.8.3.2.1).

NRC Regulatory Guide
1.94, Rev. 0 (3.8.3.2.2.)
Table 3.12-1, however,
takes partial exception.

B. Other Category I AISC-69 Spec. for AISC-69 Spec. for Design,
,

Structures (MEAB, Design, Fabrication Fabrication, Erection of
,

DGB, FHB, and Erection of Structural Steel for
Intake,-ECW Intake, Structural Steel for Building with Supple-- ,

ECW Discharge, Buildings. ments 1, 2& 3.
Class IE Under-
ground Electrical

| Raceway, Condensate AISC-69 Manual of AWS Dl.1-72 Structural

|
Storage Tank) 3.8.4. Steel Construction Welding Cede.

!

! AISC-70 Manual of Steel
Construction

J-4
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APPENDIX J2

.

SUMMARY CF PSAR/FSAR BASE CODES

"URC Regulatory Guide
1.94, Rev. O, Partial

~~
Exception taken in Table
3.12-1 and 3.8.4.2.3

C. ASME Section III ASME III (1) ASME III (1) .

Piping and Supports ASME XI ASME XI, 1974 through
Summer 1975 (6.6.1)
R.G.1.44, Rev. 0 (2)
R.G.l.50, Rev. O

R.G.l.84,.Rev. 11 (17
Code Cases on welding
NDE) 1

R.G.1.85, Rev. 11 (6*

Code cases on welding
'DE)N

D. Quality Assurance ANSI N45.2-1971 ANSI N45.1-1971 (RG.l.28,

Requirements Pertain- (R.G.1.28, Rev. 0) Rev. 0)
ing to Weldin9/NDE ANSI N45.2.1973 ANSI N45.2.1-1973

(R.G. 1.37, Rev. 0) (R.G. 1.37, Rev. 0)
ANSI N45.2.2-1972 ANSI N45.2.2-1972 (R.G.
(R.G. 1.38, Rev. O) 1.38, Rev. 2)
ANSI N45.2.3-1973 ANSI N45.2.3-1973
(R.G.l.39, Rev. 0) (R.G.l.39, Rev. 2)
ANSI N45.2.4-1972 ANSI N45.2.4-1972
(R.G.1.30, Rev. 0) (R.G.l.30, Rev. 0)
ANSI N45.2.5-Draft 3 ANSI N45.2.5-1974
Rev. 3 (WASH-1309) (R.G.l.94, Rev. 1) (3)
ANSI N45.2.6-1073 ANSI N45.2.6-1973

j (R.G.1.58, Rev.0) (R.G.1.58, Rev. 0)
:

|- ANSI N45.2.8-Draft 3 ANSI N45.2.8-1975
|~ Rev. 3 (WASH-1309) (R.G.l.116, Rev. 0)

ANSI N45.2.9-1974 ANSI N45.2.9.1974
(R.G.l.88, Rev. 0) (R.G.l.88, Rev. 2)
ANSI N45.2.10-1973 ANSI N45.2.10-1973
(R.G.l.74, Rev. 0) (R.G.l.74, Rev. 0)
ANSI N45.2.ll-Draft ANSI N45.2.11-1974
3, Rev . 1 (R.G.l.64, (R.G.l.64, Rev. 2)
Rev. 0)
ANSI N45.2.12-Draft ANSI N45.2.13-1976
3, Rev. 4 (WASH-1283) (R.G.l.123, Rev. 1)
ANSI N45.2.13-Draft 4,
Rev. 4 (WASH-1283)

_ _ _ _.
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APPENDIX J2

SUMMARY CF PSAR/FSAR BASE CODES

NOTES ,,

(1) Per 10 CFR 50.55 (a), the applicable ccae edition and addenda are
established by date of purchase order for piping and support
material. Field welding and NDE code of reference was based on
the commitment made in the first purchase order issued for
material, which was 1974 through Winter 1975.

(2) Conforms to the intent of the Regulatory Guide.

(3) Partial exception taken to sampling point of concrete and testing
frequency of cadweld splices.

i-

e
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APPENDIX J3
-

-

SUMMARY OF PROJECT DOCUMENT REFERENCES TO CODES / STANDARDS
,

CODE CODE EDITION REFERENCED
'

.,

..
No DateAWS-D1.1 1974 1975

-A040KPMECP-13A010SS030 A040KPMECP-2
A040KSWES-1 A040KPCCP-17
3A010SSO26(1)*,

3AO105S012(1)
A40KPCCP-15

,

AISC Code 7th Edition 1970 1972 Latest Edition
T A040KPMECP-2 3A010SSO26 3A010SSO12 A040KPCCP-17

3A010SS030

AISC_ Spec- 7th Edition 1971 No Date

it'ication A040KPMECP-2 M OS$012 A040KPCCP-17
D:3A010SSO26(2) * 3A010SS030-

.

ASME II 1974-W75
' -

IUO20hS001'
*

ILO60PS101
ILO20PS100

,

ASME III 1974-W75 1977-W77 No Date
IL360PS102 ILO60PS101 A040KPMECP-1
ILO20PS100 A040KPMECP-4
IL369RQOO6 A040KPCCP-17 ,

1UO20W5001 A040KPMCP-2
SLOl9PQOO4m A040KPMCP-7
A010PQ002 ILOl9PD002

A010PQ002
1A890WQ002

.

No DateASME V
i

A040KPMECP-4

ASME IX 1974-W75 Iatest Edition No Date

ILO20PS100 A040KPMECP-4 A040KPMECP-1

1 -ASME XI 1974-S75
|

A010PQ002

1

|

J-7
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APPENDIX J3
,

SUMMARY OF PROJECT DOCUMENT RE'ERENCES"TO CODES / STANDARDS

CODE EDITIbN RIFERENCED
~

CODE'
..

ANSI N45.2 1971 1972 No Date
A040KPWCP-4 3A010S5030 -A040KPWCP-3
11060PSIO1 A040KPWCP-5
1UO20WS001 A040KPMECP-2
A010PQ002

ANSI N45. 1973
2.1 ILO60PS102

A010PQOO2

ANSI N45. 1972 No Date
2.2 -lL360PS102 A040KPCCP-17

ILO60PS101
3A010SS030
3A010SS026
1U020WS001
A010PQ002
lLO20PS100

ANSI N45. 1973 No Date
2.3 3A010SS030 A040KPCCP-17

ANSI N45. 1974
2.5 3A010SSO30

ANSI N45. 1974
2.9 3A010SSO30

A010PQOO2

ANSI N45. 1974
! 2.11 3A010SSO26

ANSI N45. 1975
2.13 3A010SSO30

I

|
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APPENDIX J3
!-

-
"

SUMMARY OF PROJECT DOCUMENT REFERENCES TO CODES / STANDARDS _
;

"

Code ef fective date is identified "1975 or later editionsNOTES _

ll) 3/20/80
Code ef fective date was changed to the SeFenth Edition onPreviously, the 1971 supplement had been(2)
.via Revision G.
referenced.

f r to notes at the end of table.i* Numbers in parenthes s re 4t
.

I
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APPENDIX K |
\<

INVESTIGATION CF UNRESOLVED ITEMS IN'NRC

INVESTIGATION REPORT, 79-19

.,

1. NRC Tracking No. 79-19-31, duestionable Practices During

Wel' der Qualifications - Qualification Position.
.

The NRC inspector observed that welder qualifications in the 2G

position (pipe axis vertical) were done in two parts. After

approximately half of the weld was completed, the arc was

terminated, And the test coupon was rotated so that the
-

. ,

unfinished portion of the weld was accessible to the welder.

Only approximately half of.the weld was accessible to the welder

because of the layout of the qualification booth. After rotating

the pipe the weld was completed.

In paragraph QW-122.2 of ASME Section IX describing the 2G pipe;

position it is stated that the pipe "shall not be rotated during
,

welding". The NRC inspector interpreted the requireraants to mean

! that the entire weld had to be made as one continuous 360 degree

weld.

!

|
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The Review Team concluded that the intent of the Code was to
simulate the condition of joining two fixed vertical runs of

'

pipe. Under these conditions, it is normal for the welder to

partially complete the weld, terminate the gre, move around the

pipe to a position which affords better acce,ss to the remaining

weld, and complete the weld. In 2G pcsition qualification, it is

normal to terminate the ara one or more times during the test and

move to a position which affords better access.

The only unusual condition noted by the Review Team was that the

test coupon was moved, rather than the welder. This was neces-

.sary in this situation because there was not enc ugh room for the
welder to move around the fixed pipe coupon.

The Review Team concluded that there was no difference between

moving the coupon after the arc was terminated and moving the

welder after the arc was terminated. of importance was that the

coupon was not moved during the time when metal was being

deposited. In the opinion of the Review Team, no Code violation

,
occurred.

1

! 2. NRC Tracking No. 79-19-31, Questionable Practices Curing

|
Welder Qualifi stions - Root Scacing and Backing Ring.

The NRC inspector observed that the root spacing in a backing-

ring weld for welder qualification had been increased to 3/8 -

K-2
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1/2 in. instead of 1/16 - 1/8 in. The NRC report did'not report

where this spacing requirement was specified, but it .is assumed

that the root spacing was specified in the weld procedure

specification used to qualify the welder. ..

.

..

ASME Section IX specifies root spacing as a nonessential variable

for qualification of weld procedure specifications (WPS) but does
.

not address it as a variable for welder performance

qualification.

The Review Team concluded that the noncompliance occurred because

the welder did not follow the WPS. However, since root spacing

is not essential for welder qualification, the tests should r^t

be considered invalid. To remedy the Code noncompliance, the . -

should be revised to show the wider root gap. No requalification

of the WPS is required because root spacing is a nonessential

variable.

The NRC inspector also considered that leaving the backing ring

attached to the weld coupon during radiography was improper

because the silhouette of the backing ring may interfere with

interpretation. The Review Team concluded that the ASME Section

IX allowed radiography to be performed with or without a backing

ring.

.
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3. NRC Tracking No. 79-19-35, Declassification of Lower Steam

Generator Support Columns.

The NRC inspector expressed concern about the removal of the ASME

Section III NPT Stamp from the lower steam qenerator support,

columns.
s

Brown and Root had responded to this
The Review Team ''und that

Il} from the Engineering
concern on February 15, 1980 in a memo

This memo was
Project Manager to the Project General Manager.
reviewed and in the opinion of the Review Team adequately

Exerpts from theaddressed the concerns of the NRC inspector.
,

memo are provided below:
'

.

steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump SupportThe

Columns are designed to be a part of the system that

transfers the loads from those components to the

Reactor Containment Building Structure. The upper

which is furnished bycolumns are part of the NSSS,
The lower column supports were furnishedWestinghouse.

and were fabricated by Lamco Industriesby Brown & Root
1 and by the Pittsburch Des-Moines Steel

f for Unit
these

Company for Unit 2. During normal operations,l

;

I (1) J. R. Geurts from J . L. Hawks , "NRC Open Item Concerning
Code Classificationc" Correspondence No. GM-61219, February
15, 1980.

K-4
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.

columns carry compression loads from the components to>

the containment mat. During a seismic or LOCA event,

these columns must resist both tension an1 compression-

loads. The tensile load between these,polumns is

carried through the concrete slab at Elev. 19'-0"

anchor Solts.

4

The specification for the lower column supports

. required these items to be designed, fabricated, and

-erected in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III, Div. 1, Subsections NA and

NFr including Code Case 1644-5, 1974 Edition, Addenda

through Winter 1975.

Defects were discovered in the material that welded the
.

baseplates of these supports to the columns. At the

time of this discovery, a majority of the Unit 1

assemblies had been shipped to the STPEGS Sits. This

l, deficiency was repcrted to the NRC under the terms of
i

10CFR50.55(e). The corrective action for this
deficiency was to gouge out the defective welds and

! roweld the material. For those column assemblies whichI

t
I

had been shipped to the STPEGS Site, it was necessary

that the repair work be performed at the location. A

search of the ASME Code failed to reveal any require-

ments for this type of repair; i.e, major repair work

'

.. e
_ ., . , ____ , _ _. . __ . . - _ _ . , . - _ _ . , . , _ . , . _ _ , _ _. . . , . . _ _ . . .,
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.

conducted on this type of part which had previously

been accepted by an Authorized Nuclear Inspector and
|

shipped to the construction site. An inquiry was made
j

To satisfy the requirements of the ASMEto the ASME.
it would have been negessary for theCode, there fore,

,

fabricator to have had a survey of his site

It would have taken from 6 to 8 months tofacilities.

obtain such a survey. The impact on the Project in

terms of cost and schedule would have been significant.

for these columnIn reviewing the design requirements
it became apparent that the commitment to.

supports,
~ in the

follow the letter of the ASME Code was done more .

The Codeinterest of quality than of necessity.
theBoundary for the ASME classified material ends at

slab at Elev. 19'-0". Thus, it was mandatory that the

upper column suppor's and the through anchor bolts be
classified as ASME Code item, but this requirement did

The design-extend to the lower column supports.not

and the fabricationspecification (TRD IC119S0002)

specification (IC119SS035) were then revised to show
the lower columne being classified as Category I

This
structural steel members under the AISC Code.
revision of Code classification ef fectively deleted the
necessity for Code . stamping and for any certificate of

I Authorization for Site work. The revision to the
1
i

K-6
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|
'

design specification and the fabrication specification |
)
IThe FSAR Change Notice has beenis completed.

submitted in accordance with Project Procedures and is
)

currently in work.

..
..

The Code stamps were removed by BER and the repair work

was done at the STPEGS Site by the Pittsburg-Des Moines
All repair work was done in accordanceSteel Company.

with ASME Code requirements and the repair work was

witnessed by the Pittsburg-Des Moines Steel Company's
The original intent toAuthorized Nuclear Inspector.

maintain ASME type quality on these columns was there-
even though there was no Regulatory,fore maintained,

or State requirements to do so.ASME,

practice
The NRC inspector questioned the alignment

The Review Teamused to install the steam generators.
investigate this unresolved item.did not

Declassification of the Fuel
4. NRC Trackino No. 79-19-36,

r

Transfer Tube.

the removal of the ASME
The NRC inspector expressed concern about

Section III NPT stamp from the Fuel Transfer Tube.
f-
t

.

K-7
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The Review Team found that Brown and Root had responded to this
|

con =ern on February 15, 1980 in a memo (2) from the Engineering

Project Manager to the Project General Manager. This memo was

reviewed and in the opinion of the Review Team adaquately

addressed the concerns of the NRC inapecto ''. Excerpts from the

memo are provided below:

In the PSAR, we stated that the Containment structure,

including the liner, would be designed, fabricated, and
erected in accordance with the proposed ACI 359/ASME

Section III, Div. 2, Code 1973; including Addendas 1

through 6. The following exceptions to this commitment

wa r,e tgken.

.

1. Authorization & Code Stamping Requirements

2. Personnel Qualifications for Level III
Inspections

In this commitment, however, we were inconsistent

because we committed to the classification of the
cont'.inment penetrations to a dif ferent Code.

Historically, the Containment penetrations, which are

part of the Containment pressure boundary, fall under

J. R. Geurts from J . L. Hawks, "NRC Item Concerning Code(2)
Classification," Correspondence No. GM-61219, February 15,
1980.

K-8
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the jurisdiction of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel -

Code, Section III, Div. 1, Class MC (which requires
,

stamping and authorized inspections) since these

penetration's had historically been part of a stamped

Containment liner. On STP, however, th,'e penetr,ations

are an ample part of an unstamped Containment vessel

and thus, therefore, have equal Code treatment as the

liner itself. This fact was brought to our attention

when the Authorized Nuclear Inspector for one of our

suppliers refused to allow the penetrations to be

stamped for the reasons stated previously. The Fuel

Transfer Tube Sleeve fits' into this category; i.e. ,

requiring the same Code classification as the

Containment vessel. Originally, however, the Fuel

Transfer Tube Liner was classified as an ASME Section

III, MC component.

The Fuel Transfer Tube System consists of the following

three separate assemblies:

|

:

1. The sleeve and bellows inside the

containment.

2. The penetration sleeve through the
.

Containment.

3. The sleeve and bellows inside the Fuel'

Handling Building.
|
|

| *

l
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Each individual sleeve and bellows was hydro tested in c.

L 1.the shop, but none of the three assemblies listed above .

,

-

were hydro tested as a unit.
.

..

During the erection of the three assemblies listed e

..

above at the STPEGS Site, several problems were

encountered regarding Authorized Nuclear Inspector
'

witnessing of hydro testing. Since B&R Engineering was -

in the process of revising the Code classification of
this component, these problems were automatically -

dispositioned since the requirement for the Authorized M

inspections were no longer valid. We did, however, 1

attempt to follow Code requir'ements in every respect*

possible to ensure that our commitments toward quality

assurance were honored. For example, a separate Design a

Specification was created for the Fuel Transfer Tube -

Sleeve (TRD 2F26950004), even though a design specifi-

cation was no longer required. All welds were hydro

.-tested and hydro test records maintained in a manner
!

similar to that which would be required by the ASME '-

| Code. At one time, all components and welds were hydro

! tested, but the entire unit was not hydro tested after ..

it was completely assembled due to accessibility ,

problems. The unit will be totally tested during the

Cantainment Integrity Pressure Test. The unit met all

of the code requirements from the point of view of

K-10
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design, fabrication, examination, and erection, but not
all of the hydro tests were witnessed by an Authorized

Nuclear Inspector.

..

At the present time, an FSAR Change No,. ice has beens

subnitted and processed to the Client in accordance

with applicable Project Procedures. This change

clearly identifies the fuel transfer tube sleeve as an
integral part of the containment liner but not

requiring stamping or authorized nuclear inspections,

but being designed, fabricated, and erected in
accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code. .

This change will be included in the next scheduled

published' revision of the FSAR.

In summary, it is our opinion that the Fuel Transfer
Tube was designed, manufactured, and erected in

accordance with Quality Assurance requirements that are
1

in excess of those required by the Code in affect.

,

v 11
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5. NRC Tracking No. 79-19-37, Control of Attachment Welds to ,

Heat Treated Equipment Supports

The NRC inspector expressed concern about the apparent lack of

control and lack of documentation of attachment welds to the
lower steam generator support columns and oEher similiar

supports.

The Review Team did not investigate this unresolved item.

. .

e

1

!

l
*
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